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ABSTRACT
DI MIAO: CLASS-SENSITIVE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS
(Under the direction of J. S. Marron and Jason P. Fine)
Research in a number of fields requires the analysis of complex datasets. Principal Com-
ponents Analysis (PCA) is a popular exploratory method. However it is driven entirely by
variation in the dataset without using any predefined class label information. Linear clas-
sifiers make up a family of popular discrimination methods. However, these will face the
data piling issue often when the dimension of the dataset gets higher. In this dissertation, we
first study the geometric representation of an interesting dataset with strongly auto-regressive
errors under the High Dimensional Low Sample Size (HDLSS) setting and understand why
the Maximal Data Piling (MDP), proposed by Ahn et al. (2007), is the best in terms of clas-
sification compared with several other commonly used linear discrimination methods. Then
we introduce the Class-Sensitive Principal Components Analysis (CSPCA), which is a com-
promise of PCA and MDP, that seeks new direction vectors for better Class-Sensitive visual-
ization. Specifically, this method will be applied to the Thyroid Cancer dataset (see Agrawal
et al. (2014)). Additionally, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the sample and pop-
ulation MDP normal vector and Class-Sensitive Principal Component directions under the
HDLSS setting. Moreover, the Multi-class version of CSPCA (MCSP) will be introduced as
the last part of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades, the scope of statistics has been broadened to include exploratory
analysis and data visualization - going beyond the usually taught standard paradigms of esti-
mation and testing, to look for patterns in data beyond initial expectations (see Tukey (1970),
Tukey (1977), Velleman and Hoaglin (1981), Chambers (1983), Buja et al. (1996) and Gel-
man (2004) for detailed discussions). Exploratory Data Analysis, an approach to analyzing
datasets to summarize their main characteristics, uncover underlying structure and extract
important variables, often with visual methods is continuously developing. Exploratory tech-
niques for datasets in which a small number of variables are measured for a given set of ob-
jects are well developed. However, improvements in measurement, computation and technol-
ogy have produced complex datasets that require new exploratory techniques. Among them
the High Dimension Low Sample Size (HDLSS) data are becoming increasingly common in
various fields. These fields include genetic micro-arrays, medical imaging and chemometrics
in which hundreds or thousands of variables are measured for each object of interest (see
Hall et al. (2005)).
The technique of Principal Components Analysis (PCA), invented by Pearson (1901) and
named by Hotelling (1933), is a famous exploratory method which has been successfully ap-
plied in a variety of disciplines. However, PCA is driven entirely by variation of the dataset
and finds directions without using any predefined class label information. As the dimension
increases, PC directions will be dominated by spurious noise artifacts such that they can-
not give effective data visualization. Therefore, the result is often difficult to interpret. Some
sparse PCAmethods such as Zou et al. (2006) and Shen and Huang (2008) seek combinations
of few variables (modified PC directions with sparse loadings) to find informative structure
of high dimensional data. However, class labels are not considered in these methods. On the
other hand, linear classifiers such as Fisher Linear Discrimination (FLD),Maximal Data Pil-
ing (MDP), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Distance-Weighted Discrimination (DWD)
focus on finding the best hyperplane to separate different types of data. The normal vector is
the direction perpendicular to the separating hyperplane. The projection of the dataset onto
the normal vector can give good visualization of the separation. As the dimension get higher,
some linear discrimination methods are going to overfit the data. Therefore they cannot give
effective data visualization. Some sparse regression methods such as Tibshirani (1996), Fan
and Li (2001), and Zou (2006) select subset of variables to provide better prediction. How-
ever, within-class variations are not targeted by these methods. In a variety of applications,
the within-class variations are important for visualization. For example, suppose we have a
dataset consisting of gene expressions of two types of cancer cells. In each type, men and
women may have different gene profiles. Although linear classifiers can separate the two
cancer types very well, from the 1-dimensional projection onto the normal vector, we may
not be able to visualize the different variations of men and women within each type. Hence
we develop a new statistical method that seeks direction vectors which capture not only the
variations but also the predefined class label information of the dataset. This method com-
bines the advantages of PCA and linear classifiers and compensates their disadvantages at the
same time. In this dissertation, simulations and real data application show that this method
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can provide very informative data visualization.
The rest of this dissertation is laid out as follows. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 we give
the background of the Object Oriented Data Analysis (OODA) (Marron and Alonso (2014))
including exploratory methods, discrimination methods and some mathematical statistical
properties. In Subsection 3.3.5, we study the geometric representation of an interesting
dataset with strongly auto-regressive errors under the HDLSS setting and understand why the
MDP, proposed by Ahn et al. (2007), is the best in terms of classification compared with sev-
eral commonly used discrimination methods. In Chapter 4, we introduce the Class-Sensitive
Principal Components Analysis (CSPCA), which is a compromise of PCA and MDP, that
seeks new direction vectors for better Class-Sensitive visualization. Section 4.1 describes the
CSPCA method, 4.3 describes the criterion of choosing the tuning parameter and gives ap-
plications on simulated examples and a real dataset, and 4.5 describes a variation of CSPCA
and its relationship to the Continuum Canonical Correlation (CCC), proposed by Lee (2007).
In Chapter 5, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of MDP normal vector and CSPC di-
rections under the HDLSS setting. In Chapter 6 we introduce the Multi-class version of
CSPCA.
3
CHAPTER 2: EXPLORATORYMETHODS
In this chapter we review three commonly used exploratory methods for Objected Ori-
ented Data Analysis (OODA) (see Marron and Alonso (2014) and Wang and Marron (2007)
for detailed discussions). These methods can be utilized to explore the structure and uncover
patterns within a single multivariate dataset or discover relationship among multiple datasets.
In particular, we review the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) in Section 2.1, Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) in Section 2.2 and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) in
Section 2.3 respectively.
2.1 Singular Value Decomposition
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a factorization of a real-valued or complex-
valued matrix into a product of a diagonal matrix and two orthogonal matrices. Formally, let
X be a real-valued matrix of dimension d ⇥ n: d variables measured on n samples. Then
there exists a factorization of the form
X = U⇤V T , (2.1)
where U is a d⇥ d unitary matrix, ⇤ is a d⇥ n diagonal matrix with non-negative numbers
on the diagonal, and V is an n ⇥ n unitary matrix. The diagonal entries  i of ⇤ are the
singular values of X . The d columns of U and the n columns of V are called the left-
singular vectors and right-singular vectors ofX respectively. The singular values are usually
listed in descending order, giving the SVD a unique representation if all the singular values
are different. The number of non-zero singular values ofX (found on the diagonal entries of
⇤) is equal to the rank ofX . Therefore, the number of non-zero singular values is less than
or equal to min (d, n).
The SVD has a variety of applications, one of the most important is the low-rank matrix
approximation. Consider solving the problem of approximating a matrixX by another same
size matrix Xˆ , which has a specific rank r. In this case the approximation is based on
minimizing the Frobenius norm (kXk =
qPd
i=1
Pn
j=1 x
2
ij) of the difference between X
and Xˆ:
Xˆ = Uˆ⇤ˆVˆ
T
, (2.2)
where ⇤ˆ is the same as ⇤ except that it contains only the r largest singular values, Uˆ is a
d ⇥ r matrix of the first r columns of U , and Vˆ is an n ⇥ r matrix of the first r columns of
V . This is known as the Eckart-Young Theorem (see Eckart and Young (1936)).
2.2 Principal Components Analysis
The technique of Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was invented by Karl Pearson
(see Pearson (1901) and Jolliffe (2005) for detailed discussions). The principal components
transformation of a centered data matrix (row means have been subtracted) can be associated
with the SVD of the matrix. Again let X be a d ⇥ n data matrix. Now we assume that
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X is centered so that each row ofX has mean 0. Then the first r principal components are
computed by the rank r SVD approximation ofX as (2.1), where the d⇥rmatrix Uˆ gives the
first r principal component loading vectors for each variable and the r⇥n matrix Sˆ = ⇤ˆVˆ T
gives the first r principal component scores for each sample. Therefore the approximation
Xˆ can be written as
Xˆ = Uˆ Sˆ.
The scores Sˆ reveal the structure in the samples that represent the amount of variability in the
data matrixX and the loading vectors Uˆ define the size of the contribution of each original
variable to the principal components.
Rather than being merely associated with SVD, PCA also has an important geometric
interpretation in terms of variation. Since the row centered d ⇥ n data matrix X can be
decomposed as (2.1). The projections ofX on U and V are:
ProjU = U
TX = UTU⇤V T = ⇤V T ,
ProjV =XV = U⇤V
TV = U⇤.
The first column vector of U , denoted by u1, satisfies
u1 = argmaxkuk=1Var
 
uTX
 
= argmaxkuk=1
 
uTX
   
uTX
 T
= argmaxkuk=1u
TXXTu (2.3)
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The Equation (2.3) can be rephrased as
u1 = argmaxkuk=1u
TTSSu (2.4)
where TSS refers to the Total Sum of Squares (TSS =XXT ).
After subtracting the first k   1 principal components fromX:
X˜k 1 =X  
k 1X
s=1
usu
T
sX
then the kth column vector of U , denoted by uk, satisfies
uk = argmaxkuk=1Var
⇣
uTX˜k 1
⌘
.
Therefore u1 is the direction in the d-dimensional sample space maximizing the variation
of the projected samples in X , and ui, for all i = 2, 3, . . . is the direction maximizing the
variation while orthogonal to the first i   1 directions. Hence the scores S of the first r
principal components are given as
S = UTX =
0BBBBBB@
uT1X
...
uTrX
1CCCCCCA .
With this geometric interpretation, visualization of the first few principal component
scores can be considered as snapshots of the data point cloud from its most informative
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vantage points, in terms of variation explained.
The principal components can not only be interpreted as maximizing the projected vari-
ation, but also be interpreted as minimizing the projection Residual Sum of Squares (RSS).
To see why this is, let u 2 Rd be a vector with norm 1. Then uuTX is the projection of the
data matrixX onto u. We minimize the projection RSS over u:
RSS (u) = kX   uuTXk2 =
nX
i=1
kxi   uuTxik2 (2.5)
where xi for all i = 1, . . . , n is the ith column of the matrixX . After some algebra we have
RSS (u) =
nX
i=1
xix
T
i  
nX
i=1
xTi uu
Txi. (2.6)
The first term doesn’t depend on u, so it doesn’t appear in the minimization of the residual
sum of squares. To make RSS small, what we must do is make the second term big, i.e., we
want to maximize
nX
i=1
xTi uu
Txi =
 
uTX
   
uTX
 T
= uTXXTu. (2.7)
Therefore the optimal solution of minimizing RSS (u) is the 1st principal component direc-
tion of data matrixX . In general it is useful to project onto multiple vectors, say r vectors,
which are orthogonal and have norm 1. Then the residual sum of squares is
RSS (u1, . . . ,ur) = kX  
rX
i=1
uiu
T
i Xk2.
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Similar algebra as in (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) gives that the optimal solutions are the first r
principal components of the data matrixX . In other words, the RSS ofX projected onto r
orthonormal vectors is minimized by the first r principal components.
2.3 Canonical Correlation Analysis
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) (first introduced by Hotelling (1936)) is one of
the principle tools in multivariate statistics for studying the relationship between two sets of
multivariate data. CCA seeks two vectors such that the correlation between the projections
of variables onto these vectors are maximized.
2.3.1 Review of Canonical Correlation Analysis
Formally, let X and Y be two centered (row means have been subtracted) matrices of
dimension dX ⇥ n and dY ⇥ n respectively. Denote u and v as dX ⇥ 1 and dY ⇥ 1 vectors
respectively. The correlation between the two projections Proju = uTX and Projv = vTY
can be written as
⇢ =
Cov (Proju, Projv)p
Var (Proju)
p
Var (Projv)
=
uTXY Tvp
uTXXTu
p
vTY Y Tv
.
Note that the correlation is scale invariant under affine transformation of both data matrices,
therefore the problem of maximizing the empirical correlation ⇢ can be solved by setting
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constraints uTXXTu = vTY Y Tv = 1. Then CCA is equivalent to the following:
max
u,v
uTXY Tv (2.8)
subject to uTXXTu = vTY Y Tv = 1. The corresponding Lagrange form is
uTXY Tv    x
2
 
uTXXTu  1    y
2
 
vTY Y Tv   1  .
Take the partial derivatives w.r.t. u and v, and setting the them equal to 0 gives the following
equations
XY Tv =  xXX
Tu, (2.9)
Y XTu =  yY Y
Tv. (2.10)
Subtracting u times (2.9) from v times (2.10), we obtain
 xu
TXXTu   yvTY Y Tv = 0,
which implies
 x =  y = ⇢.
Assuming Y Y T is invertible we have
v =
 
Y Y T
  1
Y XTu
⇢
. (2.11)
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Similarly assumingXXT is invertible we have
u =
 
XXT
  1
XY Tv
⇢
. (2.12)
Substituting (2.11) and (2.12) into equations (2.9) and (2.10) and rearranging terms gives the
following generalized eigen-analysis
XY T
 
Y Y T
  1
Y XTu = ⇢2XXTu, (2.13)
Y XT
 
XXT
  1
XY Tv = ⇢2Y Y Tv. (2.14)
The solution is therefore:
• u is an eigenvector of  XXT   1XY T  Y Y T   1 Y XT ifXXT is invertible,
• v is an eigenvector of  Y Y T   1 Y XT  XXT   1XY T if Y Y T is invertible.
Therefore the eigenvectors u1 and v1 corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of
 
XXT
  1
XY T
 
Y Y T
  1
Y XT
and  
Y Y T
  1
Y XT
 
XXT
  1
XY T
respectively are the first pair of canonical direction vectors. Then the empirical correlation
between projections uT1X and vT1Y is called the canonical correlation, and the random vari-
ables uT1X and vT1Y are called the first pair of canonical variables.
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2.3.2 The relationship between ⇢ and the size of dataset
Suppose we have two data matricesX and Y from probability distributions that are ab-
solutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. We have the following theorem which
claims that, with probability 1, there exist a pair of direction vectors such that the correlation
between the projections ofX and Y is 1 if the dimension of the vertical concatenation of the
two data matrices is greater than or equal to the samples size.
Theorem 1. Suppose we have two data matrices X and Y from probability distributions
that are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Their sizes are dX ⇥n and
dY ⇥ n respectively. Denote d = dX + dY as the dimension of the vertical concatenation of
X and Y . If d   n, then with probability 1, there exist vectors a 2 RdX and b 2 RdY such
that the empirical correlation between the projections Proja = aTX and Projb = b
TY is 1.
Define Z = (X;Y ) to be the d⇥ n vertical concatenation ofX and Y . Since the mean
of Z for each row is 0 and d   n, we know that rank (Z) = r  n   1. Thus Z can be
decomposed by SVD as
Z =
rX
i=1
 iuiv
T
i
where ui 2 Rd, vi 2 Rn, uTi ui = vTi vi = 1, for all i = 1, . . . , n and uTi uj = vTi vj = 0, for
all i 6= j.
It naturally follows that
ZZT =
rX
i=1
 2iuiu
T
i .
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And it is easy to see that, given any pair a 2 RdX and b 2 RdY , we have
aTXY Tb =  1
2
2664✓ aT  bT ◆ZZT
0BB@ a
 b
1CCA  aTXXTa  bTY Y Tb
3775 (2.15)
and
✓
aT  bT
◆
ZZT
0BB@ a
 b
1CCA = rX
i=1
✓
aT  bT
◆
uiu
T
i
0BB@ a
 b
1CCA . (2.16)
Solving for a and b to make (2.16) be 0, we have
✓
aT  bT
◆
ui = 0, for all i = 1, . . . , r (2.17)
because  2i > 0 and
✓
aT  bT
◆
uiuTi
0BB@ a
 b
1CCA   0, for all i = 1, . . . , r. We write ui as
0BB@ ui,X
ui,Y
1CCA, where ui,X is a vector which consists of the first dX elements of ui and ui,Y is a
vector which consists of the remaining dY elements of ui. Then (2.17) can be rephrased as
aTui,X = b
Tui,Y , for all i = 1, . . . , r. (2.18)
Since
Z =
rX
i=1
=
0BB@
Pr
i=1  iui,Xv
T
iPr
i=1  iui,Y v
T
i
1CCA and Z =
0BB@ X
Y
1CCA ,
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we know that
X =
rX
i=1
 iui,Xv
T
i ,
Y =
rX
i=1
 iui,Y v
T
i .
Equations (2.18) imply that
aTXXTa = bTY Y Tb. (2.19)
Then equations (2.15) and (2.19) together imply that
⇢ =
aTXY Tbp
aTXXTa
p
bTY Y Tb
= 1.
Because ⇢ is scale invariant under affine transformations of a and b, we can set another
constraint
aTXXTa = C,
where C is a positive constant to make the solution unique. Therefore we have
aTXXTa = C (2.20)
aTui,X   bTui,Y = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r (2.21)
Because the equation system (2.20) and (2.21) has d unknown variables and at most n equa-
tions, we have the following conclusions:
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1. If d  n  1, there may not exist any vectors a and b such that ⇢ = 1.
2. If d = n, with probability 1, there exist at least one pair of vectors a and b such that
⇢ = 1.
3. If d   n + 1, with probability 1, there exist many pairs of vectors a and b such that
⇢ = 1.
Next we use simulated examples to illustrate the above conclusions. In each panel of
Figure 2.1, two datasetsX and Y follow two uncorrelated Gaussian distributions. For each
distribution we simulated n = 50 samples. The projections onto the first pair of CCA direc-
tion vectors are plotted in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The first pair of CCA scores forX and Y . The left two panels show that when d < n 1,
the empirical correlation between CCA scores is less than 1. The right panel shows that
when d = n, the empirical correlation between CCA scores is 1. These three panels
illustrate the tendency of CCA to overfit as d!1.
In the left two panels of Figure 2.1, the dimension d is less than the sample size n. We
can see that the projections do not lie along the 45o line perfectly. Therefore the correlation
⇢ is less than 1. Note that as d increases, the correlation ⇢ also increases. In the right panel,
the dimension d equals the sample size n. We can see that projections lie along the 45o line
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perfectly. Therefore the correlation is 1. These three panels illustrate the tendency of CCA to
overfit as d!1. If the matrix Y is a class indicator vector, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Suppose a dX ⇥ n data matrix X is from a probability distribution that is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Further assume that Y˜ is a 1 ⇥ n
class indicator vector
Y˜ = (y˜1, . . . , y˜n), (2.22)
where y˜i 2 { 1,+1} for all i = 1, . . . , n. We denote Y as the centered version of Y˜ , then
the dimension of matrix Z = (X;Y ) is dX + 1. Suppose rank (X) = min (dX , n  1), then
we have the following conclusions
1. If dX  n  2, there do not exist any vectors a and b such that ⇢ = 1. In other words,
⇢ is always less than 1.
2. If dX   n  1, with probability 1, there exist at least one pair of vectors a and b such
that ⇢ = 1.
Again, we will use simulated examples to illustrate the above conclusions. The projec-
tions onto the first pair of CCA direction vectors are plotted in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The first pair of CCA directions forX and Y , where Y is a 1⇥ n class indicator vector.
The left panel shows when dX = n   2, the empirical correlation between CCA scores
is less than 1. The right panel shows when dX = n   1, the projection of all points onto
the CCA directions are piled at two distinct values. Therefore the empirical correlation
between CCA scores is perfect as 1.
In each panel of Figure 2.2, Y is a class indicator vector defined as (2.22), data matrixX
consists of n = 50 dX-dimensional samples simulated from a Gaussian distribution. In the
left panel, the dimension ofX is dX = 48  n   2. We can see that the projections do not
lie along the 45o line perfectly. Therefore the correlation is less than 1. In the right panel,
the dimension is dX = 49   n   1. We can see that the projections lie along the 45o line
perfectly. Therefore the correlation is perfect as 1. In addition, if we project the data onto the
first CCA direction ofX , all data points will pile at only two distinct values. This interesting
direction will be discussed later in Section 3.3.
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CHAPTER 3: LINEAR DISCRIMINATION METHODS
In this chapter we first review four linear methods for two-class discrimination. The goal
of discrimination is to find a rule for assigning the labels +1 or  1 to new data vectors,
depending on whether the vectors are “more like class +1” or “more like class  1”. In
particular, we review the Fisher Linear Discrimination (FLD) in Section 3.1, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) in Section 3.2, Maximal Data Piling (MDP) in Section 3.3 and Distance
Weighted Discrimination (DWD) in Section 3.4. In Subsection 3.3.5, we study the geometric
representation of an interesting dataset with strongly auto-regressive errors under the HDLSS
setting and understand why the MDP is the best in terms of classification compared with
several other commonly used linear discrimination methods. Then we review a quantitative
measurement called StandardizedWithIn class Sum of Squares (SWISS) for quantifying how
well a data clusters into predefined classes in Section 3.5. Within this section, we will also
discuss the relationship of SWISS with MDP.
3.1 Fisher Linear Discrimination
As we reviewed in Section 2.2, PCA is an exploratory technique which does not use
the predefined class label information. We refer to this kind of technique as unsupervised
techniques. How can the class label information be used in finding information projections?
One simple classification method called Fisher Linear Discrimination (FLD) was proposed
by Fisher (1936) to address this problem by projecting data onto a line and performing clas-
sification in this 1-dimensional space.
Formally, we use a d ⇥ n matrix X = (x1, . . . ,xn) to denote our centered (where row
means have been subtracted) dataset. Let X+1 and X 1 denote the collection of samples
xi which belong to Class +1 and Class  1 respectively. We use n+1 and n 1 to denote the
number of samples of each class. Besides, we let X˜+1 and X˜ 1 denote the centered versions
ofX+1 andX 1 respectively.
Suppose the two classes of samples have sample means x¯+1 and x¯ 1 and sample covari-
ances matrices S+1 and S 1 respectively. The normal vector perpendicular to the discrimi-
nant hyperplane is defined as the solution w 2 Rd found by maximizing
J (w) =
wTBSSw
wTWSSw
(3.1)
subject to wTw = 1, where BSS is the “Between-class Sum of Squares” defined as
BSS =XXT   X˜+1X˜T+1   X˜ 1X˜
T
 1,
and WSS is the “Within-class Sum of Squares” defined as
WSS = X˜+1X˜
T
+1 + X˜ 1X˜
T
 1.
Maximizing J (w) yields a closed form of optimal normal vector, i.e., the FLD normal vector
w =
WSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1)
kWSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1) k (3.2)
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If WSS is not invertible, then we use the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (see Chapter 1 of
Ben-Israel and Greville (2003) for detailed discussions). Thus we have obtained w for FLD
- the linear function yielding the maximum ratio of BSS to WSS. The classification has been
converted from a d-dimensional problem to a more manageable 1-dimensional one.
Similar to Canonical Correlation Analysis reviewed in Subsection 2.3.1, solving the op-
timization problem (3.1) yields the following generalized eigen-analysis
BSSw =  WSSw, (3.3)
and the FLD normal vector is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. Since
matrix BSS is of rank 1, there is only 1 non-zero eigenvalue of this generalized eigen-analysis
(3.3). And the unit length eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue has the closed form
as (3.2).
3.2 Support Vector Machine
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) was first proposed by Cortes and Vapnik (1995). The
SVM constructs a hyperplane in a high-dimensional space, which can be used for classifica-
tion, regression, or other tasks. Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the hyperplane
that has the largest distance to the nearest training data point of any class. Again, let our
training dataset be the same as in Section 3.1. Defined a hyperplane by
 
x 2 Rd|xTw +   = 0 ,
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where w is a unit vector. For the moment we assume that the classes are separable, i.e., we
can find a function f (x) = xTw +   with yif (xi) > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. The key idea
behind SVM is to findw and   to keep the data in the same class all on the same side of, and
also as far as possible from, the separating hyperplane. This is quantified using a maximum
optimization formulation, focusing only on the training data points closest to the separating
hyperplane, called support vectors. The optimization problem
max
w, 
M (3.4)
subject to yi
 
xTi w +  
   M for all i = 1, . . . , n andwTw = 1 captures this concept. This
problem can be more conveniently rephrased as
min
w, 
kwk (3.5)
subject to yi
 
xTi w +  
    1 for all i = 1, . . . , n, which is equivalent to
min
w, 
1
2
wTw (3.6)
subject to yi
 
xTi w +  
    1 for all i = 1, . . . , n where we have dropped the norm constraint
on w. Note thatM = 1/kwk. Equation (3.6) is the usual way of writing the support vector
criterion for separated data.
Suppose now that the classes are no longer separable, i.e., they overlap in feature space.
Define the error variables ⇠ = (⇠1, . . . , ⇠n)
T . Then the constraint in (3.4) is naturally modified
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as
yi
 
xTi w +  
   M (1  ⇠i) ,
for all i = 1, . . . , n, ⇠i   0,
Pn
i=1 ⇠i  C, C is a constant. The value ⇠i is the proportional
amount by which the prediction f (xi) = xTi w+  is on the wrong side of its margin. Hence
by bounding the sum
Pn
i=1 ⇠i, we bound the total proportional amount by which predictions
fall on the wrong side of their margin. Then the optimization problem is
min
w, ,⇠
1
2
wTw
subject to
yi
 
xTi w +  
    1  ⇠i
⇠i   0,
nX
i=1
⇠i  C
for all i = 1, . . . , n, which can be rephrased as
min
w, ,⇠
1
2
wTw + C1Tn⇠ (3.7)
subject to
yi
 
xTi w +  
    1  ⇠i
⇠i   0
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for all i = 1, . . . , n, where 1n = (1, . . . , 1)
T and C is a positive penalty parameter. In the
rest of this article we use Gunn’s recommendation of C = 1000 for SVM. This is the usual
way the SVM is defined for the non-separable case. By the nature of the criterion (3.7), we
see that points inside their class boundary do not play a role in shaping the boundary. More
details of SVM including the computation and examples can be found in Vapnik (2000);
Vapnik and Kotz (2006) , Burges (1998), Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor (2000), Schlkopf and
Smola (2001) and Hastie et al. (2013).
3.3 Maximal Data Piling
In two-class discrimination when the dimension is larger than the sample size, there exist
direction vectors onto which the data project to only two distinct values, one for each class.
The Maximal Data Piling (MDP) direction for discrimination was proposed by Ahn and
Marron (2010). Why it is called maximal data piling direction vector is because the data
are piled on two points while maximizing the distance in between. We assume that the
dimension d satisfies d   n  1, where n is the sample size. We also assume that the data are
not degenerate, in the sense of generating a subspace of dimension n. Data piling was first
discussed in Marron et al. (2007). They observed that the SVM classifier yielded substantial
data piling when it was applied to HDLSS data. MDP can be regarded as an extreme version
of SVM since it has n support vectors all of which are exactly on the margin boundary.
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3.3.1 Review of Maximal Data Piling
We use the same notations as in Section 3.1. In addition, we use X˜ =
⇣
X˜+1, X˜ 1
⌘
to
denote the horizontal concatenation of the two centered matrices of the two classes.
The MDP normal vector is defined as the solution w 2 Rd found by solving the opti-
mization problem
max
w
⇥
wT (x¯+1   x¯ 1)
⇤2 (3.8)
subject to wTw = 1 and X˜
T
w = 0. This optimization problem can be interpreted as
maximizing the squared difference between the projected class means while insisting that the
projection of each class point onto the unit direction vector is the same as its class mean.
There are some insightful optimization problem that are equivalent to (3.8). The MDP
normal vector w 2 Rd can be found by solving the problem of maximizing
J (w) =
wTBSSw
wTTSSw
, (3.9)
subject to wTw = 1, where TSS is the “Total Sum of Squares” defined as
TSS =XXT .
We can see that the above optimization problem is a simple replacement of the Within-class
Sum of Squares WSS in FLD optimization problem (3.1) by the Total Sum of Squares TSS.
Why does this make sense? It says that a good solution is one where the class means are
well separated, measured relative to the total variance of the data. We show later in this
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section that when d  n   2, (3.9) is equivalent to FLD, which does not have the piling
property. When d   n   1, (3.9) yields complete data piling. The FLD is invariant under
affine transformation of data when d  n   2, but (3.9) is not. However, we can view MDP
as an appropriate high dimension, low sample size version of FLD in the sense that it yields
data projections with zero WSS and maximized BSS.
Similar to Equation (3.2), maximizing J (w) in (3.9) yields a closed form of optimal
normal vector, i.e., the MDP normal vector
w =
TSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1)
kTSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1) k . (3.10)
If TSS is not invertible, we use the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. Similarly, solving the
MDP optimization problem (3.9) yields the following generalized eigen-analysis
BSSw =  TSSw (3.11)
and the MDP normal vector is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of
TSS 1BSS. More detailed discussion and examples can be found in Ahn and Marron
(2010).
3.3.2 Maximal Data Piling solved by Canonical Correlation Analysis
In this subsection, we derive the connection between MDP and CCA. From the connec-
tion we can see that the MDP normal vector is a special case of the canonical vector using
CCA. Different from the class indicator vector used in Corollary 1, we modify the class
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indicator vector Y to have the form
Y = (y1, . . . , yn), (3.12)
such that yi 2 {
q
n 1
n·n+1 , 
q
n+1
n·n 1} for i = 1, . . . , n. We assume that there are n+ yis equal
to
q
n 1
n·n+1 and n  yis equal to  
q
n+1
n·n 1 . Therefore it naturally follows n = n+1 + n 1.
The reason why we use this specific class indicator vector instead of the conventional one
(2.22) in Subsection 2.3.2 is because applying this class indicator vector (3.12) to the CCA
calculation will give us the same generalized eigen-analysis as (3.11).
First we have that
XY T =
r
n+1n 1
n
(x¯+1   x¯ 1) .
With the fact Y Y T = 1 and using the result (2.13) in Subsection 2.3.1
XY T
 
Y Y T
  1
Y XTu = ⇢2XXTu
we have
n+1n 1
n
(x¯+1   x¯ 1) (x¯+1   x¯ 1)T = ⇢2XXTu.
After some easy algebra we have
n+1x¯+1x¯
T
+1 + n 1x¯ 1x¯
T
 1 = ⇢
2XXTu.
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This can be equivalently rewritten as
BSSu = ⇢2TSSu, (3.13)
which is identical to the generalized eigen-analysis of MDP (3.11).
This relationship shows that the MDP normal vector is the canonical vector of the ma-
trix X when Y is a class indicator vector. Next we use equation (3.13) to help us better
understand the connection between MDP and FLD.
3.3.3 Relationship to Fisher Linear Discrimination
Ahn discovered the identity of MDP and FLD normal vectors under non-HDLSS settings,
i.e. dX  n   2, from their closed form solutions given by (3.10) and (3.2) respectively
in her dissertation (see Subsection 3.3.2 of Ahn (2006)). However, we study this property
from another perspective using generalized eigen-analysis in this subsection. The following
theorem says the FLD and MDP normal vectors are equivalent up to a ± sign under non-
HDLSS settings.
Theorem 2. LetwFLD andwMDP be the FLD and MDP normal vectors of the same dataset.
If dX  n 2 and the data matrixX is full rank, i.e., rank (X) = dX , thenwFLD andwMDP
are equivalent up to a ± sign.
Proof. It is easy to see that
TSS = WSS +BSS.
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Therefore the Equation (3.13) can be written as
 
1  ⇢2 BSSu = ⇢2WSSu. (3.14)
From the assumptions we know rank (X) = dX  n   2, then by Corollary 1 we know
that the correlation follows ⇢ < 1. Therefore Equation (3.14) can be written as
BSSu =
⇢2
1  ⇢2WSSu. (3.15)
This is identical to the generalized eigen-analysis of FLD in Equation (3.3) but with   =
⇢2/ (1  ⇢2). This implies that when dX  n  2, MDP is equivalent to FLD up to a ± sign,
which does not have the piling property.
From Corollary 1 we also know that when dX   n   1, i.e. under the HDLSS settings,
with probability 1, there exist u 2 RdX and v 2 R such that ⇢ = 1. Therefore (3.14) is
invalid to be written as the form (3.15) because the denominator becomes 0. When ⇢ = 1,
the projections ofX onto u and of Y onto v have perfect correlation (refer to the right panel
in Figure 2.2), which yields complete data piling. Thus we have
Corollary 2. SupposeX is a d⇥ n data matrix from a probability distribution that is abso-
lutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and Y is a 1⇥ n class indicator vector,
1. When d   n   1, with probability 1, there exists a canonical vector u of X which is
equivalent to the MDP normal vector separating the two classes inX . The data points
projected onto u are all piled at their class means. The empirical correlation between
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this projection and Y is 1.
2. When d  n   2, there exists a canonical vector u of X which is equivalent to the
FLD normal vector separating the two classes in X . If X is full rank, the empirical
correlation between the projection ofX onto u and Y is less than 1. In this situation,
the MDP normal vector is equivalent to the FLD normal vector up to a ± sign.
3.3.4 Relationship to Support Vector Machine
In this section, we review the relationship betweenMaximal Data Piling and Support Vec-
tor Machine as discussed in Ahn (2006). As we mentioned at the beginning of this section,
in many applications of SVM under the HDLSS settings, we observe that a large portion of
the data lie on the margin boundaries, which is called data piling. Here we use a toy example
to illustrate data piling for the SVM and the MDP. The toy data samples are generated from
a spherical, unit variance Gaussian distribution with dimension 50, and mean 0, except that
the first coordinate has mean +4.5 for Class +1 and  4.5 for Class  1. The toy dataset is
of size 40, out of which 20 belong to each class. Note that since the underlying distribution
is known, the theoretically optimal Bayes rule is the hyperplane with (1, 0, . . . , 0)T as its
normal vector. Projections onto the theoretically optimal Bayes rule, MDP, and SVM normal
vectors are shown in the three diagonal plots of Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The diagonal plots show the 1-dimensional projections onto the optimal Bayes, MDP
and SVM normal vectors respectively. The off-diagonal plots show the 2-dimensional
projection onto the subspace spanned by each pair of these directions.
In each diagonal plot of Figure 3.1, a “jitter plot” is displayed for each class: The pro-
jected data are shown with random vertical coordinates for visual separation of the data (see
Tukey and Tukey (1990) for the definition of jitter plot). Also kernel density estimation
curves are drawn to show how the projected values are distributed. We denote the panel in
the rth row and cth column by “[r,c]”. For example, plot [1,1] is the top left diagonal panel
showing the projected data onto the theoretically optimal Bayes rule direction. The projec-
tions have a nice Gaussian mixture appearance. The projections onto the SVM normal vector
show some partial data piling in plot [3,3]. The MDP, as expected, has complete data piling
in plot [2,2]. From plots [2,2] and [3,3] we can see that the MDP has smaller margin (the dis-
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tance between the boundaries) than SVM. It is because MDP maximizes the margin keeping
the complete data piling, however SVM maximizes the margin regardless of this constraint.
The off-diagonal plots show the projections onto the planes spanned by each pair of direc-
tions, which are shown with solid lines in the panel. For example, in the off-diagonal plot
[1,2], the data is projected onto the 2-dimensional subspace spanned by the optimal Bayes
and MDP normal vectors. The horizontal axis represents the MDP normal vector and the
vertical axis represents the direction which is perpendicular to this MDP normal vector in
this 2-dimensional subspace. In this plot we notice that there are two straight lines which
intersect at the origin. The horizontal line is the MDP normal vector and the other line is
the optimal Bayes direction. In contrast, the opposite off-diagonal plot [2,1] uses the reverse.
Because these two directions are not orthogonal, the plots [1,2] and [2,1] (using different
directions as the horizontal axes) are not symmetric.
As the dimension of the dataset increases, the MDP and SVM normal vectors tend to
converge. We use another toy example to illustrate this convergence property of the MDP
and the SVM normal vectors as in Figure 3.2. The settings of the toy data samples are the
same as the data in Figure 3.1 except the dimension is 1000, which is extremely high w.r.t.
the sample size (n = 40).
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Figure 3.2: The diagonal plots show the 1-dimensional projections onto the optimal Bayes, MDP and
SVM normal vectors respectively. The off-diagonal plots show the 2-dimensional projec-
tion onto the subspace spanned by each pair of these directions. In the extremely high
dimensional situation (d=1000), the MDP and the SVM normal vectors become identical.
Again, projections onto the theoretically optimal Bayes rule, MDP, and SVM normal
vectors and pairwise planes are shown in Figure 3.2. In this extremely high dimensional
situation, the SVM normal vector shows complete data piling in plot [3,3], which means
every data sample becomes its support vectors. This is because the SVM normal vector is
totally driven by the noise artifacts of the dataset when the dimension is much higher than
the sample size. Since the SVM maximizes the margin and every data sample is on the
boundary, it has the same result as maximizing the distance between two completely piled
data projections, which is exactly what the MDP does. It can be seen from plots [2,2] and
[3,3] that the projections onto the MDP and the SVM normal vectors are the same. Plots [2,3]
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and [3,2] show that the angle between the MDP and the SVM normal vectors is 0o, which
implies that these two directions are the same.
3.3.5 Geometric Representation of Two-class Auto-Regressive High
Dimension Low Sample Size Data
From Section 3.1 of Ahn and Marron (2010) we see that when the within-class variables
of each class are correlated, the MDP normal vector has very accurate classification perfor-
mance even when the dimension is extremely high. In this subsection, we study the geometric
representation of the Two-class Auto-Regressive HDLSS data and illustrate why MDP is su-
perior to FLD in terms of classification under the extremely high-dimensional situation where
the correlation ⇢ tends to 1 and the dimension d!1.
Formally, suppose we have two d-dimensional classes (Class +1 and Class  1) of Gaus-
sian samples which differ only in their population means. These two classes share the same
Auto-Regressive(1) within-class covariance as follows
⌃✏ =  
2
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 ⇢ ⇢2 · · · ⇢d 1
⇢ 1 ⇢ · · · ⇢d 2
⇢2 ⇢ 1 · · · ⇢d 3
...
...
... . . .
...
⇢d 1 ⇢d 2 ⇢d 3 · · · 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
,
where  2 > 0 and ⇢ 2 [ 1, 1]. We assume that the population mean for the Class +1 ( 1) is
(+a ( a resp.) , 0, . . . , 0)T , where a > 0. For the sake of simplicity, we set the variance  2
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to be 1 and a to be a constant of 5 and simulate n = 50 samples for each class. We first use
a 1000-dimensional example to illustrate the data structure. In this example, we set ⇢ = 0.9.
The projections onto the first three coordinates are shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Projection of simulated 1000-dimensional Two-class AR data (⇢=0.9) onto the first three
coordinates. The class difference exists in the 1st coordinate. The 2-dimensional projec-
tions of each class tends to lie along the 45o line in the subspace spanned by any two
coordinates.
In Figure 3.3, the 1-dimensional projections onto the first three coordinates are shown
in the diagonal three plots. In plot [1,1] the two classes are separated very well because
they have different population class means (+5 and  5 resp.) in the 1st coordinate. In
plots [2,2] and [3,3] the two classes are overlapped because they share the same population
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class mean and variance in the 2nd and 3rd coordinates. In the off-diagonal plots, the 2-
dimensional projections onto each pair of these coordinates are plotted. Unlike Figure 3.1
where the vertical axis does not necessarily represent the direction vector, in the off-diagonal
plots of Figure 3.3, both the horizontal and vertical axes represent a pair of the directions.
For example, plots [2,1] and [1,2] show the projections onto the 2-dimensional subspace
spanned by the 1st and 2nd coordinates. The only difference between these two plots is one
(plot [2,1]) uses the 1st coordinate as its horizontal axis and the 2nd coordinate as its vertical
axis, while the other (plot [1,2]) uses the reverse. From these two plots we can see that
the projected samples of both Class +1 and Class  1 tend to lie along the 45o lines which
intersects with the 1st coordinates around +5 and  5 respectively. Similar patterns occur
in plots [3,1] and [3,2] as well. This is because when ⇢ is close to 1, ⇢2 is also close to 1,
so the values of the 2nd and 3rd coordinates are very positively correlated with the values of
the 1st coordinate. Besides, the values of the 2nd and 3rd coordinates are also very positively
correlated because the correlation between them is ⇢. This effect can also be seen in plots
[3,2] and [2,3], where the two classes are overlapped and tend to lie along the 45o line through
the origin. This strong correlation exists in every pair of coordinates since the correlation
between coordinate i and coordinate j is ⇢|i j|, which tends to 1 as ⇢! 1. This also implies
that the 2-dimensional projected point cloud onto coordinates i and j, for all i, j 6= 1 tends
to lie along the 45o line. Therefore if we look at the whole dataset, the point cloud of each
class tends to lie along the diagonal lines of the d-dimensional space which intersects the 1st
coordinates around +5 and  5 respectively. Although this clear pattern can be recognized
from the projections onto the coordinates, this is not the most informative way to represent
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the data since it ignores the interaction between coordinates. In the following analysis, we
find a new set of orthogonal directions which give us different perspectives to visualize the
Two-class Auto-Regressive structure in HDLSS situations.
We use the direction wdiag to denote the diagonal direction vector in the d-dimensional
space in the sense that
wdiag =
1p
d
(1, . . . , 1)T .
It is easy to see that the direction wdiag has the same angle with every coordinate. Suppose
x+1 =
⇣
x(1)+1 + 5, x
(2)
+1, . . . , x
(d)
+1
⌘T
is a realization of Class +1, then the projection of x+1
onto the direction wdiag is
wTdiagx+1 =
1p
d
"⇣
x(1)+1 + 5
⌘
+
dX
k=2
x(k)+1
#
=
1p
d
 
5 +
dX
k=1
x(k)+1
!
=
5p
d
+
Pd
k=1 x
(k)
+1p
d
,
where
⇣
x(1)+1, x
(2)
+1, . . . , x
(d)
+1
⌘T ⇠ Nd (0,⌃✏). If ⇢ ! 0, then x(1)+1, . . . , x(d)+1 tend to be i.i.d.
realizations distributed as the standard normal distribution N (0, 1). Then the projection
wTdiagx+1 is
wTdiagx+1 =
5p
d
+
(1/d)
Pd
k=1 x
(k)
+1
1/
p
d
d ! z+1 as d!1,
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where z+1 ⇠ N (0, 1). On the other end if ⇢! 1, then x(1)+1, . . . , x(d)+1 tend to be identical, i.e.,
x(1)+1 ⇡ x(2)+1 ⇡ · · · ⇡ x(d)+1. Therefore the projection wTdiagx+1
wTdiagx+1 ⇡
5p
d
+
dx(1)+1p
d
=
5p
d
+
p
dx(1)+1
 ! ±1 as d!1.
Therefore the projection onto the direction wdiag can help us diagnose whether all the vari-
ables are strongly correlated or not. If the projection has small variation, then it suggests that
there is no correlation among variables. Otherwise if the projection has large variation, then
it suggests that there is strong correlation. Figure 3.4 shows the projection of 3 simulated
examples with different ⇢’s onto the direction wdiag.
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Figure 3.4: Projections of simulated 1000-dimensional Two-class Auto-Regressive data (⇢=0, 0.5,
0.9) onto the directionwdiag are shown in the top panels and the corresponding QQ Plots
are shown in the bottom panels. When ⇢ is smaller, the projection is more likely to follow
the standard normal distribution.
From the 1-dimensional projection of the top panels we can see that the variation becomes
larger as the correlation ⇢ increases. From the Quantile-Quantile plots of the bottom panels
we can see that the projection when ⇢ = 0 follows the standard normal distribution the best.
We continue to consider the previous example when ⇢ = 0.9 as shown in Figure 3.3.
We first project the same samples onto the direction wdiag. In order to represent the other
structures, we use the projections onto the sample PC directions. However the PC directions
may not necessarily be orthogonal to the direction wdiag, therefore we compute the PC di-
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rections of the subspace which is perpendicular to it and call them orthogonal PC directions.
The projections onto the directionwdiag and its first 2 orthogonal PC directions are shown in
Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Projection of simulated 1000-dimensional Two-class Auto-Regressive data (⇢=0.9) onto
the directionwdiag and its first 2 orthogonal PC directions. Large variation with no appar-
ent class difference is shown in the 1-dimensional projection onto the directionwdiag. The
other major variations are explained by the projections onto the orthogonal PC directions.
In plot [1,1] in Figure 3.5, the samples are projected onto the direction wdiag. The pro-
jection has large variation. This suggests that there is large correlation among the variables,
which is consistent with the fact that the correlation between variables i and j is 0.9|i j|.
This also tells us that the 2-dimensional projection onto the coordinates i and j of either
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class tends to lie along the 45o line. Besides, the 1-dimensional projection of the data onto
the 1st orthogonal PC direction which is perpendicular to the directionwdiag is shown in plot
[2,2]. This projection explains the major structure of the data including the difference in class
means and the within-class variation. And the 1-dimensional projection of the data onto the
2nd orthogonal PC direction is shown in plot [3,3]. From this plot we can see large varia-
tion but no apparent class difference which is consistent with the large energy of the sample
covariance matrix.
As we have seen in the above discussion, when the correlation ⇢ ! 1, the samples
of Class +1 ( 1) tend to lie along a straight line which is parallel to the direction wdiag
and intersects with the 1st coordinate at +a ( a resp.). Next we will explain why MDP
is superior to FLD in terms of classification for the Two-class Auto-Regressive data with
strongly correlated errors.
Again, we use the same notations as in Subsection 3.1. The samples xi can be viewed
as realizations distributed as the Gaussian mixture distribution with the following density
function
f (x) = ⇡+1f+1 (x) + ⇡ 1f 1 (x) =
X
i=+1, 1
⇡ifi (x) (3.16)
where f+1 (x) = f (x |µ,⌃✏ ), f 1 (x) = f (x | µ,⌃✏ ), µ = (a, 0, . . . , 0)T and ⇡+1 =
⇡ 1 = 1/2.
We consider an extreme situation where ⇢ is exactly 1. Under this situation, the popula-
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tion within-class covariance matrix ⌃✏ becomes a d⇥ d square matrix of all ones as
⌃✏ =  
2
0BBBBBB@
1 · · · 1
... . . .
...
1 · · · 1
1CCCCCCA .
Therefore the row centered data matrix of Class +1 X˜+1 is of the form
X˜+1 =  
0BBBBBB@
x˜+1,1 · · · x˜+1,n
... . . .
...
x˜+1,1 · · · x˜+1,n
1CCCCCCA ,
where x˜+1,1, . . . , x˜+1,n are centered i.i.d. realizations distributed as N (0, 1). Similarly we
have that the row centered data matrix of Class  1 X˜ 1 is of the form
X˜ 1 =  
0BBBBBB@
x˜ 1,1 · · · x˜ 1,n
... . . .
...
x˜ 1,1 · · · x˜ 1,n
1CCCCCCA ,
where x˜ 1,1, . . . , x˜ 1,n are also centered i.i.d. realizations distributed as N (0, 1). Therefore
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it follows that the WSS is
WSS = X˜+1X˜
T
+1 + X˜ 1X˜
T
 1
= B˜
0BBBBBB@
1 · · · 1
... . . .
...
1 · · · 1
1CCCCCCA ,
where B˜ =
Pn
i=1  
2x˜2+1,i +
Pn
i=1  
2x˜2 1,i. Then it is easy to see that the WSS is of rank 1,
which means that the within-class structure of each class is of rank 1. It naturally follows
that it has only one eigenvector uWSS
uWSS =
1p
d
(1, . . . , 1)T
according to the only non-zero eigenvalue  WSS = dB˜. Since WSS is not invertible, the
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of WSS is
WSS 1 =   1TSSuWSSu
T
WSS
=
1
d2B˜
0BBBBBB@
1 · · · 1
... . . .
...
1 · · · 1
1CCCCCCA .
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Then from Equation (3.2) we know that the sample FLD normal vector is
wFLD =
WSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1)
kWSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1) k
=
1p
d
(1, . . . , 1)T .
Recall that X = (X+1,X 1) is the horizontal concatenation of the two classes and
further assume that the rows of X have been centered to have mean 0. The mean vector of
the total data matrix is denoted by   = ( , . . . ,  )T . Then the total data matrixX is of the
form
X =
0BBBBBBBBBB@
 x+1,1 + a · · ·  x+1,n + a  x 1,1   a · · ·  x 1,n   a
 x+1,1 · · ·  x+1,n  x 1,1 · · ·  x 1,n
... . . .
...
... . . .
...
 x+1,1 · · ·  x+1,n  x 1,1 · · ·  x 1,n
1CCCCCCCCCCA
, (3.17)
where x+1,1, . . . , x+1,n, x 1,1, . . . , x 1,n are centered i.i.d. realizations distributed asN (0, 1).
Therefore, the TSS is
TSS =XXT
=
0BBBBBBBBBB@
C A · · · A
A B · · · B
...
... . . .
...
A B · · · B
1CCCCCCCCCCA
,
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where
A =
nX
i=1
 x+1,i ( x+1,i + a) +
nX
i=1
 x 1,i ( x 1,i   a) ,
B =
nX
i=1
 2x2+1,i +
nX
i=1
 2x2 1,i,
C =
nX
i=1
( x+1,i + a)
2 +
nX
i=1
( x 1,i   a)2 .
It is easy to see that the TSS is of rank 2. It naturally follows that it has two eigenvectors
uTSS,1 = (uTSS,1,1, uTSS,1,2, . . . , uTSS,1,2)
T , (3.18)
uTSS,2 = (uTSS,2,1, uTSS,2,2, . . . , uTSS,2,2)
T , (3.19)
according to two non-zero eigenvalues
 TSS,1 =
(d  1)B + C +
q
((d  1)B   C)2 + 4 (d  1)A2
2
,
 TSS,2 =
(d  1)B + C  
q
((d  1)B   C)2 + 4 (d  1)A2
2
,
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where
uTSS,1,1 =
r
2 (d  1)A2
E2 +DE
uTSS,1,2 =
s
E +D
2 (d  1)E
uTSS,2,1 =
r
2 (d  1)A2
E2  DE
uTSS,2,2 =  
s
E  D
2 (d  1)E
and D = (d  1)B   C and E =pD2 + 4 (d  1)A2. Then the pseudoinverse of TSS is
TSS 1 =   1TSS,1uTSS,1u
T
TSS,1 +  
 1
TSS,2uTSS,2u
T
TSS,2.
From Equation (3.10) we know that the sample MDP normal vector is
wMDP =
TSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1)
kTSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1) k .
It naturally follows that
wMDP / TSS 1 (x¯+1   x¯ 1)
= uTSS,1 · ⌘TSS,1 + uTSS,2 · ⌘TSS,2
where ⌘TSS,i =   1TSS,iu
T
TSS,i (x¯+1   x¯ 1) for i = 1, 2. Since we know the closed form of
uTSS,1 and uTSS,2 as in Equations (3.18) and (3.19) respectively, the entries ofwMDP should
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satisfy
wMDP = (wMDP,1, wMDP,2, . . . , wMDP,2)
T
and w2MDP,1 + (d  1)w2MDP,2 = 1.
Therefore the projection of the ith sample x+1,i = ( x+1,i + a,  x+1,i, . . . ,  x+1,i)
T of
Class +1 onto the MDP normal vector wMDP is
xT+1,iwMDP = ( x+1,i + a)wMDP,1 + (d  1)  x+1,iwMDP,2
=   [wMDP,1 + (d  1)wMDP,2] x+1,i + awMDP,1.
And similar result holds for the j th sample of Class +1 in the sense that
xT+1,jwMDP =   [wMDP,1 + (d  1)wMDP,2] x+1,j + awMDP,1.
In the same fashion, we can have the the projections of the ith and j th samples of Class  1
onto the MDP normal vector wMDP are
xT 1,iwMDP =   [wMDP,1 + (d  1)wMDP,2] x 1,i   awMDP,1
xT 1,jwMDP =   [wMDP,1 + (d  1)wMDP,2] x 1,j   awMDP,1.
Because of the data piling constraint, the projections of samples of one class need to be
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the same in the sense that
xT+1,iwMDP = x
T
+1,jwMDP ,
xT 1,iwMDP = x
T
 1,jwMDP ,
for all i, j = 1, . . . , n. Because there are at least 3 different equations (2 (n  1) + 1 with
n   2) but only 2 unknown variables wMDP,1 and wMDP,2, we must have
wMDP,1 + (d  1)wMDP,2 = 0.
Together with the unit-length constraint
w2MDP,1 + (d  1)w2MDP,2 = 1,
we have the unique solution of wMDP (keeping the 1st coordinate positive) as
wMDP =
 r
d  1
d
, 
s
1
d (d  1) , . . . , 
s
1
d (d  1)
!T
. (3.20)
Therefore it naturally follows that as d!1,
wMDP,1
prob ! 1,
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and
wMDP,2
prob ! 0.
Therefore the sample MDP normal vector
wMDP
prob ! (1, 0, . . . , 0)T as d!1. (3.21)
Figure 3.6 shows the average angle between the sample MDP normal vector and the 1st
coordinate over 50 experiments when ⇢ = 1,   = 1 and a = 5 for increasing dimensions.
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Figure 3.6: The average angle between the sample MDP normal vector and the 1st coordinate when
⇢ = 1. The average angle converges to 0 as dimension increases.
The above Figure 3.6 confirms the conclusion (3.21) that the sample MDP normal vec-
tor tends to the 1st coordinate as dimension d ! 1 when ⇢ = 1 since the average angle
converges to 0.
From the above analysis, we know that when the correlation ⇢ is 1, the within-class data
structure is of dimension 1 and the total data structure is of dimension 2. The sample FLD
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normal vector is
wFLD =
1p
d
(1, . . . , 1)T
and the sample MDP normal vector is
wMDP =
1p
d
 p
d  1, 
r
1
d  1 , . . . , 
r
1
d  1
!T
.
For a new data xˆ+1 = ( xˆ+1 + a,  xˆ+1, . . . ,  xˆ+1)
T from Class +1 where xˆ+1 ⇠ N (0, 1),
the classification rule of FLD is
wTFLD(xˆ+1    ) =
p
d( xˆ+1 +
a
d
   ).
This xˆ+1 is assigned to Class +1 if  xˆ+1+a/d   > 0 and assigned to Class 1 otherwise.
Then the misclassification probability of FLD is
P
 
wTFLD(xˆ+1    ) < 0
 
= P
⇣
 xˆ+1 +
a
d
    < 0
⌘
= P
✓
xˆ+1 <
 
 
  a
 d
◆
! P
✓
xˆ+1 <
 
 
◆
as d!1.
In the same fashion, the classification rule of MDP is
wTMDP (xˆ+1    ) =
r
d  1
d
( xˆ+1 + a   )  (d  1)
s
1
d (d  1) ( xˆ+1    )
= a
r
d  1
d
.
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Since a > 0, then the misclassification probability of MDP is
P
 
wTMDP (xˆ+1    ) < 0
 
= P
 
a
r
d  1
d
< 0
!
= 0.
Therefore when ⇢ = 1 and the dimension d!1, the classification performance of FLD
depends on the mean vector   of the whole data matrix and the standard deviation  . If the
ratio  /  is close to 0, then the misclassification probability of FLD tends to be 0.5, which
means that it is no better than a random guessing. However, the classification performance
of MDP is always perfect even though the dimension is infinity. This explains why the MDP
is superior to FLD for the Two-class Auto-Regressive data where the correlation ⇢ is 1.
In Subsection 3.3.4 we have already discussed that the MDP and SVMmethods are doing
doing the same job as the dimension d!1. In this extreme situation where all the samples
of one class are perfectly correlated, i.e., ⇢ = 1, every data sample lies on the boundary.
Then maximizing the margin (distance between the boundaries) is equivalent to maximizing
the distance between the two data piles (one for each class). Therefore the SVM method
is equivalent to the MDP method. As a result, the SVM method will also have the perfect
classification performance.
3.4 Distance Weighted Discrimination
As mentioned in the above sections, the data piling is very common in high dimensional
context for the SVM because the support vectors (which tend to be very numerous in high
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dimensions) all pile up at the margin boundaries when projected onto this direction. The data
piling indicates that the SVM algorithm is doing some overfitting of spurious noise artifacts in
the data. This is inevitable in high dimensional situations, because there will be more support
vectors. The data piling of SVM can be reduced to some extent with careful tuning; however,
in some real data examples, data piling appears no matter how the tuning is done. The
Distance Weighted Discrimination (DWD) method is a recently developed discrimination
method proposed by Marron et al. (2007) that aims primarily at HDLSS data. It replaces the
margin-based criterion of the SVM by the sum of the inverse distances, ri, from the data to
the separating hyperplane in the optimization function. This gives high significance to those
points that are close to the hyperplane, with little but still positive impact from points that are
farther away, and hence distance weighted.
3.4.1 Review of Distance Weighted Discrimination
Again, we use the same notations as in Subsection 3.1. Given a separating hyperplane
of a linear classifier f (x) = wTx +  , denote the distance to the hyperplane from the data
point xi by r¯i, i.e.,
r¯i = yi
 
xTi w +  
 
.
If the classes are separable, the DWD method finds the separating hyperplane that mini-
mizes the sum of the inverse distance, i.e.,
P
1/r¯i. Otherwise we introduce the error vector
⇠ = (⇠1, . . . , ⇠n) 2 Rn to be suitably penalized, and define the perturbed residuals to be
ri = yi
 
xTi w +  
 
+ ⇠i.
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The new criterion is that the sum of the reciprocals the residuals, perturbed by a penalized
vector ⇠, be minimized. Thus the DWD optimization problem is
min
w, ,⇠
nX
i=1
 
r 1i + C⇠i
 
(3.22)
subject to ri   0, ⇠i   0 for all i = 1, . . . , n, where C > 0 is a penalty parameter. This
problem can be formulated as a Second-Order Cone Programming (SOCP) (see Alizadeh and
Goldfarb (2003) for detailed discussions) and solved by software packages such as SDPT3
(for Matlab), which is available at http://www.math.nus.edu.sg/˜mattohkc/
sdpt3.html. In the rest of this article, we use C = 100/d2t , where
dt = median {kxi   xi0k : yi = +1, yi0 =  1}
as recommended by Marron et al. (2007). For a more detailed description of DWD, please
see Marron et al. (2007).
It is also of interest to study the classification performance of the DWD method for the
Two-class Auto-Regressive data structure where the correlation ⇢ tends to 1 as discussed in
Subsection 3.3.5. Recall that under the Two-class Auto-Regressive setting, the FLD method
is independent of the mean vectors of each class as the dimension d!1, and the SVM and
MDP methods are equivalent and both have perfect classification performance. Moreover,
the SVM and MDP normal vectors are independent of the samples (see Equation (3.20)) and
tend to be the first coordinate e1 as the dimension d ! 1 (see Equation (3.21)). Unlike
these two directions, the DWD normal vector depends on both the class mean vectors and
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variance of the samples.
3.4.2 Distance Weighted Discrimination of Auto-Regressive High
Dimension Low Sample Size Data
Using the same setting as in Subsection 3.3.5, we denote the sample DWD normal vector
as
wDWD = (wDWD,1, . . . , wDWD,d)
T
subject to
Pd
k=1w
2
DWD,k = 1. From Subsection 3.3.5 we know that when ⇢ = 1, the data
matrix is of the form (3.17). Therefore it is easy to see that the DWD normal vector wDWD
should satisfy wDWD,1 > 0 and
wDWD,2 = · · · = wDWD,d.
Thus the wDWD can be written as
wDWD = (wDWD,1, wDWD,2, . . . , wDWD,2)
T
Then the distance of the ith sample of Class +1 x+1,i to the separating hyperplane is
r¯+1,i = x
T
+1,iwDWD = ( x+1,i + a)wDWD,1 +  x+1,i
dX
k=2
wDWD,k
= awDWD,1 +  x+1,i
dX
k=1
wDWD,k.
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Similarly we have
r¯ 1,i = xT 1,iwDWD = awDWD,1    x 1,i
dX
k=1
wDWD,k.
If we use ⇣DWD to denote
Pd
k=1wDWD,k, then r¯+1,i and r¯ 1,i can be written as
r¯+1,i = awDWD,1 +  ⇣DWDx+1,i,
r¯ 1,i = awDWD,1    ⇣DWDx 1,i.
Then the objective function
P2n
i=1 r¯i of the DWD optimization problem is
2nX
i=1
1
r¯i
=
nX
i=1
1
r¯+1,i
+
nX
i=1
1
r¯ 1,i
=
nX
i=1
1
awDWD,1 +  ⇣DWDx+1,i
+
nX
i=1
1
awDWD,1    ⇣DWDx 1,i
It can be shown that with probability 1, for arbitrary i.i.d. realizations x+1,i and x 1,i,
i = 1, . . . , n distributed as N (0, 1) which satisfyPni=1 x+1,i +Pni=1 x 1,i = 0, there exists
a unit-length vector wˆ = (wˆ1, . . . , wˆd)
T such that
nX
i=1
1
rˆ+1,i
+
nX
i=1
1
rˆ 1,i
<
2n
a
, (3.23)
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where
⇣ˆ =
dX
k=1
wˆk,
rˆ+1,i = awˆ1 +  ⇣ˆx+1,i,
rˆ 1,i = awˆ1    ⇣ˆx 1,i.
This wˆ is a feasible solution of the DWD optimization criterion (3.22). Therefore the DWD
normal vector wDWD also satisfies (3.23).
Because the only solution w = (w1, w2, . . . , w2)
T to the equation system
⇣ = 0,
w21 + (d  1)w22 = 1.
is the MDP normal vector wMDP . And we can calculate that
P2n
i=1 1/r¯i for the wMDP is
2n
a
r
d
d  1 ,
which is greater than 2n/a. Therefore with probability 1, the DWD normal vector wDWD is
not the same as the MDP normal vector wMDP in the sense that
|wTDWDwMDP | 6= 1.
Since the unit-length constraint of the DWD normal vector must be satisfied, |⇣DWD| has to
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be greater than 0 with probability 1.
For a new data xˆ+1 from Class +1, the classification rule of DWD is
wTDWD(xˆ+1    ) = awDWD,1 + ( xˆ+1    ) ⇣DWD.
Then the misclassification probability of DWD is
P
 
wTDWD(xˆ+1    ) < 0
 
= P (( xˆ+1    ) ⇣DWD <  awDWD,1) .
If ⇣DWD > 0, then
P
 
wTDWD(xˆ+1    ) < 0
 
= P
✓
xˆ+1 <  awDWD,1
 ⇣DWD
+
 
 
◆
.
Otherwise if ⇣DWD < 0, then
P
 
wTDWD(xˆ+1    ) < 0
 
= P
✓
xˆ+1 >  awDWD,1
 ⇣DWD
+
 
 
◆
.
We can see that the misclassification probability depends on the ratios a/  and  / , dimen-
sion d, and the samplesX . As a result, with probability of 1, the misclassification probability
of DWD is greater than 0.
The above analysis shows that the DWD normal vector feels the variation in the data lines
and has larger misclassification probability than the MDP normal vector as d ! 1 when
⇢ = 1. Because of the continuity of the discrimination direction vector w.r.t. the correlation
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⇢, as ⇢ ! 1, the DWD also tends to have larger misclassification probability than does the
MDP. This explains the simulation results in Figure 2 of Ahn and Marron (2010) where the
MDP normal vector has better classification performance than does the DWD normal vector
for the data with strongly auto-regressive errors.
Recall the simulation as shown in Figure 3.6 where we calculated the average angle be-
tween the sample MDP normal vector and the 1st coordinate e1 for increasing dimensions.
We now set ⇢ = 1,   = 1 and a = 3 and calculate the average angles for both the sample
MDP and DWD normal vectors over 50 experiments for increasing dimensions. The results
are summarized in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: The average angle between the sample MDP (and DWD) directions and the 1st coordinate
when ⇢ = 1. The standard error of the mean is represented by the error bar. The MDP
normal vector converges to e1 as dimension increases with no variation. The DWD normal
vector does not converges to e1 as dimension increases.
In Figure 3.7, the dashed line represents the average angle between the sample MDP
normal vector and the 1st coordinate and the solid line represents the average angle between
the sample DWD normal vector and the 1st coordinate. We use the error bars to represent the
standard error of the average angle. We can see that the sampleMDP normal vector converges
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to the 1st coordinate as d ! 1 and there is no distance between the upper and lower error
bars. As we have discussed in Subsection 3.3.5, the MDP normal vector is independent of the
samples for a fixed underlying distribution. Therefore the standard errors are 0. In contrast,
the sample DWD normal vector and the 1st coordinate do not converge as d ! 1. Since
the sample DWD normal vector strongly depends on class mean vectors and variances of the
samples, we can clearly see the error bars across the solid line.
In Subsection 3.3.5 we also studied the classification performance of FLD for datasets
with this Two-class Auto-Regressive data when the correlation ⇢ = 1. Recall that the mis-
classification probability of FLD for the same new data xˆ+1 satisfies
P
 
wTFLD(xˆ+1    ) < 0
 ! P ✓xˆ+1 <  
 
◆
as d!1.
Since the ratio (awDWD,1)/( ⇣DWD) is positive when ⇣DWD > 0 and is negative when
⇣DWD < 0, the probability P
 
wTDWD(xˆ+1    ) < 0
 
is less than P (xˆ+1 <  / ), which
is the limit of P
 
wTFLD(xˆ+1    ) < 0
 
as d ! 1. Therefore the classification perfor-
mance of the DWD is better than that of the FLD for the Two-class Auto-Regressive data
structure with strongly correlated errors when d!1.
3.5 Standardized WithIn Class Sum of Squares
With the development of class discrimination techniques, more and more classifiers are
becoming available. Therefore there is need for statistical tools which can measure the clus-
tering performance of a discriminant and compare performances among different discrimi-
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nants. In this section, we first review a tool called Standardized WithIn Class Sum of Squares
(SWISS) which is proposed by Cabanski et al. (2010) to quantify how well a dataset clusters
into predefined classes. Then we study the relationship between the SWISS and the MDP.
3.5.1 Review of Standardized WithIn Class Sum of Squares
We follow the same notations as in Subsection 3.1. Recall from Subsection 3.3.3 that
the Total Sum of Squares, TSS, can be decomposed into the sum of the Within-class Sum of
Squares WSS and the Between-class Sum of Squares BSS as follows
TSS = WSS +BSS (3.24)
where
TSS =XXT ,
WSS = X˜+1X˜
T
+1 + X˜ 1X˜
T
 1.
Then the two-class SWISS, which is the proportion of variation unexplained by clustering is
defined as
SWISS =
kWSSk
kTSSk .
If data points are all piled at their class means, the SWISS score will be 0, otherwise if the
cluster means are all the same as the mean of all the samples, the SWISS score will be at the
other extreme of 1.
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3.5.2 Relationship to Maximal Data Piling
When a dataset is projected onto a given d-dimensional vector w, the the SWISS score
of the 1-dimensional projection is
wTWSSw
wTTSSw
.
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Given a d ⇥ n data matrix X = (X+1,X 1), the direction w 2 Rd which
minimizes the SWISS score of the projection ofX onto w is the MDP normal vector.
Proof. The direction w 2 Rd which minimizes the SWISS score of the 1-dimensional pro-
jection can be solved from the following optimization problem
min
w
wTWSSw
wTTSSw
(3.25)
subject to wTw = 1. From Equation (3.24) we know that
WSS = TSS   BSS.
Therefore the optimization problem (3.25) is equivalent to
max
w
wTBSSw
wTTSSw
.
subject to wTw = 1. This is the same as the optimization problem (3.9) from which the
MDP normal vector can be solved.
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3.6 Supervised Principal Components Analysis
In regression problems where the number of predictors greatly exceeds the number of
observations, conventional regression techniques may produce unsatisfactory results. We
review a method called Supervised Principal Components Analysis (sPCA) proposed by Bair
et al. (2006) which can be applied to address this type of problem. The sPCA is similar
to conventional PCA except that it uses a subset of the predictors selected based on their
associations with the outcome. LetX be a d ⇥ n data matrix and let Y be the 1 ⇥ n vector
of outcome measurements. We assume that the rows ofX (variables) have been centered to
have mean 0. Write the SVD ofX as
X = U⇤V T ,
where r = rank (X) and U , ⇤ and V are d ⇥ r, r ⇥ r and n ⇥ r. Recall that we reviewed
PCA in Section 2.2, we know that ⇤ is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values  i
which are assumed to be ordered, so that  1   · · ·    r > 0. The columns of U are the
eigenvectors u1, . . . ,ur whose components are loadings and the matrix S = ⇤V T is the
score matrix whose rows are principal components.
Let h be the d-vector of scores, i.e. standardized regression coefficients for measuring
the univariate effect of each variable separately on Y
yi = hjxj,i + ✏i,j, for all i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , d.
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Then the least square estimator of h is
hˆj =
xTj·Y
kxTj·k
, for all j = 1, . . . , d,
where xj· is the j th row of X . Given a threshold ✓ > 0, let C✓ be the collection of all
j 2 {1, . . . , d} such that |hˆj| > ✓. We useX✓ to denote the matrix consisting of the rows of
X corresponding to C✓. The SVD ofX✓ is
X✓ = U ✓⇤✓V
T
✓ .
Letting S✓ = ⇤✓V T✓ =
0BBBBBB@
s✓,1
...
s✓,r
1CCCCCCA and U ✓ = (u✓,1, . . . ,u✓,r), we call s✓,1 the 1
st super-
vised principal component and u✓,1 the corresponding loading vector ofX , and so on. The
cross-validation of the log-likelihood ratio statistic is used to estimate the best value of ✓.
Having derived the 1st supervised principal component s✓,1, the importance score is de-
fined as the inner product between each variable and s✓,1
impj = hxj·, s✓,1i , j = 1, . . . , d,
where xj· is the j th variable (row) of the data matrixX . Then variables j with largest values
of |impj| contribute to the prediction of Y . If the variables are standardized, then this is just
the correlation between each variable and the supervised principal component. More detailed
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discussion and examples can be found in Bair et al. (2006).
3.7 The PCA-FLD Integrated Methods
A variety of approaches to integrate discriminant and descriptive features have been stud-
ied. Different techniques that combine PCA and FLD have been proposed in the literature.
Cheng et al. (2004) and Cheng et al. (2006) proposed the integrated PCA-FLD to combine
PCA and FLD with one tuning parameter as
max
w
wT [(1   )TSS +  BSS]w
wT [(1   ) Id +  WSS]w ,
subject to wTw = 1.
Talukder and Casasent (1998) also proposed a linear combination of PCA and FLD, in
which they use a class-specific PCA instead of the conventional PCA. Wang et al. (2004)
proposed a Principal Discriminant Analysis (PDA) which finds a simple linear combination
of the optimal projection found in PCA and FLD in processing chemical sensor arrays.
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CHAPTER 4: CLASS-SENSITIVE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS
4.1 Class-Sensitive Principal Components Analysis
As we have discussed in Section 2.2, the PC directions maximize the variation of the pro-
jected samples. Therefore the visualization of the first few principal component scores can
be considered as snapshots of the data point cloud from typically very informative vantage
points, in terms of data representation. However, the PC directions of the data are driven en-
tirely by variation in the data and PCA aims to find directions without using any predefined
class label information. Frequently the classes are not separable when the data is projected
onto the first few PC directions, even when there are important class differences. There-
fore although PCA can be a useful data visualization tool, since it does not use class label
information, better directions for visualize the data structure are often available.
In Section 3.3, we have briefly reviewed the MDP which is determined by maximizing
the squared difference between the projected class means while insisting that the projection
of each data point onto the direction is the same as its class mean. It has been shown useful
for some underlying distributional settings and some real data examples in Ahn and Marron
(2010). The MDP classifier also has several good properties which the other classifiers don’t
share. First, recall from Subsection 3.3.3, the MDP normal vector and the FLD normal vector
are equivalent when the dimension of the dataset is low (d  n  2). However, Ahn and
Marron (2010) have shown that the MDP performs much better than the FLD when there are
strong correlations among errors as the dimension gets higher (d   n  1). Besides, recall
from Subsection 3.3.4, the SVM normal vector and the MDP normal vector converge to each
other when the dimension of the dataset tends to infinity, which can help us understand the
high dimension, low sample size asymptotic properties of SVM. Moreover, the MDP normal
vector is easier to compute and analyze because it has a closed form expression. However, all
the data points belonging to the same class are all piled up at their class mean when projected
onto the MDP normal vector. As discussed in Marron et al. (2007), data piling may not
be desirable because it overfits the data by incorporating noise artifacts, which inhibits the
generalizability of the MDP in high dimensions and leads to a loss in estimation efficiency.
The data points are completely piled for each class and there is no variation within classes
no matter how big the between class variation is. Therefore although MDP is useful, it has
serious limitations as a tool to visualize data structure.
In order to overcome the weaknesses of the PCA and MDP, we propose a new statistical
method, the Class-Sensitive Principal Components Analysis (CSPCA), which is a hybrid of
these two methods, that seeks new directions between the PC direction and MDP normal
vector. The projection onto these directions can provide both good data representation of the
underlying structure and clear discrimination of different classes. The algorithm optimizes
the combination of the quadratic objective functions of the PCA and MDP.
As discussed in Section 3.7, Cheng et al. (2004) and Cheng et al. (2006) proposed the
integrated PCA-FLD to combine PCA and FLD with one tuning parameter. Talukder and
Casasent (1998) also proposed a linear combination of PCA and FLD, in which they use a
class-specific PCA instead of the conventional PCA. Wang et al. (2004) proposed a Prin-
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cipal Discriminant Analysis (PDA) which finds a simple linear combination of the optimal
projection found in PCA and FLD in processing chemical sensor arrays.
Compared to these related works, our proposed method is novel because: 1) Although
FLD can be a good classifier when the dimension d is low, it has poor performance as d
tends to infinity as Bickel and Levina (2004) explained. In contrast, Ahn and Marron (2010)
have shown that the MDP has a competitive good classification performance compared with
some useful methods such as SVM and DWD and is much better than FLD in HDLSS cases.
Therefore, combining PCA and MDP is expected to give better data representation and dis-
crimination performance than the PCA-FLD integrated methods in HDLSS situations. 2) As
discussed in Section 3.3, the MDP and FLD methods are identical when d  n   2, so our
proposed method is expected to have similar good performance as the PCA-FLD integrated
methods in non-HDLSS situations.
Moreover, among the current literature there are two other interesting related works. One
is the Supervised Principal Components Analysis (sPCA) proposed by Bair et al. (2006) as
discussed in Section 3.6. In their work, the sPCA uses a subset of the predictors selected
based on their association with the outcome, therefore some of the variables might be over-
looked. However, our CSPCA uses all the variables in the dataset and finds a series of direc-
tions among which we can choose the best one according to our purpose. The other one is
using PCA to find a global optimal solution for theK-means optimization problem proposed
by Zha et al. (2001). In their work, the minimization of the within-class squared distances is
reformulated as a trace maximization problem associated with the Gram matrix of the data
vectors. It is also known that a relaxed version of the trace maximization problem possesses
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global optimal solutions which can be obtained by computing a pivoted QR decomposition
of the eigenvector matrix. It is very insightful that this work connects the exploratory method
of PCA with the classification method of K-means clustering. Instead of using PCA to help
calculate K-means clustering, our proposed CSPCA combines PCA and MDP to give new
directions which have better classification and visualization performances.
Recall from Section 3.1 we use a d⇥ n matrixX = (X+1,X 1) to denote our centered
(where row means have been subtracted) training dataset. Let X˜+1 and X˜ 1 denote the
centered versions ofX+1 andX 1 respectively. Based on the analysis of the problems and
properties of PCA and MDP, we are motivated to define the Class-Sensitive Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (CSPCA) that captures descriptive and discriminant features and unify both
techniques. One natural idea is to use linear combination of the optimization criteria of PCA
andMDP by assigning different weights such as [  ·PCA Criterion+(1  )·MDP Criterion],
where   2 [0, 1] as the optimization criterion of CSPCA. However, a critical drawback of this
approach is that there is no closed form solution. Therefore, solving this optimization prob-
lem for each   may require a large amount of computation effort. Since the PCA andMDP are
both computational efficient in the sense that PCA can be solved as an eigen-analysis prob-
lem and MDP can be solved as a generalized eigen-analysis problem, we want our CSPCA to
have similar computational advantage. In particular, the objective function of the optimiza-
tion problem to solve for Class-Sensitive Principal Component (CSPC) directions combines
the objective functions of PCA (2.4) and MDP (3.9) as a ratio by assigning weights (1   )
and   respectively in both the numerator and denominator. Formally, we propose the 1st
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CSPC direction to be the solution of the following optimization problem
max
w
CSJ1 ( ,w) = max
w
wT [(1   )TSS +  BSS]w
wT [(1   ) Id +  TSS]w , (4.1)
subject to wTw = 1. In this way, the solution of the criterion (4.1), i.e., the 1st CSPC
direction captures both the variation (ratio of the terms on the left) and the predefined class
label information (ratio of the terms on the right) of the dataset. This method aims to combine
the advantages of PCA and MDP and compensate for the disadvantages of the two methods
at the same time. The good data representation is the result of the large portion of variation
explained and the good discrimination is a result of the large separation between two classes.
Therefore, good visualization can be obtained by both good data representation and accurate
discrimination.
The tuning parameter   controls the balance between the amount of variation explained
and the accuracy of discrimination. In fact, the PCA andMDPmethods represent the extreme
situations of Equation (4.1). When   = 0, only the data representation measure is important.
Then the optimization problem (4.1) becomes
max
w
wTTSSw.
subject to wTw = 1. We can see that this equation is in fact equivalent to PCA (2.4) and
the 1st CSPC direction is the 1st PC direction. At the other end, when   = 1, only the
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discrimination measure is considered. Then the optimization problem (4.1) becomes
max
w
wTBSSw
wTTSSw
.
subject to wTw = 1. We can see that this equation is equivalent to the MDP method (3.9)
and the 1st CSPC direction is the MDP normal vector. When   is strictly between 0 and 1,
the CSPC direction gives the projection that is discriminative while preserving representative
information, a trade-off between PCA and MDP.
However, this CSPCA criterion (4.1) has a critical drawback. We have shown that when
  = 1, the optimal solution of maximizing CSJ1 (1,w) is the MDP normal vector and the
value of CSJ1 (1,wMDP ) is 1. When   = 0, we also know that the optimal solution of
maximizing CSJ1 (0,w) is the 1st PC direction. However, the value of CSJ1 (0,wPC1), which
is the first eigenvalue  TSS,1 of the matrix TSS, is strongly associated with the scale of the
data matrixX . Although both the PC directions and MDP normal vector are scale invariant
under affine transformation of X , the CSPC directions solved from criterion (4.1) are not!
This motivates the study of a potentially scale invariant modification of this criterion.
IfXb = cXa whereXa is a d⇥ n data matrix and c is a positive constant, thenXb is an
affine transformation ofXa. For a fixed   2 (0, 1), the CSJ1 forXa is
CSJ1,a =
wT [(1   )TSSa +  BSSa]w
wT [(1   ) Id +  TSSa]w .
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And the CSJ1 forXb is
CSJ1,b =
wT [(1   ) c2TSSa +  c2BSSa]w
wT [(1   ) Id +  c2TSSa]w .
The direction wa which maximizes CSJ1,a is different from the direction wb which maxi-
mizes CSJ1,b except when c = 1. This scale variant property is not desirable becauseXa and
Xb should have the same visualization and classification properties regardless of the scale.
The same issue also exists in the integrated PCA-FLD of Cheng et al. (2004).
Thus we propose an improved optimization criterion to calculate the CSPC direction as
follows
max
w
CSJ2 ( ,w) = max
w
wT [(1   )TSS +  BSS]w
wT [(1   ) TSS,1Id +  TSS]w , (4.2)
subject to wTw = 1, where  TSS,1 is the largest eigenvalue of TSS. In this way we can see
that when   = 1, the value of CSJ2 (1,wMDP ) is 1. When   = 0, the value of CSJ1 (0,wPC1)
is also 1. The CSPCA criterion has been improved so that the optimal values of CSJ2 at both
ends (  = 0 and 1) are the same. Moreover, the criterion CSJ2 is scale invariant under affine
transformation of the data matrix. Again, we assume the same affine transformation Xb of
Xa thatXb = cXa, then CSJ2 forXa is
CSJ2,a =
wT [(1   )TSSa +  BSSa]w
wT [(1   ) TSSa,1Id +  TSSa]w
.
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And the CSJ2 forXb is
CSJ2,b =
wT [(1   ) c2TSSa +  c2BSSa]w
wT [(1   ) c2 TSSa,1Id +  c2TSSa]w
.
Since c > 0, CSJ2,a and CSJ2,b are equal for the same  . Therefore the CSJ2 criterion
(4.2) is scale invariant under affine transformation. Although now CSJ2 has the same optimal
values at both ends and is scale invariant, it still has a critical drawback. The maximal value
of CSJ2 for   and w jointly is always obtained at either   = 0,w = wPC1 or   = 1,w =
wMDP , i.e., the two extreme situations of the criterion (4.2). In fact, for any given w 2 Rd,
the denominator of CSJ2 is
wT [(1   ) TSS,1Id +  TSS]w = (1   ) TSS,1 +  wTTSSw
and the numerator is
wT [(1   )TSS +  BSS]w = (1   )wTTSSw +  wTBSSwT .
Since
 TSS,1   wTTSSw
and
wTTSSw   wTBSSw,
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we have
(1   ) TSS,1 +  wTTSSw   (1   )wTTSSw +  wTBSSwT .
Therefore this gives us
max
w
CSJ2 ( ,w)  1
subject to wTw = 1 with “=” holds when   = 0 or   = 1.
Next we use simulated examples to illustrate the above result. Suppose the multivariate
datasetsX+1 andX 1 are modeled as
x+1,i = µ+1 + ✏+1,i
x 1,i = µ 1 + ✏ 1,i
for all i = 1, . . . , n, where µ+1 =  µ 1 = µ =
 
da/2, 0, . . . , 0
 T . The ✏+1,i and ✏ 1,i are
random errors. We define the normalized vector of µ as µt such that
µt = d
 a/2µ = e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
T
has norm of 1. The error vectors ✏+1,i and ✏ 1,i for all i = 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. random variables
following the multivariate Gaussian distribution Nd (0,⌃✏), where
⌃✏ = diag
 
dc, db, 1, . . . , 1
 
.
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Then the above datasets can also be simulated from an equivalent Gaussian mixture distribu-
tion as in Equation (3.16). Since we already knew that the population within-class covariance
matrix is
⌃w = ⌃✏
= diag
 
dc, db, 1, . . . , 1
 
,
and the population total covariance matrix is
⌃t = ⇡+1⌃✏ + ⇡ 1⌃✏ + ⇡+1⇡ 1
 
µ+1   µ 1
   
µ+1   µ 1
 T
= diag
 
da + dc, db, 1, . . . , 1
 
.
Figure 4.1 shows the maximal values of CSJ2 for   from 0 to 1 with step 0.01 under the
distribution (3.16) with different choices of a, b and c.
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Figure 4.1: Plots of maximal values of CSJ2 for   from 0 to 1 with different choices of a, b and c.
The maximal values of CSJ2 are obtained when   = 0 and   = 1.
From Figure 4.1 we can see that in all of these situations, the maximal values of CSJ2 are
obtained only when   = 0 and   = 1. As we discussed in the beginning of this section, the
intuition behind the CSPCA optimization criterion is to find the direction as a compromise of
PC and MDP normal vectors. It aims to make both the variation explained by the projection
and the squared projected class difference simultaneously as large as possible. CSPCA is
most useful when the optimal   which maximizes the criterion is strictly between 0 and 1.
However, we have shown that the criterion CSJ2 can never give a reasonable compromise
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between PCA and MDP in the sense that the maximal value of CSJ2 is obtained at the end
points.
Because of this undesirable property, we further modify the optimization criterion such
that the maximal value of the criterion can be found when   is strictly between 0 and 1. In
order to do so, we modify the CSJ2 criterion (4.2) such that the denominator becomes smaller
where   2 (0, 1). The improved optimization criterion is expressed as follows
max
w
CSJ3 ( ,w) = max
w
wT [(1   )TSS +  BSS]w
wT
h
(1   ) (1   )k  TSS,1Id +  TSS
i
w
, (4.3)
subject towTw = 1, where k is a positive integer. It is easy to see that CSJ3 has the following
two properties
1. maxw,wTw=1CSJ3 (  = 0,w) = 1 and maxw,wTw=1CSJ3 (  = 1,w) = 1.
2. CSJ3 ( ,w) is scale invariant under affine transformation the data matrixX .
In order to keep this optimization problem simple, we want the value of k to be as small
as possible. However, there are some situations where the value of CSJ3,k=1 cannot obtain its
maximum when   is strictly between 0 and 1 while the value of CSJ3,k=2 can. For example,
in the left panel of Figure 4.2, the CSJ3,k=1 only obtains its maximum when   is either 0 or 1.
In contrast, under the same settings, as shown in the right panel of Figure 4.2, the CSJ3,k=2
when k = 2 obtains a maximum when   is strictly between 0 and 1. The examples used in
this figure are simulated from the distribution (3.16) with different choices of a, b and c.
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Figure 4.2: Plots of maximal values of CSJ3 for   from 0 to 1 with different choices of a, b and c. In
the left panel, k is set to be 1 and in the right panel, k is set to be 2. Under these situations,
CSJ3,k=1 only obtains its maximal values at the end points. However, CSJ3,k=2 obtains
its maximal value for   strictly between 0 and 1.
The above discussion shows that k = 2 is a more reasonable than k = 1 since for a
wider range of settings, the maximal value of CSJ3,k=2 is obtained for   strictly between 0
and 1. Because this CSJ3,k=2 has all the features we want, we use it as our final optimization
criterion to calculate the CSPC directions. For the sake of simplicity, we use CSJ to denote
CSJ3,k=2 in the rest of this article. Formally, the 1st CSPC direction is the solution of the
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following optimization problem
max
w
CSJ ( ,w) = max
w
wT [(1   )TSS +  BSS]w
wT
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤
w
, (4.4)
subject to wTw = 1. Since Equation (4.4) is a generalized eigen-analysis problem, we will
briefly review it and introduce how to solve higher order CSPC directions from this same
generalized eigen-analysis in the next section.
4.2 The Generalized Eigen-analysis
We have seen in the previous sections, the optimization criteria of CCA, FLD, MDP and
CSPCA can all be formulated to the problem of finding the maximum point of a ratio of
quadratic forms
J =
wTAw
wTBw
, (4.5)
where A and B are both symmetric and B is positive definite. This ratio is known as the
Rayleigh quotient.
Taking derivatives w.r.t. w and setting it to 0 we have
@J
@w
=
2
wTBw
(Aw   JBw) = 0.
This can be rephrased as as the generalized eigen-analysis
Aw = JBw. (4.6)
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Since we have assumed that the symmetric matrix B is positive definite, the non-singular
inverse B 1 exists. Multiplying both sides by B 1 we can convert the generalized eigen-
analysis (4.6) to an ordinary eigen-analysis
B 1Aw = Jw.
Letw1, . . . ,wk be the eigenvectors of the matrixB 1A corresponding to the eigenvalues
 1   · · ·    k. It can be shown that Borga et al. (1997) the eigenvector corresponding to the
maximum (minimum) eigenvalue, w1 (wk) is the global maximum (minimum) point of the
Rayleigh quotient (4.5). Therefore, seeking for the maximum point of this Rayleigh quotient
is equivalent to finding the eigenvector of the generalized eigen-analysis (4.6) corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue.
In this way, the CSPCA optimization criterion (4.4) can be converted to the following
generalized eigen-analysis
n⇥
(1   )3  TSSId +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]
o
w = Jw, (4.7)
subject to wTw = 1.
It is also useful to view the generalized eigen-analysis from a sequential viewpoint. After
the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue,w1 is calculated, the eigenvector cor-
responding to the second largest eigenvalue,w2, is the solution to the following optimization
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problem under an orthogonality condition
max
w
wTAw
wTBw
,
subject to wTw = 1 and wTw1 = 0.
A similar sequential representation holds for the remaining eigenvectors. Thus, the so-
lution of the generalized eigen-analysis gives a sequence of orthogonal direction vectors to
maximize the Rayleigh quotient in (4.5). And the CSPCA technique can produce as many as
r directions (as many as the rank of the data matrix).
4.3 Measure of Class-Sensitive visualization performance
As discussed in Section 4.1, the CSPCA optimization criterion (4.4) is a compromise of
variation explained (ratio of the terms on the left) and classification (ratio of the terms on the
right). In this section, we first define what good Class-Sensitive visualization is and discuss
how to select the tuning parameter. Then we use simulated and real data examples to compare
the CSPCA method and several other commonly used methods.
4.3.1 Criterion of Class-Sensitive visualization and the choice of
the optimal tuning parameter
As we have discussed at the beginning of Section 4.1, given the projection of a dataset
onto a set of directions, good data representation means that the major variation of the dataset
can be visualized and good classification means that the classes can be well distinguished.
Therefore good “Class-Sensitive visualization” requires both properties in the sense that the
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good data representation and accurate classification are simultaneously achieved. We propose
to use the CSPCA criterion (4.4) to quantify the Class-Sensitive visualization performance
of a CSPC direction for any   between 0 and 1. Suppose we have a fixed set of data, for a
given pair of   and w  , the larger value of CSJ ( ,w ) means that the projection onto this
direction w  has better Class-Sensitive visualization performance.
In order to compare the Class-Sensitive visualization performances among different meth-
ods, we use two measurements to quantify their data presentation performance and classifi-
cation performance respectively. We use the percentage of variation explained by the pro-
jections to quantify the data representation performance and the correct-classification rate to
quantify the classification performance. In the situations where the underlying distribution
and the true signals are known, using the percentage of variation explained by the projections
may not be appropriate because the projections may include large variations that are irrele-
vant to the true signals. However, when the underlying distribution is unknown, such as in the
real dataset, the percentage of variation explained relative to the total variance is commonly
used to quantify the data representation performance of projections. In this dissertation, in
order to be consistent with the real data analysis in Subsection 4.3.3, we still use the percent-
age of variation explained relative to the total variance to measure the data representation
performance. The projections with more balanced data representation and classification has
better Class-Sensitive visualization performance. Next we use a simulated example to illus-
trate the different Class-Sensitive visualization performances of the CSPC directions with
different choices of tuning parameter  .
We simulate two classes from the 1000-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Each class
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has sample size of 50. The two classes have the same population covariance matrix of
⌃✏ =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
10 0 0 · · · 0
0 3 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
... . . .
...
0 0 1 · · · 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
And the population mean vector of Class +1 ( 1) is (0,+3.8 ( 3.8 resp.) , 0, . . . , 0)T . We
also simulate an independent dataset of size 10000 to be treated as the testing dataset. In
this setting, the class difference exists only in the 2nd coordinate. The variation in the 1st
coordinate is much larger than that in the 2nd coordinate, thus the largest variation exists in
the 1st coordinate. The projections of this simulated dataset onto the CSPC directions with
three difference choices of   are shown in the top panels of Figure 4.3. The curve of CSJ as a
function of   is shown in the middle panel. And the percentage of variation explained (VAR)
and the correct-classification rate (CCR) of the testing dataset are shown in the bottom panel.
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Figure 4.3: The top panel shows the 1-dimensional projections of the simulated data onto the 1st CSPC
directions for difference choices of   (=0, 0.5 and 1) and the optimal direction e2. The
middle panel shows the curve of CSJ as a function of  . The bottom panel shows the
percentage of variation explained and the correct-classification rate of the testing dataset.
As shown in the middle panel, CSJ obtains its maximal when   = 0.5. The projection
onto this 1st CSPC direction as shown in the top middle plot has the best Class-Sensitive
visualization performance in the sense that it has the best balance between the data repre-
sentation and classification. (CP: Complete Piling)
As shown in the middle panel of the above Figure 4.3, CSJ increases from 1 when   = 0
to its maximum of 1.4 when   = 0.5. Then it deceases to 1 again when   = 1. In the
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top left plot,   is set to be its minimum of 0, where the CSPC direction is the same as the
1st PC direction. From this 1-dimensional projection, although we can see relatively large
amount of variation explained, no apparent class difference is visible. This is because the 1st
PC direction captures the largest variation without considering the class label information.
In the 3rd plot of the top panel,   is set to be its maximum of 1. Then the 1st CSPC direction
is the same as the MDP normal vector. From this projection, although the two classes are
clearly separated, the variation is small and the within-class variation is invisible. However,
in the 2nd plot of the top panel,   is set to be 0.5, where CSJ obtains its maximum. From
this projection, we can see not only clear class difference but also a relatively large variation
explained. Besides, the projection onto the optimal direction, i.e. the 2nd coordinate e2 is
shown in the top right plot. We can see that it is very similar to the projection onto the CSPC
direction when   = 0.5. This observation suggests that the CSPC direction when   = 0.5 is
close to the optimal direction e2, which gives the best Class-Sensitive visualization. In the
bottom panel, the percentage of variation explained (VAR) and the correct-classification rate
(CCR) using the testing dataset are summarized. In this plot, the bars using the left vertical
axis represent the VAR and the line using the right vertical axis represents the testing CCR.
Although the 1st CSPC direction when   = 0 explains the largest variation, its classification
performance is so poor (CCR is not far from 0.5) that it is not far from a random guessing.
The 1st CSPC direction when   = 1 has large testing CCR, but its relatively smaller VAR
and 0 within-class variation explained indicate its poor data representation performance. In
contrast, the 1st CSPC direction when   = 0.5 has better balance between data representation
(moderate VAR) and classification (largest testing CCR). In addition, its VAR and CCR are
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very similar to those of the optimal direction e2. Therefore it has superior Class-Sensitive
visualization performance compared with the other CSPC directions at either end.
In addition to the comparison with two ends where   = 0 or   = 1, we also compare the
data representation and classification performances for other CSPC directions. In Figure 4.4,
the top panel shows the VAR and CCR for a series of CSPC directions as   changes from 0
to 1 with step of 0.1. The VAR decrease as   increases. However, the CCR has the largest
value when   = 0.5. As we mentioned earlier in this subsection, since we know all signals
exist in the first 2 dimensions, it is more appropriate to calculate the variation explained
by the loadings which are relevant to the signals of CSPC directions to compare their data
representation performances. In the bottom panel in Figure 4.4, each green bar represents the
percentage of variation explained by the first 2 loadings of each CSPC direction relative to
the variation explained by the first 2 coordinates (i.e., the first 2 dimensions). We can see that
the CSPC direction when   = 0.5 has the largest value. The line and pluses shown in this
panel is the same as those in the top panel representing the correct-classification rates. This
means that the CSPC direction corresponding to the value of   where CSJ is maximized has
the best data representation and most accurate classification performances among all CSPC
directions.
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Figure 4.4: In both panels, the horizontal axis represents a series of CSPC directions as   increases
from 0 to 1. The top panel shows the percentage of variation explained and classifica-
tion of these CSPC directions and the bottom panel shows the percentage of variation
explained of the first 2 loadings of these CSPC directions relative to the first 2 coordi-
nates. The CSPC direction when CSJ obtains its maximum gives the best Class-Sensitive
visualization performance among all other CSPC directions.
As illustrated in the above example, as   increases from 0 to 1, the CSPC direction
with the largest CSJ gives the best Class-Sensitive visualization performance and is very
close to the optimal. Therefore, the CSJ is indeed a suitable measurement to quantify the
Class-Sensitive visualization for a CSPC direction. For consistency of the generalized eigen-
analysis, once the tuning parameter   is determined for the 1st CSPC direction, we use this
  to solve for the higher order CSPC directions from the optimization criterion (4.4) as a
generalized eigen-analysis problem.
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4.3.2 Simulated examples for Class-Sensitive Principal Components
Analysis
From Subsection 3.3.5 we know that when the within-class variables are strongly corre-
lated, the MDP has very accurate classification performance for higher dimensions. How-
ever, when the dataset is projected onto the MDP normal vector, all samples are piled at their
class means such that the within-class structure is invisible. In this subsection, we use two
simulated examples to illustrate the advantages of the CSPCA method.
In the first example, we simulate two classes from the 1000-dimensional Gaussian dis-
tribution which differ only in their population means. Each class has sample size of 50.
In Subsection 3.3.5 we have studied the geometric representation of the Two-class Auto-
Regressive data structure. In this example we consider a heteroscedastic AR(1)-like structure
for the underlying covariance matrices. In particular,
⌃✏ =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
 21 ⇢ 1 2 ⇢
2 1 · · · ⇢d 1 1
⇢ 1 2  22 ⇢ 2 · · · ⇢d 2 2
⇢2 1 ⇢ 2 1 · · · ⇢d 3
...
...
... . . .
...
⇢d 1 1 ⇢d 2 2 ⇢d 3 · · · 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
,
where ⇢ 2 [ 1, 1] and the population mean for the Class +1 ( 1 resp.) is the vector
(+3 ( 3 resp.) , 0, . . . , 0)T .
In addition to the testing correct-classification rate, the Receiver Operating Character-
istic (ROC) (see Egan (1975) for detailed discussion) curve of the projections onto a linear
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classifier provides useful insight. An ROC curve is a two-dimensional depiction of linear
classification performance. Direct numerical comparison of classifiers is based on the Area
Under the ROC Curve, abbreviated AUC. Since the AUC is a portion of the area of the unit
square, its value will always be between 0 and 1. However, because random guessing pro-
duces the diagonal ROC line between (0,0) and (1,1), which gives a AUC of 0.5, no realistic
classifier should have an AUC less than 0.5. In practice, the AUC is often used as a measure-
ment of classification performance (see Hanley and McNeil (1982) and Bradley (1997)). A
larger AUC indicates better classification performance.
In this simulated example, we study strong serial correlation ⇢, in particular setting ⇢ =
0.95. We also set  21 = 12 and  22 = 52. These variances and mean vectors have been chosen
so that both the variation in the 2nd coordinate, i.e., 52, and the squared mean difference in the
1st coordinate, i.e. 32 are generally (over samples) smaller than the first 3 largest eigenvalues
of the sample covariance matrix. Therefore this is a very challenging setting to analyze
because the signals will be significantly dominated by the noise.
Again, in order to measure the classification performance, we simulate an independent
testing dataset of size 10000 to evaluate the ROC, AUC and testing CCR. In Figure 4.5, the
1-dimensional projections of the training dataset onto the sample PC directions are shown in
the diagonal plots. And the 2-dimensional projections onto the subspace generated by any
2 directions among the first 3 PC directions are shown in the upper right off-diagonal plots.
The lower left off-diagonal plots show the ROC curves, AUCs and CCRs evaluated using the
testing dataset.
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Figure 4.5: The first 3 PC projections are shown in the diagonal and upper right off-diagonal plots.
Large variation but no apparent class differences are visible. The ROC curves, the corre-
sponding AUCs and the testing CCRs are shown in the lower left off-diagonal plots. The
ROC curves are close to the 45o lines and the AUCs and CCRs are near 0.5.
In Figure 4.5, large variations but no apparent class differences are visualized in the the
diagonal plots. The 2-dimensional class projections in the upper right off-diagonal plots are
strongly overlapped. The ROC curves shown in the lower left off-diagonal plots are close
to the 45o lines and the corresponding AUCs are very close to 0.5. Moreover, the CCRs of
these directions are also near 0.5. These results indicate that the classification performances
of these PC directions are not better than random guessing. The reason why the first 3 PC
directions cannot find significant class difference is because of the high noise level.
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Since the underlying distribution of the dataset is known, we can calculate its optimal
Bayes direction as
⌃✏
 1 
k⌃✏ 1 k ,
where  = µ+1   µ 1. This is the population version of the FLD (as discussed in Section
3.1) normal vector and is the optimal direction in terms of classification. As the analyses we
have conducted in Subsection 3.3.5, we also plot the projections onto the its first 2 orthogonal
PC directions in Figure 4.6 for better visualization.
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Figure 4.6: The optimal Bayes and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections are shown in the diagonal and
upper right off-diagonal plots. Apparent class difference can be visualized in plot [1,1].
Large variation but no apparent class differences are visible in plots [2,2] and [3,3]. The
ROC curve of the optimal Bayes direction lies along the left and top borders and its AUC
and testing CCR are 1. The ROC curves of the first 2 orthogonal PC directions are close
to the 45o lines and the corresponding AUCs and testing CCRs are near 0.5.
In Figure 4.6, the two classes are clearly separated as shown in plot [1,1]. This separation
is quantified by the ROC curve (lies along the left and top borders) and its corresponding
perfect AUC of 1 as show in plot [2,1]. Besides, the perfect testing CCR (=1) also indicates
the optimal Bayes’s very accurate classification performance. From the first 2 orthogonal
PC projections as shown in plots [2,2] and [3,3], we see that the two classes are overlapped.
These strong overlaps are quantified by the ROC curves being close to the 45 o lines, and
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AUCs and testing CCRs being near 0.5 as shown in plots [3,1] and [3,2] respectively.
As we have discussed at the beginning of this subsection, the MDP normal vector has
very accurate classification performance for this auto-regressive dataset. Thus we calculate
the MDP normal vector and its first 2 orthogonal PC directions and plot the projections onto
them in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: The MDP and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections are shown in the diagonal and upper
right off-diagonal plots. All the plots are similar to those in Figure 4.6 except the plot
[1,1] where the projections of each class are completely piled at their class means.
In Figure 4.7 we can see that the two classes are completely piled at their class means
and separated very well in plot [1,1]. This is quantified by its ROC curve being along the
borders, the perfect AUC (=1) and almost perfect testing CCR (=0.9998) as shown in plot
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[2,1]. Although the classification performance of the MDP is very good, the complete data
piling issue prevents us from visualizing the within-class structure from the 1-dimensional
projection onto the MDP normal vector. Therefore its data representation performance is
very poor, so is its Class-Sensitive visualization performance. The first 2 orthogonal PC
projections are very similar to those corresponding plots in Figure 4.6.
Next we use the maximal CSJ criterion to choose the tuning parameter   and then project
the dataset onto the first 3 CSPC directions. The curve of CSJ as a function of   is shown in
Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of CSJ as a function of  . CSJ obtains its first local maximum when   = 0.21 and its
second maximum which is also the global maximum when   = 0.77.
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From Figure 4.8 we notice that the CSJ curve has two peaks. The first peak is obtained
when   = 0.21 and the second peak, which is also the global maximum is obtained when
  = 0.77. In addition, this CSJ has a valley when   = 0.47. In order to understand why the
peaks and valley occurred, we project the data onto the CSPC directions corresponding to
these three  ’s as shown in the top panel of Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: The top panels show the projections of the simulated data onto the 1st CSPC directions
for different choices of   (=0.21, 0.47 and 0.77), which are the peaks and valley locations
for CSJ. The middle panel shows the curve of CSJ as a function of  . The bottom panel
shows the VAR and testing CCR of five different  ’s (including the two ends).
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For this specific dataset, when   increases from 0, since the TSS is much larger than BSS,
the numerator of Equation (4.4) decreases slower than the denominator at first. This is the
reason why the 1st peak occurred when   = 0.21 as shown in the middle panel of Figure
4.9. However, from the top left plot we can see that the 1-dimensional projection onto the
1st CSPC directionw =0.21 is not very different from the projection onto the 1st PC direction
as shown in the plot [1,1] of Figure 4.5. In the bottom panel, although w =0.21 has large
VAR, its close to 0.5 testing CCR indicates its poor classification performance. Therefore,
the 1st CSPC direction w =0.21 has poor Class-Sensitive visualization performance. From
the top middle plot we can see that the classes become partially separated when   = 0.47.
However there is significant overlap near the center. Again, in the bottom panel, the small
testing CCR indicates its poor Class-Sensitive visualization performance. From the top right
plot, we can see that the 1st CSPC projection when   = 0.77 is similar to the optimal Bayes
projection as shown in the plot [1,1] of Figure 4.6. From the bottom panel we can see that this
CSPC direction has a significantly larger testing CCR compared with those of the other two
directions. Even though the VAR of the 1st CSPC directionw =0.77 is small, this slight loss of
data representation significantly increases the separation. Therefore a good and informative
visualization of this challenging dataset is given by the projection onto this 1st CSPC direction
w =0.77. Therefore the 1st CSPC direction when   = 0.77 where CSJ obtains the global
maximum has the best Class-Sensitive visualization performance.
It is of interest to compare the projections onto the 1st CSPC direction where CSJ ob-
tains the first peak and the 1st CSPC direction when   = 0, i.e., the 1st PC direction. The
projections onto these two direction are shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: The diagonal plots show the 1-dimensional projections onto the 1st CSPC directions for
different  ’s (=0 and 0.21). The off-diagonal plots show the 2-dimensional projection
onto the subspace spanned by these two directions. The angle between these two direc-
tions is small.
In Figure 4.10, there is no significant differences between the plots [1,1] and [2,2]. This
can also be seen from the 2-dimensional projections as shown in the off-diagonal plots where
the angle between these two directions is only 4.35o. This is a very small angle especially
when the dimension is as high as 1000. Therefore this comparison indicates that the 1st CSPC
direction when   = 0.21 does not take much class label information into consideration.
It is also of interest to compare the projections onto the 1st CSPC direction where CSJ
obtains the second peak which is also the global peak and the 1st CSPC direction when   = 1,
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i.e., the MDP normal vector. The projections onto these two direction are shown in Figure
4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Projections onto the 1st CSPC directions for different  ’s (=0.77 and 1). The projection
onto the 1st CSPC direction when   = 0.77 has significant larger within-class variation
than the projection onto the 1st CSPC direction when   = 1.
In both the diagonal plots in Figure 4.11, the two classes can be distinguished very well.
However, there is significant difference between the within-class variations. As shown in
plot [2,2], in the 1-dimensional projection onto the 1st CSPC direction when   = 1, i.e., the
MDP normal vector, the within-class variation is 0 since the samples are completely piled at
their class means. In contrast, the within-class variation of the projection onto the 1st CSPC
direction when   = 0.77 is significantly larger as shown in plot [1,1]. Recall the testing
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correct-classification rate and variation explained in the bottom panel in Figure 4.9, these
two 1st CSPC directions have competitive classification performance. With the significantly
larger within-class variation explained, the 1st CSPC direction when   = 0.77 has superior
Class-Sensitive visualization performance to the 1st CSPC direction when   = 1.
So we set   = 0.77 and find the first 3 CSPC directions from the CSPCA optimization
criterion (2.8). The resulting scatter plots of the projections are shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Projections onto the first 3 CSPC directions. Different classes appear in the plot [1,1]
and large variations but no apparent class differences are visible in plots [2,2] and [3,3].
The ROC curve of the 1st CSPC direction lies along the borders with AUC of 0.9980 and
testing CCR of 0.9794. The ROC curves of the 2nd and 3rd CSPC directions are close to
the 45o lines with near 0.5 AUCs and testing CCRs.
In Figure 4.12 we can see that the two classes are separated in plot [1,1]. The classifi-
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cation performance of the 1st CSPC direction is quantified by the ROC curve being on the
borders, large AUC (=0.9980) and testing CCR (=0.9794) as shown in plot [2,1]. These
results indicate the good classification performance of the 1st CSPC direction. The class pro-
jections onto the 2nd and 3rd CSPC directions are overlapped as shown in plots [2,2] and [3,3].
The corresponding ROC curves are close to the 45o lines and the AUCs and testing CCRs are
near 0.5. Next we compare the CSPCA method with several commonly used classifiers to
illustrate its advantages in terms of Class-Sensitive visualization performance.
The first method that we will compare is the FLD. Similar to Figure 4.6, the FLD and its
first 2 orthogonal PC projections are shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: The FLD and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections are shown in the diagonal and upper
right off-diagonal plots. Different classes with big overlap appear in the plot [1,1] and
large variations but no apparent class differences are visible in plots [2,2] and [3,3]. The
ROC curve of the MDP normal vector is not far from the 45o line and its AUC and testing
CCR slightly differ from 0.5.
As we can see from the plot [1,1] in Figure 4.13, although the two classes can be dis-
tinguished, a large part of the class projection is overlapped. This poor classification perfor-
mance is quantified by the ROC curve (not far from the 45o line), the small AUC (=0.5750)
and testing CCR (=0.5498) as shown in the plot [2,1]. This very inaccurate classification
performance of the FLD normal vector indicates its poor Class-Sensitive visualization per-
formance.
Next is a comparison with the useful discrimination method of DWD. The DWD and its
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first 2 orthogonal PC projections are shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: The DWD and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections are shown in the diagonal and upper
right off-diagonal plots. Different classes with small overlap appear in the plot [1,1] and
large variations but no apparent class differences are visible in plots [2,2] and [3,3]. The
ROC curve of the DWD normal vector is close to the borders and its AUC is large. The
ROC curves of the orthogonal PC directions are close to the 45o lines with near 0.5 AUCs
and testing CCRs.
As shown in plot [1,1] of Figure 4.14, the two classes can be distinguished. However
there is partial overlap near the center. This is quantified in plot [2,1] that the ROC curve
is not perfectly lying along the borders and the testing CCR is just 0.8562. This relatively
smaller testing CCR indicates that the classification performance of the DWD normal vector
is inferior to that of the 1st CSPC direction, where the testing CCR is 0.9794. The VAR of
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the DWD and its first 2 orthogonal PC directions is 15.05%, which is only slightly larger
than that of the first 3 CSPC directions, which is 14.12%. Because of this small increment
in variation explained but big loss in classification accuracy, the DWD gives worse Class-
Sensitive visualization compared with the CSPCA method. The poor performance of DWD
in the situation of auto-regressive errors is consistent with the results of Ahn and Marron
(2010).
Moreover, it is of interest to compare the CSPCA with the SVM. Figure 4.15 shows the
projections onto the SVM normal vector and its first 2 orthogonal PC directions.
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Figure 4.15: The SVM and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections are shown in the diagonal and upper
right off-diagonal plots. Different classes with moderate piling appear in the plot [1,1]
and large variations but no apparent class differences are visible in plots [2,2] and [3,3].
The ROC curve of the SVM normal vector lies along the borders with AUC of 1 and
testing CCR of 0.9982. The ROC curves of the first 2 orthogonal PC directions are close
to the 45o lines and the AUCs and testing CCRs are near 0.5.
Plot [1,1] in Figure 4.15 shows the SVM projection of the dataset. We can see that a
large portion of the data are piled at the margin. Although its testing CCR (=0.9982) is large,
the severe data piling issue prevents us from visualizing the within-class structure from the
SVM projection. Next we run the above experiment 50 times and summarize the average
performances of the CSPCA and the linear classifiers that have been discussed in the previous
paragraphs in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: The average testing CCR (right) of and VAR (left) of different methods over 50 runs are
shown. Compared with the 1st CSPC direction, the MDP and SVM have significantly
poorer representation performance (smaller VAR and piling issue), the DWD has slightly
poorer classification performance, and the FLD has both poorer representation and clas-
sification performances. Overall the 1st CSPC direction has the best Class-Sensitive
visualization performance. (CP: Complete Piling; MP: Moderate Piling).
Among these 5 methods, the FLD has the poorest Class-Sensitive visualization per-
formance because it has the poorest data representation (smallest VAR) and classification
(smallest testing CCR) performances. Although the MDP and SVM have slightly better clas-
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sification performance than the 1st CSPC direction, their smaller VAR and almost 0 within-
class variation indicate their poorer data representation performances. Thus they have poorer
Class-Sensitive visualization performance compared with the 1st CSPC direction. Although
the DWD has slightly larger VAR than does the 1st CSPC direction, its testing CCR is signifi-
cantly smaller. In other words, this small improvement in data representation is compensated
by a big loss in classification accuracy. Therefore the Class-Sensitive visualization perfor-
mance of the DWD normal vector is inferior to that of the 1st CSPC direction.
The above example is a single experiment under this setting for dimension d = 1000.
Next we simulate samples for a wide range of dimensions d=2,10,50,. . .,1000,2500 and eval-
uate the average testing correct-classification rates with an independent testing dataset and
the average variation explained for 50 runs. The results are shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Result of average performances of the simulated data for increasing dimensions. Loga-
rithms of average testing misclassification rates (1-CCR) and the variation explained with
95% confidence interval bars are displayed in the top and bottom panels respectively.
In Figure 4.17, the 1st CSPC direction is compared with simple prototype methods such
as FLD and MDP and also with some complex methods such as SVM and DWD. Logarithms
of average testing misclassification rates and the variation explained with 95% confidence
interval bars are displayed in the top and bottom panels respectively. As pointed out in
Section 3.3, the MDP and FLD are identical when d  n  2, and they both show very poor
classification performance when d = n. From the practical point of view, this fact strongly
discourages the application of FLD and MDP when the dimension is about the same as the
sample size. A theoretical explanation of this can be found in Deev (1970), where it was
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shown that the testing misclassification rate of FLD converges to 0.5 as n increases and d ⇡
n, due to the accumulation of errors in estimating the unknown inverse covariance matrix.
In low dimensional situations, the 1st CSPC direction has competitive good classification
performance and also significantly better data representation performance (largest variation
explained). In high dimensional situations, especially when d   n, the data representation
performances of MDP and SVM become significantly poorer because of the data piling issue.
The 1st CSPC direction has similar data representation performance compared with the DWD
and FLD as shown in the bottom panel and also significantly better classification performance
as shown in the top panel. Therefore, in both low and high dimensional situations, the 1st
CSPC direction has superior Class-Sensitive visualization performance.
In the second example, we simulated two 350-dimensional classes from another Gaussian
distribution which also differ only in their population means. Again, the sample size of each
class is 50. However, in this example, the underlying within-class covariance structure is
⌃✏ =
0BBBBBBBBBB@
11.5I3 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · 1
1CCCCCCCCCCA
,
and the population mean for Class +1 ( 1 resp.) is (0, 0, 0,+3 ( 3 resp.) , 0, . . . , 0)T . For a
fixed dimension, in order to make the class difference invisible in the first 3 PC projections,
the variance  2 of the first 3 coordinates should be greater than 10 (the sum of the squared
mean difference, i.e., 32, and the within-class in the 4th coordinate, i.e., 12). Trying  2 = 11
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did not give a visually strong effect, so  2 = 11.5 is used here. As just discussed, the variance
( 2 = 11.5) in the first 3 coordinates is larger than total variance in the 4th coordinate. Hence
the first 3 sample PC directions of the dataset will be dominated by these coordinates in the
sense that the subspace spanned by the first 3 PC directions will have very small canonical
angles (see Stewart and Sun (1990) and Gaydos (2008) for detailed discussions) with the
subspace spanned by the first 3 coordinates. As in the first AR(1)-like example shown in
Figure 4.5, we also simulate an independent testing dataset of size 10000 to evaluate the
classification performance. The scatter plots of the projections of the dataset onto the first 3
sample PC directions are shown in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: The first 3 PC projections of the simulated data. The class projections are strongly over-
lapped. The ROC curves are close to the 45o lines and both the AUCs and CCRs are near
0.5.
From the projection plots of Figure 4.18, no apparent class differences appear because
the sample PC directions are dominated by the large variations of the first 3 coordinates.
These observations are quantified by the ROC curves, AUCs and testing CCRs shown in plots
[2,1], [3,1] and [3,2]. Their poor classification performances are indicated by the ROC curve
being close to 45o line and the AUCs and testing CCRs both being near 0.5. In particular,
performances are not better than random guessing. It is of interest to investigate higher order
sample PC directions too. The scatter plots of the first 4 PC projections are shown in Figure
4.19.
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Figure 4.19: The first 4 sample PC projections of the simulated data. Apparent class difference ap-
pears in the 4th PC projection. The ROC (PC 4) curve of this direction lies along the
borders. Both the AUC and testing CCR are close to 1.
In Figure 4.19, plots [2,1], [3,1], [4,2] and [4,3] show the ROC curves, AUCs and testing
CCRs of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th PC directions respectively. In plot [4,4], the two classes can be
clearly distinguished in the 4th PC projection. The corresponding ROC curve in plot [4,3] lies
along the borders, the AUC of 0.9999 and testing CCR of 0.9960 are relatively large. From
the practical point of view, the underlying distribution of the real data is often unknown.
Thus by just analyzing the projections onto the first 3 PCs as in Figure 4.18, we may miss
the important class difference which is only contained in the 4th Principal Component.
Next we use the maximal CSJ criterion to choose the tuning parameter   and then project
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the data onto the first 4 CSPC directions. The curve of CSJ as a function of   is shown in
Figure 4.20.
Tuning Parameter .
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Figure 4.20: Curve of CSJ as a function of the tuning parameter  . CSJ obtains its maximum when
  =0.53.
From Figure 4.20 we can see that CSJ obtains its maximum of 1.40 when   = 0.53. So
we find the first 4 CSPC directions from the CSPCA optimization criterion 4.4 using this  .
The resulting scatter plots of the projections onto these CSPC directions are shown in Figure
4.21.
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Figure 4.21: The first 4 CSPC projections of the simulated data when   =0.53. Apparent class differ-
ence appears in the 1st CSPC projection. The ROC curve of the 1st CSPC direction lies
along the borders with perfect AUC and very large testing CCR. The class projections are
strongly overlapped for the other 3 CSPC directions. Their corresponding ROC curves
are close to the 45o lines and both the AUCs and testing CCRs are near 0.5.
As shown in plot [1,1] of Figure 4.21, apparent class difference appears in the 1st CSPC
projection. Moreover, we can see that this separation is more accurate than that of the 4th
PC since the 1st CSPC projection has less overlap. The good generalizability of this CSPC
direction is quantified by the ROC curve being along the borders, the perfect AUC (=1) and
the very large testing CCR (=0.9981) shown in plot [2,1]. From the 2nd, 3rd and 4th CSPC pro-
jections as shown in plots [2,2], [3,3] and [4,4] respectively, we can see that the two classes
are strongly overlapped. As quantified in plots [3,1], [4,2] and [4,3], their corresponding
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ROC curves are close to the 45o lines and both the AUCs and testing CCRs are near 0.5. For
a clearer comparison between the PC directions and CSPC directions, we plot the absolute
value of the loadings (vector entries) in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: Absolute value of the loadings of the first 5 PC directions (left panel) and the first 5
CSPC directions (right panel) when   = 0.53. Only the values of the first 10 loadings
are shown. The sum of squares of the rest loadings for each vector is shown in the top
right corner of each panel. The PC and CSPC loading vectors are similar but the orders
are different.
In Figure 4.22, the absolute values of the loadings of the first 5 PC directions are shown
in the left column and those of the first 5 CSPC directions are shown in the right column. The
bar heights show the first 10 loadings of each vector. The sum of squares of the rest loadings
of each vector is shown in the top right corner of each panel. Since the data signal exists in
the first 4 coordinates only (large variance in the first 3 and mean difference in the 4th), using
10 loadings is enough to show the important features. Since the loading vectors have length
1, the sum of squares of the bar heights is 1. The bar heights indicate the direction in which
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the vector points and the sum of squares of the rest loadings (in the top right corner of each
panel) indicates how well the first 10 loadings capture the feature of the entire vector. For
example, in the 1st CSPC, the 4th bar has height almost 1 and the sum of squares of the rest
loadings is 0.009, indicating this vector points nearly the same direction as the 4th coordinate
vector e4. In the 3rd PC, there are two large nearly equal bars and the sum of squares of
the rest loadings is 0.268. This vector points in the direction nearly between the 1st and 2nd
coordinate vectors. We notice that none of the sums of squares of the rest loadings of the
first 4 PC and CSPC directions are larger than 0.3. This means that the first 10 loadings of
these vectors can explain more than 70% of the variations. The first 3 PC loading vectors are
similar to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th CSPC loading vectors. And the 4th PC loading vector is similar
to the 1st CSPC loading vector. In the left column, we can see that the first 3 PC loading
vectors capture the variation in the first 3 coordinates (with large loadings and small sum of
squares of the rest loadings) and the 4th PC loading vector captures the variation in the 4th
coordinate. As a comparison, in the right column, the 1st CSPC loading vector captures only
the variation in the 4th coordinate and the next 3 higher order CSPC loading vectors capture
the variation in the first 3 coordinates. In both the 5th PC and CSPC directions, we can see that
they have small first 10 loadings and large sum of squares of the rest loadings. This indicates
that they feel the spurious noise of the data. From this comparison we can see that the CSPCA
method can represent the same components of the data as the PCA method. However, the
order of these components are different. For a dataset with known class labels, the class
difference can be captured in the 1st component using CSPCA even though it is dominated
by the first few components as shown in PCA. Therefore when the class labels are known,
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compared with the unsupervised exploratory method PCA, the supervised exploratory data
analysis method CSPCA is preferred because it not only emphasizes the class difference but
also provides similar components as the PCA does.
Similar to the previous analyses, we compare the CSPCA method with DWD. The pro-
jections onto the DWD normal vector separating the two classes and its first 3 orthogonal PC
directions are shown in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: The DWD and its first 3 orthogonal PC projections of the simulated data. These plots
are similar to those of the CSPC directions. The DWD has slightly larger testing CCR
(=0.9982) than does the 1st CSPC (CCR=0.9981).
As shown in plots [1,1], the DWD normal vector separates the classes well. But the
symbols (circles and triangles) are slightly overlapped. In contrast, for the 1st CSPC direction,
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as shown in plot [1,1] of Figure 4.21, they are less overlapped. This observation indicates
that the 1st CSPC direction has better classification performance for the training dataset. In
plot [2,1], we can see that the DWD normal vector has almost the same good classification
performance as the 1st CSPC direction for the testing dataset, which indicates that it also has
good generalizability. The ROC curve lies along the borders with a perfect AUC of 1 and
the a very large testing CCR of 0.9982. The class projections onto the first 3 orthogonal PC
directions are also strongly overlapped. Again, their corresponding ROC curves are close to
the 45o lines and both the AUCs and testing CCRs are near 0.5.
We also compare the CSPCA method with SVM, MDP and FLD. The SVM, MDP and
FLD and their corresponding first 3 orthogonal PC projections are shown in Figure 4.24,
Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 respectively.
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Figure 4.24: The FLD and its first 3 orthogonal PC projections of the simulated data. Significant class
overlap appears in the FLD projection.
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Figure 4.25: The MDP and its first 3 orthogonal PC projections of the simulated data. The two classes
can be distinguished very well but are completely piled at their class means in the MDP
projection.
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Figure 4.26: The SVM and its first 3 orthogonal PC projections of the simulated data. The two classes
can be distinguished but with large part of data piled at their boundaries in the SVM
projection.
In plot [1,1] of Figure 4.24, significant class overlap appears in the FLD projection. This
observation is quantified by its relatively small testing CCR (=0.9100). Its relatively poor
classification performance is not surprising since the FLD method is inefficient when d  
n 1 as discussed earlier. In plot [1,1] of Figure 4.25, the two classes are completely piled at
their classes means in the MDP projection. Similarly, in plot [1,1] of Figure 4.26, two classes
are partially piled at the boundaries in the SVM projection. Although these two directions
separate the classes very well (no class overlap shown in plot [1,1]), their relatively poorer
generalizabilities result inferior classification performance. This is quantified by the testing
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CCRs shown in plot [2,1] of Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 respectively. The testing CCR is
0.9938 for MDP and 0.9961 for SVM. Both of them are smaller than that of the 1st CSPC,
which is 0.9981. Besides, the piling issues of the MDP and SVM prevent us from visualizing
the within-class structure.
Again, in order to compare the Class-Sensitive visualization performances of the linear
discrimination methods discussed above, we run this experiment 50 times and summarize the
average performances in Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: The average testing CCR (right) of and VAR (left) of different methods over 50 runs
are shown. Compared with the 1st CSPC direction, the MDP and SVM have relatively
poorer representation performance (smaller VAR and piling issue) and classification per-
formance (smaller testing CCR), and the FLD has relatively poorer representation and
classification performances. Both the DWD and the 1st CSPC directions have competi-
tive good Class-Sensitive visualization performance. (CP: Complete Piling; MP: Mod-
erate Piling).
As shown in Figure 4.27, among these 5 methods, the FLD has the poorest Class-Sensitive
visualization performance because it has the smallest VAR and testing CCR. The MDP and
SVM have slightly smaller testing CCRs and VARs than does the 1st CSPC direction. Be-
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sides, these two directions have complete or moderate data piling issues such that none or
very little within-class variation is explained. Therefore their poorer representation perfor-
mances result in the inferior Class-Sensitive visualization performances to that of the 1st
CSPC direction. For the simulated data with these specific settings, the 1st CSPC direc-
tion and the DWD normal vector have competitive good Class-Sensitive visualization perfor-
mances since they have the largest VARs and testing CCRs.
4.3.3 Real data example for Class-Sensitive Principal Components
Analysis
In this subsection we compare the CSPCA method with some exploratory data analysis
and linear discrimination methods for a set of real data. The data are vectors representing
expression of d = 2500 most variably expressed genes from Thyroid cancer patients (see
Agrawal et al. (2014)). Because there are only n = 482 total samples available, this is a
HDLSS setting. HDLSS problems are very common for micro-array data because d, the
number of genes, can be as high as tens of thousands, and n, the number of samples, is
usually less than a few hundreds because of the high cost of gathering each data point. We
randomly split the dataset into two parts. One is used to train the exploratory data analysis
and linear discrimination methods and the second is to test their performances (i.e., gener-
alizabilities). In this Thyroid cancer dataset, there are 4 classes of interest. Class 1 consists
of the normal samples (without cancer cells) and the other three classes consist of samples
with three different types of Thyroid cancer. For each class, the size of the training samples
is about 60% of the whole class. The sizes of the training and testing samples of the entire
dataset are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Total
Total 134 52 97 199 482
Training 80 30 60 120 290
Testing 54 22 37 79 192
Table 4.1: The Thyroid cancer data has been randomly split into training and testing datasets. For
each class, the size of the training samples is about 60% of the whole class.
In this analysis, we consider the study of the union of Class 2 and Class 3 (as Group +1)
vs. Class 4 (as Group 1). We group the classes like this because first, the CSPCA method is
currently only implemented for binary discrimination; second, Class 2 and Class 3 are similar
in certain aspects but are very different from Class 4. In this study, the training dataset has
n+ = 90 and n  = 120 samples and the testing dataset has 138 samples. First, we make the
scatter plots of the projections of the training dataset onto its first 3 sample PC directions as
shown in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28: The first 3 sample PC projection of the Thyroid cancer data (colored in 2 groups).
As shown in plots [1,1] and [3,3] of Figure 4.28, strong overlaps of the two groups appear
in the 1st and 3rd sample PC projections. As shown in plots [2,1] and [3,2] respectively, their
corresponding ROC curves are close to the 45o lines and the AUCs and testing CCRs are
near 0.5. In contrast, apparent group difference appears in the 2nd PC projection as shown
in plot [2,2]. The classification performance and generalizability of the this PC projection
are quantified by ROC curve being close to the borders, the AUC (=0.9692) and testing CCR
(=0.8478) being large as shown in plot [3,1].
Next we use the maximal CSJ criterion to choose the tuning parameter   and project the
data onto the first 3 CSPC directions. The curve of CSJ as a function of the   using the
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training dataset is shown in Figure 4.29.
Tuning Parameter .
0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1  
CS
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Figure 4.29: Curve of CSJ as a function of the tuning parameter   for the training set of the Thyroid
Cancer data. CSJ obtains its maximum when   =0.4823.
As shown in Figure 4.29 we can see that CSJ obtains its maximum of 1.2210 when
  = 0.4823. As in Section 4.3, we define the best Class-Sensitive visualization performance
to be that given by the CSPC directions with the largest CSJ. So we find the first 3 CSPC
directions from the CSPC optimization criterion using this  . The resulting scatter plots of
the projections onto these directions are shown in Figure 4.30.
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Figure 4.30: The first 3 CSPC projections of the Thyroid cancer data (labeled in 2 groups) when
  = 0.4823.
From plot [1,1] in Figure 4.30, apparent group difference appears in the 1st CSPC pro-
jection. The good classification performance and generalizability of this CSPC direction are
quantified by the ROC curve being close to the borders, the large AUC (=0.9783) and testing
CCR (=0.9058) shown in plot [2,1]. In plots [2,2] and [3,3], the two groups in the 2nd and
3rd CSPC projections are strongly overlapped. These observations are quantified by the ROC
curves being close to the 45o lines and the AUCs and testing CCRs being near 0.5 shown
in plots [3,1] and [3,2] respectively. Compared with the PC scatter plots in Figure 4.28, the
two groups can now be more clearly distinguished in the 1st CSPC projection instead of in
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the 2nd PC projection. Recall that the testing CCR of the 2nd PC direction is 0.8478. Now
the larger testing CCR (=0.9058) of the 1st CSPC direction indicates its better classification
performance. This is not surprising because the CSPCA uses the class labels but the PCA
does not. Since the 1st CSPC direction not only captures the class difference but also sep-
arates the class better than the 2nd PC direction, the CSPCA method appears to give better
Class-Sensitive visualization performance than PCA.
We also project this dataset onto the DWD normal vector separating the two groups and
its first 2 orthogonal PC directions in Figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.31: The DWD and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections of the Thyroid cancer data (labeled
in 2 groups).
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The projections shown in Figure 4.31 are very similar to those in Figure 4.30. The DWD
normal vector has slightly larger AUC (=0.9827) and testing CCR (=0.9130) than does the
1st CSPC direction.
Again, in order to compare with other linear discrimination methods, the projections
onto the FLD, MDP and SVM normal vectors and their corresponding first 2 orthogonal PC
directions are shown in Figure 4.32, Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34 respectively.
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Figure 4.32: The FLD and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections of the Thyroid cancer data (labeled in
2 groups).
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Figure 4.33: The MDP and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections of the Thyroid cancer data (labeled in
2 groups).
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Figure 4.34: The SVM and its first 2 orthogonal PC projections of the Thyroid cancer data (labeled in
2 groups).
In the above three figures, group differences appear not only in the FLD, MDP and SVM
normal vectors as shown in plots [1,1] but also in their 2nd orthogonal PC directions as shown
in plots [3,3]. Thus, these linear discrimination methods do not have good Class-Sensitive
visualization properties, as discussed in Section 4.3, in the sense that multiple (the 1st and
3rd) components are needed to represent the class difference. In contrast, only one (the 1st
CSPC) component is needed if we use the CSPCA method. Moreover, the VARs of the FLD,
MDP and SVM projections are very small, entailing that they have poor representation per-
formances. This is also not a good Class-Sensitive visualization property in the sense that
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the within-class structure is hard to visualize. The representation and classification perfor-
mances of the CSPCA method and the above linear discrimination methods are summarized
in Figure 4.35.
Direction
MDP CSPCA FLD DWD SVM
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MDP CSPC 1 FLD DWD SVM
VAR 0.71%(CP) 6.67% 1.52% 5.62% 1.71%(MP)
CCR 0.8986 0.9058 0.9203 0.9130 0.9130
Figure 4.35: Testing CCR (right) of and VAR (left) of different methods are shown. Compared with
the 1st CSPC direction, the significantly smaller within-class variations explained by
MDP, SVM and FLD projections indicate their inferior Class-Sensitive visualization per-
formance. The DWD normal vector and the 1st CSPC direction have competitive good
Class-Sensitive visualization performances because they both have large VARs and test-
ing CCRs. (CP: Complete Piling; MP: Moderate Piling).
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As shown in Figure 4.35, among these 5 methods, the MDP has the poorest Class-
Sensitive visualization because it has the smallest testing CCR and VAR (also poor generaliz-
ability). Although the FLD and SVM have competitive classification performance as does the
1st CSPC direction, their significantly smaller VARs indicate that they have relatively poorer
representation performances. For this particular dataset, the DWD normal vector and the 1st
CSPC direction have competitive good Class-Sensitive visualization performance because
they both have large VARs (> 5.6%) and testing CCRs (> 0.9).
4.4 The Advantages of Class-Sensitive Principal Components
Analysis
From the comparisons between CSPCA and the exploratory data analysis method PCA
in Subsection 4.3.2 and Subsection 4.3.3, we can see that the CSPCA method finds the in-
teresting direction which can capture the class differences before finding maximal variation
directions, where PCA may or may not find even the class difference directions from its first
few components. Moreover, from the loading vectors comparison we can see that although
the order of the CSPC directions is different from that of the PC directions, the CSPC pro-
jections can represent similar large variation data structure as the PC projections. Therefore
the CSPCA method has better Class-Sensitive visualization performance than does the PCA
method.
From the comparisons between CSPCA and some commonly used linear classifiers, e.g.
MDP, FLD, SVM and DWD in Subsection 4.3.2 and Subsection 4.3.3, we can see that the
1st CSPC direction has significantly better Class-Sensitive visualization performance than do
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the MDP, FLD and SVM normal vectors since it has more balanced data representation and
classification performances. In particular, the 1st CSPC direction has competitively accurate
classification against and significantly better data representation than do these three linear dis-
crimination methods. However, the DWD normal vector has very competitive Class-Sensitive
visualization performance as compared with the 1st CSPC direction for both the simulated
and real data examples. Note that the CSPCA, as a hybrid of PCA and MDP, can be used as
a decomposition method since it can give as many directions as the rank of the data matrix.
Each CSPC direction is calculated from the CSPCA optimization criterion (4.4) considering
both variations and class label information of the dataset. Moreover, we have already seen
from the examples that the CSPC decomposition can represent similar large variation data
structure as does the optimal method PCA. Therefore we can use multiple CSPC directions to
visualize the classification and variances of the dataset to discover interesting structures. In
contrast, as a linear classifier, although the DWD method has competitive Class-Sensitive vi-
sualization against the 1st CSPC direction, it needs to be used together with its corresponding
orthogonal PC directions to visualize other variances of the dataset. However, these orthogo-
nal PC directions are unsupervised such that they do not consider any class label information.
Thus, if certain amount of class difference is not captured by the DWD and is dominated by
spurious noise artifacts in the data projected onto the subspace perpendicular to the DWD
normal vector, we may not be able to discover it by just looking at the projections onto the
DWD normal vector and its first few corresponding orthogonal PC directions. Therefore, in
general, using multiple CSPC projections can give better Class-Sensitive visualization than
using the DWD and its corresponding orthogonal PC projections.
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4.5 A Variation of Class-Sensitive Principal Components Analysis
Because the CSPCA criterion is a combination of the PCA and MDP criteria and we
know that the MDP is closely related to the CCA as discussed in Subsection 3.3.2, it is also
of interest to study connections to another exploratory method called Continuum Canonical
Correlation (CCC). CCC is a family of methods proposed by Lee (2007) which combines
the criteria of the PCA and CCA for searching direction vectors over two high dimensional
spaces simultaneously. In a similar fashion, there is a variation of CSPCAwhich is equivalent
to the CCC criterion.
4.5.1 Review of Continuum Canonical Correlation
Formally, we define two row centered matrices as Xd1⇥n and Y d2⇥n. The direction
vectors, u 2 Rd1 and v 2 Rd2 , are the solutions of the following optimization criterion
max
u,v
⇥
Cov
 
uTX,vTY
 ⇤2 ⇥Var  uTX Var  vTY  ⇤ /(1  ) 1
=max
u,v
 
uTXY Tv
 2  
uTXXTuvTY Y Tv
  /(1  ) 1 (4.8)
where 0    < 1 subject to uTu = vTv = 1. The parameter   controls the balance
between the covariance and the variance. When   = 0, the above optimization criterion (4.8)
is equivalent to
max
u,v
uTXY Tvp
uTXXTu
p
vTY Y Tv
,
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subject to uTu = vTv = 1, which is just the optimization criterion of CCA. On the other
end, when the parameter   ! 1, the optimization criterion (4.8) essentially searches for
vectors u and v such that the variance of the projections of the data onto those directions are
maximized
max
u,v
 
uTXXTu
   
vTY Y Tv
 
subject to uTu = vTv = 1 or equivalently
max
u,v
uTXXTu
uTu
vTY Y Tv
vTv
,
which is the optimization criterion of PCA ofXXT and Y Y T respectively. Thus, PCA can
be regarded as a limiting case of CCC as   tends to 1. If we set   = 1/2, the optimization
criterion (4.8) becomes
max
u,v
uTXY Tv
subject to uTu = vTv = 1, which is the optimization criterion of Partial Least Squares
(PLS) (see Borga et al. (1997) for detailed discussions).
4.5.2 A Variation of Class-Sensitive Principal Components Analysis
While CSPCA, defined in (4.4), does not seem to be related to CCC, a variation of it is.
In particular, define the optimization criterion of the Variation of CSPCA (VCS) as
max
u
 
uTBSSu
   
uTTSSu
  /(1  ) 1 (4.9)
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subject to uTu = 1. This is a variation of CSPCA because it is also a compromise between
the PCA andMDP criteria through the tuning parameter   2 [0, 1). When   = 0, the criterion
(4.9) becomes
max
u
uTBSSu
uTTSSu
subject to uTu = 1. This gives the MDP normal vector, which is the   = 0 case of CCC
when Y is a class indicator vector. On the other end, in the limit as   ! 1, the criterion (4.9)
becomes
max
u
uTTSSu
subject to uTu = 1, which essentially gives the 1st PC direction. Note that this is the   ! 1
case of CCC when Y is a class indicator vector.
It is also of interest to study the case where   is between 0 and 1. One special case is
when   = 1/2, the criterion (4.9) becomes
max
u
uTBSSu (4.10)
subject to uTu = 1. Let Y = (y1, . . . , yn) be the class indicator vector such that yi 2
{ 1,+1}, for all i = 1, . . . , n, then the covariance of uTX and Y is Cov  uTX,Y   =
uTXY T . It follows that
⇥
Cov
 
uTX,Y
 ⇤2
= uTXY TY XTu
= 4uTX+1Jn+1X
T
+1 (4.11)
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where Jn+1 = 1n+1⇥n+1 . By the definition of BSS and after some algebra we have
BSS =
n
n+1n 1
X+1Jn+1X
T
+1.
Therefore this criterion (4.10) is equivalent to
max
u
uTX+1Jn+1X
T
+1u
=max
u
⇥
Cov
 
uTX,Y
 ⇤2
subject to uTu = 1, which gives us the PLS loading vector. When Y is a class indicator
vector, note that this also the   = 1/2 case of CCC.
4.5.3 General Relationship to Continuum Canonical Correlation
From the above discussion we have seen that the CCC and VCS have the same behavior
when the tuning parameter   = 0,   = 1/2 and   ! 1. If we denote the objective functions
of the CCC and the VCS criteria as JCCC ( ,u,v) and JV CS ( ,u) respectively, we have
JCCC ( ,u,v) =
 
uTXY Tv
 2  
uTXXTuvTY Y Tv
  /(1  ) 1
,
JV CS ( ,u) =
 
uTBSSu
   
uTTSSu
  /(1  ) 1
.
To connect these, let the matrix Y be a 1⇥ n class indicator vector, then the direction vector
v is a constant, i.e., one-dimensional vector of ±1 under the constraint vTv = 1. Thus using
calculations similar to (4.11), the CCC objective function JCCC ( ,u,v) is independent of v
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in the sense that
JCCC ( ,u) = 4n
 /(1  ) 1  uTX+1Jn+1XT+1u   uTXXTu  /(1  ) 1 .
By the definition of TSS and BSS and after some algebra we have
JV CS ( ,u) =
n
n+1n 1
 
uTX+1Jn+1X
T
+1u
   
uTXXTu
  /(1  ) 1
.
Therefore the solution u 2 Rd maximizes JCCC ( ,u), and also maximizes JV CS ( ,u) in
the sense that
argmax
u
JCCC ( ,u) = argmax
u
JV CS ( ,u)
subject to uTu = 1. This shows that, for all   2 (0, 1], VCS (4.9) is the special case of the
corresponding CCC where the matrix Y is a class indicator vector.
4.5.4 The reason why this is not used in this dissertation
Although this VCS (4.9) is a special case of the CCCwhich has good properties especially
when   = 0,   = 1/2 and   ! 1, this optimization criterion is not easy to solve when   is set
to be other values in the range of [0, 1). Therefore the asymptotic properties of this variation
of CSPCA as the dimension d!1 become very hard to study.
However, as for the CSPCA criterion (4.4), although the PLS is not on the solution path
as   varies from 0 to 1, both the PCA and MDP are on the two ends (  = 0 and 1) of the
solution path. Moreover, the CSPCA optimization problem is relatively easier to solve. As
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a result, the asymptotic properties of it are also easier to study. Therefore in the rest of this
dissertation, we will use the CSPCA criterion (4.4) to study the asymptotic properties.
4.6 Open Problems
In this section, we list some interesting open problems. We hope that these problems can
be addressed properly in the future.
• In this dissertation we focus on choosing one tuning parameter   according to the the
maximal CSJ criterion. However, as in Section 3.7 of Lee (2007), we can compute
CSPC direction vectors for a range of   from 0 to 1, for example, with an increment
of 0.1. As   changes, we can analyze how the loadings change and find a set of CSPC
direction vectors which give insightful visualization.
• Although we only consider a family of compromises of PCA and MDP indexed by
the tuning parameter   in this dissertation, an interesting open problem is to focus on
the compromises of PCA and other linear classifiers such as SVM, DWD and even
members of the broad family LUM (see Liu (2007)).
• Joint and Individual Variation Explained (JIVE), proposed by Lock et al. (2013), is a
multi-block exploratory method which quantifies the amount of joint variation between
datatypes and separately individual variations within datatypes. It reduces the dimen-
sionality of the data and provides new directions for the visual exploration of joint and
individual structure. Lock et al. (2013) shows that the JIVE model can be factorized as
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in PCA with the form
X1 = U 1S +W 1S1 +R1,
... (4.12)
Xk = U kS +W kSk +Rk.
The joint score matrix S summarizes patterns in the samples that quantify common
variability across multiple datatypes. The loading matricesU i indicate how these joint
scores are expressed in the rows (variability) of each datatype i. The score matrices Si
summarize sample patterns individual to each datatype i, with variable loadingsW i.
This factorization can be found by iteratively applying PCA on the joint and individual
structures until convergence.
When class label information is known, an important open problem is how to develop
the Class-Sensitive JIVE (CSJIVE). One possible way is to use CSPCA instead of PCA
in each iteration step in determining (4.13). Therefore the CSJIVE can be factorized
with the form
X˜1 = U˜ 1S˜ + W˜ 1S˜1 + R˜1,
... (4.13)
X˜k = U˜ kS˜ + W˜ kS˜k + R˜k.
The matrices U˜ i and W˜ i are the loading matrices computed using the CSPCA method
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iteratively and S˜ and S˜i are the corresponding score matrices. We conjecture that the
CSJIVE can uncover interesting data structure better than JIVE when the predefined
class label information is used.
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CHAPTER 5: HIGH DIMENSION LOW SAMPLE SIZE ASYMPTOTICS
Recently, the HDLSS data are becoming increasingly common in various fields, includ-
ing biology, chemistry, physics and medicine. The HDLSS data motivate a new approach
to mathematical statistics. In particular, there has been an increasing interest in a family of
asymptotics, with the dimension d increasing. The most commonly studied type of asymp-
totics deals with the case of increasing sample size but fixed dimension. In that scenario, most
of the studies make use of the fact that the sample covariance matrix is a good approximation
of the population covariance. However, this is no longer the case with dimension d ! 1.
In an increasing d scenario, some researchers, e.g. Huber (1973) and Portnoy (1984), have
addressed the case of n ! 1, with d also growing, say at some power (generally less than
1) of n. Bai and Saranadasa (1996), Saranadasa and Altan (1998) and Johnstone (2001) have
studied asymptotics where n!1, and d grows at the same rate, in the sense that the sample
size to dimension ratio converges to a positive constant. Hall et al. (2005) initiated interest in
an alternative type of asymptotic where the dimension d of the data is much larger than the
sample size n. This has been called the High Dimension, Low Sample Size (HDLSS) data.
5.1 HDLSS asymptotic properties of Principal Components Analysis
Hall et al. (2005) and Ahn et al. (2007) established the asymptotic geometric representa-
tion of HDLSS data under different distributional settings and later Jung and Marron (2009)
did it in a unified framework. Furthermore, Jung and Marron (2009) also investigated the
HDLSS asymptotic behavior of the Principal Component directions in this unified frame-
work.
Formally, suppose we have a d⇥n data matrixXd = (x1,d, · · · ,xn,d) with d > n, where
the d-dimensional random vectors x1,d, . . . ,xn,d are independent and identically distributed.
We assume that each xi,d, for all i = 1, . . . , n, follows a multivariate distribution (which
does not have be Gaussian) with mean 0 and covariance matrix ⌃d. The SVD of ⌃d is
⌃d = U d⇤dU
T
d . Define the sphered data matrix Zd = ⇤
 1/2
d U
T
dXd. Then the components
(columns) of the d⇥ n matrix Zd have unit variances, and are uncorrelated with each other.
The dependency of the random variables in Zd is regulated by a ⇢-mixing condition (see
Bradley (2005) for a clear and insightful discussion). This allows serious weakening of the
assumptions of Gaussianity while still enabling the law of large numbers that lies behind the
geometric representation results of Hall et al. (2005).
In the following, all the quantities depend on d, but the subscript d will be omitted for
the sake of simplicity when it does not cause any confusion. The sample covariance matrix
is defined as S = n 1XXT . We do not subtract the samples means because the population
mean is assumed to be 0. In the HDLSS contexts, the d-dimensional covariance matrix is
challenging to estimate, because the number of parameters d (d+ 1) /2, which increases even
faster than d. Therefore the covariance matrix is usually approximated by PCA (see Chapter
3 of Jolliffe (2005)). In this part, we focus on the underlying mechanism which determines
when the sample PC directions converge to their population counterparts as d ! 1. Recall
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that we denote the population covariance matrix as ⌃ with its SVD as
⌃ = U⇤UT ,
where ⇤ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues  1   · · ·    d and U is a matrix of cor-
responding orthonormal eigenvectors in the sense that U = (u1, . . . ,ud) with uTkuk0 =8>><>>:
0, if k 6= k0
1, if k = k0
. The SVD of the sample covariance matrix S is
Sˆ = Uˆ⇤ˆUˆ
T
,
where Uˆ = (uˆ1, . . . , uˆr) and r = rank (X).
Ahn et al. (2007) developed the concept of HDLSS consistency which was the first in-
vestigation of when PCA could be expected to find important in HDLSS data. The concepts
of consistency are defined as follows
1. Consistency: The direction uˆi is consistent with its population counterpart ui if
Angle (uˆi,ui)! 0 as d!1. The growth of dimension can be understood as adding
more variation. This occurs when the signal, measured by the eigenvalue  i, dominates
the natural background noise.
2. Strong inconsistency: The direction uˆi is strongly inconsistent with its population
counterpart ui in the sense that it tends to be as far away from ui as possible, that is,
Angle (uˆi,ui) ! ⇡/2 as d ! 1. Strong inconsistency occurs when the background
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noise obscures the underlying structure of the population covariance matrix.
3. Subspace consistency: When several population eigenvalues indexed by j 2 J are
similar, the corresponding sample eigenvectors may not be distinguishable. In this
case, uˆj will not be consistent for uj but will tend to a random direction in the linear
span, span {uj : j 2 J}. This motivates the dimension of convergence of a direction
uˆi to a subspace, called subspace consistency:
Angle (uˆi, span {uj : j 2 J})! 0
as d ! 1. This definition essentially comes from the theory of canonical angles (see
Stewart and Sun (1990) and Kato (1995)) discussed in Section 6 of Gaydos (2008).
Jung and Marron (2009) studied the asymptotic behavior of the PC directions in the
HDLSS contexts. They showed that if the first few eigenvalues of a population covariance
matrix (signal) are large enough compared to the others (noise), then the corresponding es-
timated PC directions are consistent or converge to the appropriate subspace (subspace con-
sistency) and most other PC directions are strongly inconsistent. Broad sets of sufficient
conditions for each of these cases are specified and the main theorem gives a catalogue of a
wide range of combinations.
Since the signal and noise are measured by the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, if
the first eigenvalues dominates all others, then it means the signal are much larger than the
noise. Otherwise if all the eigenvalues are the same, then it means that the signal and noise
can not be discriminated. Therefore a criterion to test the equality of eigenvalues is needed.
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John (1971) and John (1972) proposed a measure of sphericity
✏ =
tr2 (⌃)
d · tr  ⌃2  =
⇣Pd
i=1  i
⌘2
d
Pd
i=1  
2
i
(5.1)
as the basis of a hypothesis test for equality of eigenvalues. The empirical version of (5.1),
with ⌃ replaced by S, is a locally most powerful invariant test statistic of sphericity of
multivariate Gaussian distributions (see John (1972)). Note that the following inequalities
always hold
1
d
 ✏  1.
Also note that the perfect sphericity of the distribution (i.e. equality of eigenvalues) oc-
curs only when ✏ = 1. The other end of the ✏ range is the maximally singular case where the
first eigenvalue dominates all others. Ahn et al. (2007) gives the following theorem which
states that, under some mild conditions on population eigenvalues, the dual sample covari-
ance SD
 
= n 1XTX
 
approximately becomes a scaled identity matrix as d increases with
a fixed n. Thus all the eigenvalues of SD are approximately the same, and so are those
of S (SD has the same non-zero eigenvalues as does S). In a sense, extreme data of this
type behave as if the underlying distribution were spherical. An analogous result when d/n
approaches a constant (0,1) and the population covariance matrix is the identity exists in
references such as Bai and Silverstein (1998).
Theorem 4 (Ahn et al. (2007)). For a fixed n, consider a sequence of d⇥n random matrices
X1, . . . ,Xd, . . . from multivariate distributions with dimension d, with zero means and co-
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variance matrices ⌃1, . . . ,⌃d, . . .. Let  1,d   · · ·    d be the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix ⌃d, and let SD,d be the corresponding dual sample covariance matrix. Suppose the
eigenvalues of ⌃d are sufficiently diffused, in the sense that
(d✏) 1 =
Pd
i=1  
2
j,d⇣Pd
i=1  j,d
⌘2 ! 0 as d!1.
Then the sample eigenvalues behave as if they are from an identity covariance matrix, in the
sense that c 1d SD,d ! In as d!1, where cd = n 1
Pd
i=1  i,d.
However, Jung and Marron (2009) used a measure of sphericity for part of the eigenval-
ues. Formally, define the measure of sphericity for { k, . . . , d} as
✏k =
⇣Pd
i=k  i
⌘2
d
Pd
i=k  
2
i
.
For convenience, several names of assumptions are used to describe the important cases
• The ✏-condition: ✏  1/d, that is,
(d✏) 1 =
Pd
i=1  
2
i⇣Pd
i=1  i
⌘2 ! 0 as d!1.
• The ✏k-condition: ✏k   1/d, that is,
(d✏k)
 1 =
Pd
i=k  
2
i⇣Pd
i=k  i
⌘2 ! 0 as d!1.
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• The strong ✏k-condition: For some fixed l   k, ✏l   1/
p
d, that is,
d 1/2✏ 1l =
d1/2
Pd
i=l  
2
i⇣Pd
i=l  i
⌘2 ! 0 as d!1.
Note that the ✏-condition is quite broad in the spectrum of possible values of ✏: it only avoids
the most singular case. The strong ✏-condition further restricts ✏l to essentially lie in the range
(1/
p
d, 1].
5.1.1 Consistency and strong inconsistency
First we assume the first eigenvalue is much larger than the others. Suppose the ✏2-
condition holds, the following proposition states that under the general setting described at
the beginning of this section, the first sample eigenvector uˆ1 converges to its population coun-
terpart u1 (consistency) or tends to be perpendicular to u1 (strong consistency) according to
the magnitude of the first eigenvalue  1, while all the other sample eigenvectors are strongly
inconsistent regardless of the magnitude  1.
Proposition 1. For a fixed n, let ⌃ = U⇤UT , d = n + 1, n + 2, . . . , be a sequence of
covariance matrices. LetX be a d⇥n data matrix from a d-variate distribution with mean 0
and covariance matrix ⌃. Let Sˆ = Uˆ⇤ˆUˆ
T
be the sample covariance matrix estimated from
X for each d. Let ↵1 > 0. Assume the following
1. The components ofZ = ⇤ 1/2UTX have uniformly bounded fourth moments and are
⇢-mixing for some permutation.
2.  1/d↵1 ! c1 for some c1 > 0.
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3. The ✏2-condition holds and
Pd
i=2  i = O (d).
If ↵1 > 1, then the first sample eigenvector is consistent and the others are strongly inconsis-
tent in the sense that
Angle (uˆ1,u1)
prob ! 0 as d!1,
and
Angle (uˆi,ui)
prob ! ⇡
2
as d!1, for all i = 2, . . . , n.
If 0 < ↵1 < 1, then all sample eigenvectors are strongly inconsistent, i.e.,
Angle (uˆi,ui)
prob ! ⇡
2
as d!1, for all i = 1, . . . , n.
When ↵1 > 1, we can say that  1 is much larger than the others, which means that
the signal (dominates the background noise) is captured by the first PC. This results the
consistency of uˆ1 and strong inconsistency of uˆi, for all i = 2, . . . , n. when 0 < ↵1 < 1, we
can say that all eigenvalues are of the same order of magnitude and satisfy the ✏-condition,
which means that there is only background noise. This results that all samples eigenvectors
are strongly inconsistent.
The Proposition 1 can be generalized to the case that multiple eigenvalues are much larger
than the others. This leads to two different types of result.
First is the case that the first p eigenvalues are consistent. Consider a covariance structure
with multiple spikes, that is, p eigenvalues, p > 1, which are much larger than the background
noise level. In order to have consistency of the first p eigenvectors, we require that each has
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a distinct order of magnitude, for example,  1,d = O (d3) , 2,d = O (d2) and the sum of the
rest is order of d.
Proposition 2. For a fixed n, let ⌃,X and S be as before. Let ↵1 > · · · > ↵p > 1 for some
p < n. Suppose the following conditions hold
1. The same as assumption 1 of Proposition 1.
2.  i/d↵i ! ci for some ci > 0, for all i = 1, . . . , p.
3. The ✏p+1-condition holds and
Pd
i=p+1  i = O (d).
Then the first p sample eigenvectors are consistent and the others are strongly inconsistent in
the sense that
Angle (uˆi,ui)
prob ! 0 as d!1 for all i = 1, . . . , p,
Angle (uˆi,ui)
prob ! ⇡
2
as d!1 for all i = p+ 1, . . . , n.
When ↵1 > · · · > ↵p > 1, we can say that the first p eigenvalues are much larger than
the others. Then the signal is captured by the first p principal components and the signal
level decreases from the 1st to the pth principal component. This results the consistency of
uˆ1, . . . , uˆp. For the rest of the principal components, because their eigenvalues are much
smaller and satisfy the ✏k+1-condition, only the noise is captured by these higher order prin-
cipal components. This results the inconsistency of uˆp+1, . . . , uˆn.
Consider a distribution having a covariance structure with multiple spikes as before. Let p
be the number of spikes. An interesting phenomenon happens when the first p eigenvalues are
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of the same order of magnitude, that is, limd!1 1,d/ p,d = c > 1 for some constant c. Then
the first p sample eigenvectors are neither consistent nor strongly inconsistent. However, all
of those random directions converge to the subspace spanned by the first p population eigen-
vectors. Essentially, when eigenvalues are of the same order of magnitude, the eigenvectors
cannot be separated but a subspace consistent with the proper subspace.
Proposition 3. For a fixed n, let ⌃,X and S be as before. Let ↵1 > 1 and p < n. Suppose
the following conditions hold
1. The same as assumption 1 of Proposition 1.
2.  i/d↵1 ! ci for some ci > 0, for all i = 1, . . . , p.
3. The ✏p+1-condition holds and
Pd
i=p+1  i = O (d).
Then the first p sample eigenvectors are subspace consistent with the subspace spanned by
the first p population eigenvectors, and the others are strongly inconsistent in the sense that
Angle (uˆi, span {u1, . . . ,up}) prob ! 0 as d!1, for all i = 1, . . . , p,
Angle (uˆi,ui)
prob ! ⇡
2
as d!1, for all i = p+ 1, . . . , n.
Propositions 1, 2 and 3 are combined and generalized in the main theorem as follows
Theorem 5. For a fixed n, let ⌃d, X and S be as before. Let ↵1, . . . ,↵p be such that
↵1 > · · · > ↵p > 1 for some p < n. Let k1, . . . , kp be nonnegative integers such thatPp
j=1 kj =  < n. Let k0 = 0 and kp+1 = d   . Let J1, . . . ,Jp+1 be sets of indices such
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that
J l =
(
1 +
l 1X
j=0
kj, 2 +
l 1X
j=0
kj, . . . , kl +
l 1X
j=0
kj
)
, for all l = 1, . . . , p+ 1.
Suppose the following conditions hold
1. The components ofZ = ⇤ 1/2UTX have uniformly bounded fourth moments and are
⇢-mixing for some permutation.
2.  i/d↵l ! ci for some ci > 0, for all i 2 J l, 8 l = 1, . . . , p.
3. The ✏+1-condition, i.e.,
Pd
i=+1  
2
i
(
Pd
i=+1  i)
2 ! 0 holds andPi2Jp+1  i = O (d).
Then the sample eigenvectors whose labels are in the group J l, for all l = 1, . . . , p, are
subspace-consistent with the space spanned by the population eigenvectors whose labels are
in J l and the others are strongly inconsistent in the sense that
Angle (uˆi, span {uj : j 2 J l}) prob ! 0 as d!1, for all i 2 J l, for all l = 1, . . . , p, (5.2)
Angle (uˆi,ui)
prob ! ⇡
2
as d!1, for all i = + 1, . . . , n.
Remark 1. In the special case that the cardinality of J l, kl, equals 1, then (5.2) implies that
uˆi is consistent with ui for all i 2 J l.
Remark 2. There is a case where the strongly inconsistent eigenvectors whose labels are
in Jp+1 can be considered to be subspace-consistent. Let   be the very large subspace
spanned by the population eigenvectors whose labels are in Jp+1 for each d, i.e.,   =
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span {uj : j 2 Jp+1} = span {u+1, . . . ,ud}. Then
Angle (uˆi, )
prob ! 0 as d!1,
for all i 2 Jp+1.
5.1.2 Alternative asymptotic domain
From the discussions in the above subsection we see that the HDLSS asymptotics assume
that the dependency of the random variables in the sphered data matrix by ⇢-mixing condi-
tion. An interesting alternative setting, which we will refer to as High Dimension Moderate
Sample Size (HDMSS) has been developed by Yata and Aoshima (2009) assuming d > n and
that the dimension d and the sample size n both grow to infinity in such a way that n is much
slower than d in the sense that d/n ! 1. Under this assumption, the following asymptotic
properties were developed in an alternative condition of the covariance matrix only without
assuming the ⇢-mixing condition.
Again, the data settings are the same as in Subsection 5.1.1. Yata and Aoshima (2009)
proposed a general condition as follows
 i = aid
↵i , for all i = 1, . . . ,m and  j = cj, for all j = m+ 1, . . . , d.
Here, ai (> 0), cj (> 0) and ↵i (↵1   · · ·   ↵m) are unknown constants preserving the or-
dering that  1   · · ·    d, and m is an unknown positive integer. Without assuming the
⇢-mixing condition, they obtained the following theorem
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Theorem 6. For i = 1, . . . ,m, we have that
 ˆi
 i
= 1 + op (1)
under the conditions
1. d!1 and n!1 for i such that ↵i > 1.
2. d!1 and d2 2↵in ! 0 for i such that ↵i 2 (0, 1].
Jung and Marron (2009) concluded under the ⇢-mixing condition that the first m sample
eigenvectors converge to their population counterparts, while the rest of the sample eigen-
vectors tend to be perpendicular to their population counterparts. The following theorem
describes the consistency of PC directions without assuming the ⇢-mixing condition when
both d and n tend to infinity.
Theorem 7. Assume that the firstm population eigenvalues are distinct such that  1 > · · · >
 m. Then the firstm sample eigenvectors uˆ1, . . . , uˆm are consistent in the sense that
Angle (uˆi,ui)
prob ! 0 as d!1 and n!1, for all i = 1, . . . ,m,
under the conditions 1 and 2 in Theorem 6.
When the population eigenvalues are not distinct such as  1   · · ·    m, The follow-
ing theorem describes the subspace consistency with the help of the conditions 1 and 2 in
Theorem 6.
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Theorem 8. Assume that the first m population eigenvalues are not distinct such as  1,d  
· · ·    m,d. Then
Angle
 
uˆtj 1+1, span
 
utk 1+1 , . . . ,utj
   prob ! 0 as d!1 and n!1
(i = 1, . . . , tj   tj 1 and j = 1, . . . , r)
under the conditions 1 and 2 in Theorem 6 for the first m eigenvalues such that  1 = · · · =
 t1 >  t1+1 = · · · =  t2 > · · · >  tr 1+1 = · · · =  tr , where r  m, t0 = 0 and tr = m.
5.1.3 Boundary behavior of Principal Components Analysis HDLSS asymptotics
In HDLSS data situations, Jung and Marron (2009) studied asymptotics assuming the
largest population eigenvalues to be of the order d↵, where ↵ > 1 or ↵ 2 (0, 1). However,
the boundary case, ↵ = 1, was not investigated. Jung et al. (2012) studied this boundary
case and showed that the sample PC directions of the sample covariance matrix are neither
consistent nor strongly inconsistent to their population counterparts. They also showed that
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are not degenerate and gave the limiting distributions.
In the single spike model, the eigenvalues are assumed to be of the form  1 =  2d↵,
 2 = · · · =  d = ⌧ 2. In the boundary case where ↵ = 1, although the first eigenvalue is
larger than the others, it does not dominate the sum of the rest. Jung et al. (2012) showed
that the Angle (uˆ1,u1) converges to a random quantity which is defined on (0, ⇡/2) and
which depends on the signal to noise ration  2/⌧ 2 and the sample size n. For larger values
of signal to noise ratio, the Angle (uˆ1,u1) should be closer to 0 than for smaller values
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of ratio. The sample PC with larger sample size n should perform better than for smaller
sample size. Besides, they showed that the rest of the eigenvectors are strongly inconsistent
with their population counterparts in the sense that Angle (uˆj,uj)! ⇡/2 as d!1, for all
j = 2, . . . , n.
In the generalized multiple spikes model withm > 1 spikes, the eigenvalues are assumed
to be of the form  1 =  21d↵, . . . , m =  2md↵, for  21   · · ·    2m > 0, and the ✏m+1
condition holds for  m+1, . . . , d. Also assume that (1/d)
Pd
i=m+1  i ! ⌧ 2 as d ! 1.
In the boundary case where ↵ = 1, Jung et al. (2012) showed that the first m eigenvectors
are neither consistent nor strongly inconsistent to the population counterparts. The limiting
distributions of the Angle (uˆi,ui) are supported on (0, ⇡/2) and depend on the magnitude of
the noise level ⌧ 2 and the distribution of the firstm principal component scores of the sphered
data matrix Z.
5.2 HDLSS asymptotic properties of Maximal Data Piling
In this section, we first review some previous work of HDLSS asymptotic properties of
MDP that has been done by Ahn et al. (2012). Then we will discuss the asymptotic properties
of MDP that we have investigated in the HDLSS situations.
5.2.1 Review of Ahn et al. (2012)’s research
Ahn et al. (2012) studied the HDLSS asymptotic properties of the MDP normal vector in
terms of its consistency with the first PC direction of the row centered data matrix. Using the
same notations that have been used in Section 3.1 to describe the dataset, Ahn et al. (2012)
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assumed that the population structures satisfy the following conditions
(a) The fourth moments of the entries of the data vectors are uniformly bounded.
(b) d 1
Pd
i=1Var (x+1,i)!  2.
(c) d 1
Pd
i=1Var (x 1,i)! ⌧ 2.
(d) d 1
Pd
i=1 [E (x+1,i)  E (x 1,i)]2 ! µ2.
(e) There exists a permutation of the entries of the data vectors such that the sequence of
the variable are ⇢-mixing for functions that are dominated by quadratics.
Note that the condition (e) modifies the original condition in Hall et al. (2005) slightly (as-
suming ⇢-mixing) so that it does not depend on the order of the variable entries.
Then as the dimension d ! 1, the data vectors approximately form an N -polyhedron
where each class forms a regular simplex with n+1 and n 1 vertices. The length of an
edge connecting vectors within each simplex is approximately
p
2  (or
p
2⌧ ) after scal-
ing by 1/
p
d. The length of an edge connecting data vectors from different classes isp
 2 + ⌧ 2 + µ2 after scaling by 1/
p
d. Let u1 be the first left singular vector of X (the
centered data matrix obtained by subtracting the row means from the whole data matrix
(X+1,X 1)). Ahn et al. (2012) gives the following theorem which provides a sufficient
condition for the situation when u1 and vMDP are approximately equivalent as d tends to
infinity.
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Theorem 9. Under the assumptions (a)-(e), we further assume
µ20
.
= µ2 +
 2
n+1
+
⌧ 2
n 1
>
✓
1
n+1
+
1
n 1
◆
max
 
 2, ⌧ 2
 
.
Then as the dimension d ! 1, u1, the first left singular vector of X , is equivalent to the
sample MDP normal vector vMDP , in the sense that Angle (u1,vMDP )
prob ! 0.
5.2.2 HDLSS asymptotics of Maximal Data Piling
As we have seen in Subsection 5.2.1, Ahn et al. (2012) studied the HDLSS asymptotic
properties of MDP in terms of the consistency between the MDP normal vector vMDP and
the 1st PC direction u1 of the data matrixX . However, our research focuses on the HDLSS
asymptotic properties of MDP from another perspective. In particular, we study the consis-
tency of the sample MDP normal vector with its population counterpart as defined in Section
5.1 in the HDLSS setting. In order to better understand the behavior of MDP, we consider a
population model similar to that described in Subsection 3.3.5, which was meant to capture
a broad range of behaviors in the marginal and joint distributions of the data.
Recall that we have two d ⇥ n multivariate datasets X+1 = (x+1,1, · · · ,x+1,n) and
X 1 = (x 1,1, · · · ,x 1,n) modeled as
x+1,i = µ+1 + ✏+1,i (5.3)
x 1,i = µ 1 + ✏ 1,i (5.4)
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for i = 1, . . . , n, where
µ+1 =  µ 1 = µ =
 
da/2, 0, . . . , 0
 T
and
✏±1,i =
⇣
✏(1)±1,i, . . . , ✏
(d)
±1,i
⌘T
.
The vector µt is the normalized vector of µ in the sense that
µt = d
 a/2µ = e1,
where e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
T . Recall from Subsection 3.3.5 that the error vectors ✏+1,i and ✏ 1,i
follow the multivariate Gaussian distribution N (0,⌃✏), where ⌃✏ = diag {db, dc, 1, . . . , 1}.
The above equations (5.3) and (5.4) can be expressed as
X+1 = d
a/2V t +E+1, (5.5)
X 1 =  da/2V t +E 1. (5.6)
where V t = (µt, . . . ,µt) , E+1 = (✏+1,1, . . . , ✏+1,n) and E 1 = (✏ 1,1, . . . , ✏ 1,n).
From Section 3.3 we know that the sample MDP normal vector vs is the solution of the
following optimization problem
max
w
wTBSSw
wTTSSw
.
subject towTw = 1. If we replace the sample TSS and BSS by their population counterparts
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⌃t and (⌃t  ⌃✏) respectively, then the population MDP normal vector vp is defined as the
solution of the following optimization problem
max
w
wT (⌃t  ⌃✏)w
wT⌃tw
,
subject to wTw = 1. Since ⌃t and ⌃✏ are
⌃t = diag{da + db, dc, 1, . . . , 1},
⌃✏ = diag{db, dc, 1, . . . , 1},
it follows that the population MDP normal vector is defined as the solution of the following
optimization problem
max
w
wTdiag{da, 0, . . . , 0}w
wTdiag{da + db, dc, 1, . . . , 1}w ,
subject to wTw = 1. For all d 2 Z+, the population MDP normal vector is vp = e1.
The relationship between the HDLSS asymptotic properties of the MDP normal vector
for different choices of a and max (b, c) are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The left panel illustrates the asymptotic properties of the MDP normal vector for differ-
ent choices of a and max (b, c). The red dotted area is where vs and vp are strongly
inconsistent and the blue shaded area is where they are consistent. The gray line where
a = max (b, c) > 1 is further illustrated in the right panel. The purple lines in the left
panel represent the case wheremax (a, b, c) = 1.
In Figure 5.1, the left panel shows the asymptotic properties of the MDP normal vectors
for different choices of a andmax (b, c). The red dotted area is where vs and vp are strongly
inconsistent and the blue shaded area is where they are consistent. The purple lines show
the boundary cases where max (a, b, c) = 1. We conjecture the boundary asymptotics can
be studied similarly as in Jung et al. (2012). The gray line where a = max (b, c) > 1 is
further illustrated in the right panel. Moreover, the HDLSS asymptotic properties of the
MDP normal vector are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Suppose the dataset follows the underlying model (5.3) and (5.4). The sample
size n is fixed for each matrix X+1 and X 1. We have the following conclusions for the
sample MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart vp
1. When max (a, b, c) < 1, vs and vp are strongly inconsistent as d!1;
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2. When max (a, b, c) > 1 and a > max (b, c), vs is consistent for vp as d!1;
3. (a) When max (a, b, c) > 1, a < max (b, c) and b < c, vs and vp are strongly
inconsistent as d!1;
(b) When max (a, b, c) > 1, a = max (b, c) and b < c, vs is consistent for vp as
d!1;
4. When max (a, b, c) > 1, a  max (b, c) and b > c, vs and vp are strongly inconsistent
as d!1;
5. When max (a, b, c) > 1, a  max (b, c) and b = c, vs and vp are strongly inconsistent
as d!1.
Under this population model (5.3) and (5.4), from the results of Jung and Marron (2009)
we have reviewed in Subsection 5.2.1, the HDLSS asymptotic behavior of the 1st PC direction
for different choices of a, b and c is summarized graphically in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The top left plot illustrates the asymptotic properties of the 1st PC direction for differ-
ent choices of a and max (b, c). The 1st PC direction is strongly inconsistent in the red
area and is consistent in the blue area. The yellow area where a < max(b, c) is further
illustrated in the bottom left plot and the gray 45-degree line where a = max(b, c) is fur-
ther illustrate in the top right plot. The green lines and area are where the 1st sample PC
direction tends to lie in the subspace spanned by the first 2 coordinates as d!1.
In Figure 5.2, the top left plot shows the asymptotic behavior of the 1st PC direction for
different values of a and max(b, c). The 1st sample PC direction is consistent with the 1st
coordinate in the blue area where a > max(b, c) and are strongly inconsistent in the red area
where max(a, b, c) < 1. The yellow area where a < max(b, c) is further illustrated in the
bottom left plot and the gray 45-degree line where a = max(b, c) is further illustrate in the
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top right plot. In the bottom left plot, a is less thanmax(b, c). In this situation, the 1st sample
PC direction is consistent when b > c and is strongly inconsistent when b < c with the 1st
coordinate. When b = c, which is shown as green dashed line along the 45-degree line, the 1st
sample PC direction tends to lie in the subspace spanned by the first 2 coordinates. In the top
right plot, a is equal to max(b, c). In this situation, the 1st sample PC direction is consistent
with the 1st coordinate when b > c. Otherwise when b  c, which is in the green area, the 1st
sample PC direction tends to lie in the subspace spanned by the first 2 coordinates.
As d ! 1, by comparing the HDLSS asymptotic behavior of the 1st PC direction in
Figure 5.2 and that of the MDP normal vector in Figure 5.1, we can see that they have
the same behavior when a > max(b, c). In this situation, the mean difference in the 1st
dimension dominates other variances. Therefore, both the 1st PC direction and the MDP
normal vector will be consistent with the 1st coordinate. When a < max(b, c), the mean
difference is dominated by the within-class variances in the first 2 dimensions. Therefore
the MDP is strongly inconsistent. However, in this situation, if the within-class variance in
the 1st dimension dominates other variances, the 1st PC direction is still consistent. When
a = max(b, c), neither the mean difference in the 1st dimension nor the within-class variance
(in either the 1st or the 2nd dimension) can dominate the other. In this situation, when b > c,
the mean difference and the within-class variance in the 1st dimension have the same level of
magnitude, the MDP is strongly consistent but the 1st PC direction is consistent. When b = c,
the mean difference in the 1st dimension have the same level of magnitude as the within-class
variance in either the 1st or the 2nd dimension. The MDP is still strongly inconsistent but the
1st PC direction tends to lie in the subspace spanned by the first 2 coordinates. Otherwise
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when b < c, the mean difference in the 1st dimension and the within-class variance in the 2nd
dimension have the same level of magnitude, although the 1st PC direction is not consistent,
the MDP is consistent with its population counterpart (i.e., the 1st coordinate).
5.2.3 Simulation study
In order to illustrate the conclusions in Theorem 10, we simulated samples of size 10 from
each of the two classes (5.3) and (5.4). The dimension d varies from 20+ 21, . . . , 20+ 213 =
8212. This series increases approximately at an exponential rate of 2 and all members are
greater than the total sample size of 20. We simulated 50 pairs of datasets like this for each
d and computed the Monte Carlo average Absolute value of the Inner Product (AIP) (see Liu
(2007)) between the sample MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart vp. The
AIP of two vectors x and y is defined as
AIP = |xTy| = |yTx|.
This AIP has been used as a measurement to evaluate the similarity between two vectors in
the sense that
Angle (x,y) = arccos (AIP ) prob !
8>><>>:
0 if AIP prob ! 1
⇡
2
if AIP prob ! 0
.
Thus AIP ! 1 corresponds to consistency and AIP ! 0 corresponds to strongly inconsis-
tency. We plot the AIP as a function of the dimension d in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Simulations illustrate the conclusions of the MDP HDLSS Asymptotic Theorem (The-
orem 10). The horizontal axis represents the dimension of the simulated data and the
vertical axis represents the AIP. Results are as theoretically predicted.
In Figure 5.3, each plot shows the AIP as a function of the dimension d. The error bars
represent the 95% confidence interval of the Monte Carlo mean. Plot [1,1] illustrates the 1st
conclusion of Theorem 10 wheremax (a, b, c) < 1. The AIP of this case converges to 0which
shows that vs and vp are strongly inconsistent. Plot [1,2] illustrates the 2nd conclusion, where
the AIP converges to 1, which leads to the conclusion that vs is consistent for vp. Similarly,
plot [1,3] illustrates conclusion 3(a) and plot [1,4] illustrates conclusion 3(b). Moreover,
plots [2,1] and [2,2] illustrate conclusion 4 and plots [2,3] and [2,4] illustrate conclusion 5.
5.2.4 Proof of Maximal Data Piling HDLSS Asymptotics Theorem
In this subsection, we will prove the above Theorem 10. Before we give the proof, we
first propose and prove two lemmas.
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Lemma 1. The MDP normal vector v between two separable HDLSS datasetsX+1 (of size
d ⇥ n+1) and X 1 (of size d ⇥ n 1) is always in the subspace SX of Rd generated by the
column vectors ofX+1 andX 1. The subspace SX can be expressed as
SX = {Xu : u 2 Rn}
where X = (X+1,X 1) and n = n+1 + n 1. In other words, SX is the set of all linear
combinations of the column vectors ofX and is called the sample space ofX .
Proof. Given by Ahn et al. (2007).
Suppose the dataset follows the underlying model (5.3) and (5.4). We say that the se-
quence of vectors {v(d), d = 1, 2, . . .} is in the sequence of sample spaces {SX(d) , d =
1, 2, . . .}, if v(d) 2 SX(d) for each d.
Lemma 2. Suppose the dataset follows the underlying model (5.3) and (5.4). And v(d) 2
SX(d) is a sequence of nonzero vectors in {SX(d) , d = 1, 2, . . .}. When max (a, b, c) is less
than 1, this sequence of vectors is strongly inconsistent with the population MDP normal
vectors {v(d)p , d = 1, 2, . . .} in the sense that
⇣
v(d)p
⌘T
v(d)
kv(d)k
prob ! 0 as d!1.
Proof. We use a d ⇥ 2n matrix X(d) to denote the row centered version of the horizontal
concatenation ofX+1 andX 1. Any nonzero vector v(d) in the sample space ofX(d) can be
expressed as a matrix productX(d) ⇥U (d), where U (d) is a 2n⇥ 1 nonzero constant vector.
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For the sake of simplicity, we omit the superscript (d) in the rest of the proof.
Because vp is a unit vector, the cosine of the angle between the two vectors v and vp is
vTp v
kvk . Since v =X ⇥U , it follows that
vTp v
kvk =
vTpX ⇥U
kX ⇥Uk , (5.7)
where vp = e1. We first study the square of the denominator,
kX ⇥Uk2 = UTXTXU .
SinceX = (X+1,X 1), it naturally follows that
XTX =
0BB@XT+1X+1 XT+1X 1
XT 1X+1 X
T
 1X 1
1CCA
We use Jn to denote an n ⇥ n matrix whose all entries are 1. Recall from the underlying
model (5.3) and (5.4) that we have
XT+1X+1 = d
aJn + d
a/21Tnv
T
pE+1 + d
a/2E+1vp1n +E
T
+1E+1
= A+B1 +B2 +C,
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where
A = daJn,
B1 = d
a/21Tnv
T
pE+1,
B2 = d
a/2ET+1vp1n,
C = ET+1E+1.
We also have
XT+1X 1 =  daJn + da/21TnvTpE 1   da/2E+1vp1n +ET+1E 1
= A˜+ B˜1 + B˜2 + C˜,
where
A˜ =  daJn,
B˜1 = d
a/21Tnv
T
pE 1,
B˜2 =  da/2ET+1vp1n,
C˜ = ET+1E 1.
• The asymptotic properties ofA
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By assumption we know that a < 1, then we have
A
d
=
Jn
d1 a
prob ! 0n⇥n as d!1, (5.8)
where a k⇥ l matrixQ(d) prob ! Q˜ as d!1 means that for all i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , l,
the entry in the ith row, j th column of Q(d) converges to the corresponding entry of Q˜ as
d!1, i.e., Q (i, j) prob ! Q˜ (i, j) as d!1.
• The asymptotic properties ofB1 andB2
Note thatB1 = BT2 , thus we only need to focus onB2. Recall thatE+1 = (✏+1,1, . . . , ✏+1,n),
where ✏+1,i =
 
✏1+1,i, . . . , ✏
d
+1,i
 T , and ✏+1,i follows a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution
Nd (0,⌃✏). SinceB2 = da/2ET+1vp1n, then the ith row, j th column ofB2 is
B2 (i, j) = d
a/2✏T+1,ivp
= da/2
dX
k=1
✏(k)+1,iv
(k)
p .
Then the expected value of B2 (i, j) is
E (B2 (i, j)) = E
 
da/2
dX
k=1
✏(k)+1,iv
(k)
p
!
= da/2
dX
k=1
E
⇣
✏(k)+1,i
⌘
v(k)p = 0.
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For any given ⌧ > 0, using Chebyshev’s inequality, we have
P
 |d 1B2 (i, j) | > ⌧   1/d2Var (B2 (i, j))
⌧ 2
=
daVar
⇣Pd
k=1 ✏
(k)
+1,iv
(k)
p
⌘
d2⌧ 2
=
da
Pd
k=1
⇣
v(k)p
⌘2
Var
⇣
✏(k)+1,i
⌘
d2⌧ 2
=
da+b
d2⌧ 2
.
Because of the assumption that max (a, b) is less than 1, we know that da+b < d2. Therefore
it naturally follows that
P
 |d 1B2 (i, j) | > ⌧   da+b
d2⌧ 2
prob ! 0 as d!1.
This implies that
B2 (i, j)
d
prob ! 0 as d!1.
Therefore
B2
d
prob ! 0 as d!1.
The same result also holds forB1 such that
B1
d
prob ! 0 as d!1.
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• The asymptotic properties of C
The eigenvalues of the population covariance matrix ⌃✏ of the random errors are  1 =
db, 2 = dc, 3 = · · · ,=  d = 1. Since b < 1 and c < 1, we have
(d✏) 1 =
Pd
j=1  
2
j⇣Pd
j=1  j
⌘2
=
d2b + d2c + d  2
(db + dc + d  2)2
prob ! 0 as d!1.
This implies that the eigenvalues are sufficiently diffused. Then according to Theorem 4 in
Section 5.1 we have proved that
  1C
prob ! In as d!1,
where   =
Pd
j=1  j = d
b + dc + d  2. Since   1d! 1 as d!1, we have
d 1C =
 
 d 1
 
  1C
prob ! In as d!1. (5.9)
With the above results we have proved that
d 1XT+1X+1
prob ! In as d!1.
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Similarly we can prove that
d 1XT 1X 1
prob ! In as d!1.
• The asymptotic properties of A˜
Since A˜ =  A, the proof is the same as that ofA.
• The asymptotic properties of B˜1 and B˜2
Since B˜2 =  B2, the proofs are the same as that ofB1 andB2.
• The asymptotic properties of C˜
Recall that C˜ = ET+1E 1, so the ith row, j th column of C˜ is
C˜ (i, j) = ✏T+1,i✏ 1,i =
dX
k=1
✏(k)+1,i✏
(k)
 1,j.
For any given ⌧ > 0, using Chebyshev’s inequality, since b < 1 and c < 1, we have
P
⇣
|d 1C˜ (i, j) | > ⌧
⌘

Var
⇣Pd
k=1 ✏
(k)
+1,i✏
(k)
 1,j
⌘
d2⌧ 2
=
d2b + d2c + d  2
d2⌧ 2
! 0 as d!1.
This implies that
d 1C˜
prob ! 0 as d!1.
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Therefore we have proved that
d 1XT+1X 1
prob ! 0 as d!1.
In the same way, we can prove that
d 1XT 1X+1
prob ! 0 as d!1.
Hence we have
d 1XTX =
0BB@d 1XT+1X+1 d 1XT+1X 1
d 1XT 1X+1 d
 1XT 1X 1
1CCA
prob !
0BB@In 0
0 In
1CCA , as d!1
= I2n.
Therefore it follows that
d 1UTXTXU = UT
 
d 1XTX
 
U
prob ! UTU as d!1.
Define the normalized form of U to be Uˆ = U/
p
UTU . Next we study the numerator of
Equation (5.7). Note that
vTpX ⇥Up
UTU
= vTpX ⇥ Uˆ .
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Define E = (E+1,E 1) and write Uˆ as a vertical concatenation of two n ⇥ 1 matrices
Uˆ =
⇣
Uˆ+1; Uˆ 1
⌘
. It follows that
d 1/2vTpX ⇥ Uˆ = d(a 1)/2vTp vp1nUˆ+1
  d(a 1)/2vTp vp1nUˆ 1
+ d 1/2vTpEUˆ .
Since a < 1, we have
d(a 1)/2vTp vp1nUˆ+1 = d
(a 1)/2
nX
i=1
uˆ+1,i  d(a 1)/2
p
n
prob ! 0 as d!1.
The same result holds for d(a 1)/2vTp vp1nUˆ 1. We also have
d 1/2vTpEUˆ = d
 1/2
nX
i=1
⇣
✏(1)+1,iuˆi + ✏
(1)
 1,iuˆn+i
⌘
.
For any given ⌧ > 0, using Chebyshev’s inequality, we have
P
⇣
|d 1/2vTpEUˆ | > ⌧
⌘

Var
⇣Pn
i=1
⇣
✏(1)+1,iuˆi + ✏
(1)
 1,iuˆn+i
⌘⌘
d⌧ 2
=
Pn
i=1
⇣
uˆ2iVar
⇣
✏(1)+1,i
⌘
+ uˆ2n+iVar
⇣
✏(1) 1,i
⌘⌘
d⌧ 2
=
db
Pn
i=1
 
uˆ2i + uˆ
2
n+i
 
d⌧ 2
= db 1⌧ 2
prob ! 0 as d!1.
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This implies that
d 1/2vTpEUˆ
prob ! 0 as d!1.
Therefore we have
d 1/2vTpX ⇥ Uˆ prob ! 0 as d!1.
Thus we finally have
vTp v
kvk =
vTpX ⇥U
kX ⇥UkF
=
vTpX ⇥Up
UTXTXU
=
d 1/2vTpX ⇥Up
d 1UTXTXU
=
p
UTUp
d 1UTXTXU
· d 1/2vTpX ⇥ Uˆ
prob ! 0 as d!1.
With these two lemmas, now we can prove Theorem 10 as follows
Proof. We separate this proof into five cases, i.e., the five conclusions in Theorem 10.
1. max (a, b, c) < 1
2. max (a, b, c) > 1 and a > max (b, c)
3. max (a, b, c) > 1, a  max (b, c) and b < c
4. max (a, b, c) > 1, a  max (b, c) and b > c
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5. max (a, b, c) > 1, a  max (b, c) and b = c
• Case 1: max (a, b, c) < 1
According to Lemma 1, the sample MDP normal vector vs is in the subspace ofRd generated
by the column vectors of X . When max (a, b, c) < 1, according to Lemma 2, the sample
MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart vp are strongly inconsistent.
• Case 2: max (a, b, c) > 1 and a > max (b, c)
The between-class variation in the 1st coordinate dominates the variation in the data. Then
after scaling by
 
da + db
  1/2, we have
 
da + db
  1/2
x+1,i
prob ! u1 as d!1.
Similarly we have  
da + db
  1/2
x 1,i
prob !  u1 as d!1.
The projection of the scaled samples onto the first two coordinates are represented as in
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: The projection of the scaled samples onto the first 2 coordinates when max (a, b, c) > 1
and a > max (b, c). The scaled samples of each class converge to one point on the 1st
coordinate with unit-length distance to the origin. The purple line represents the sample
MDP normal vector vs.
In Figure 5.4, the scaled samples of Class +1 all converge to the point (1, 0, . . . , 0)T and
the scaled samples of Class  1 all converge to the point ( 1, 0, . . . , 0)T . Thus the scaled
TSS converges to
 
da + db
  1
TSS
prob ! diag{2n, 0, . . . , 0} as d!1.
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But the scaled WSS has the property
 
da + db
  1
WSS
prob ! 0 as d!1.
Then we have the scaled BSS=TSS-WSS satisfies
 
da + db
  1
BSS
prob ! diag{2n, 0, . . . , 0} as d!1.
It follows that
TSS 1BSS
prob ! diag{1, 0, . . . , 0} as d!1.
Therefore with probability 1, the sample MDP normal vector vs tends to be the eigenvector of
the diagonal matrix diag{1, 0, . . . , 0}, i.e., e1 as d ! 1. Thus the AIP between the sample
MDP normal vector and its population counterpart is
AIP = |vTs vp| prob ! 1 as d!1.
• Case 3 (a): max (a, b, c) > 1, a < max (b, c) and b < c
In this case, the within-class variation in the 2nd coordinate dominates the variation in the
data. After scaling by d c/2, we have
d c/2x+1,i
d !
⇣
0, z(2)+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
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and
d c/2x 1,i
d !
⇣
0, z(2) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
where z(2)+1,i and z
(2)
 1,i are i.i.d. distributed as N (0, 1). Thus the projection of the scaled
samples onto the first two coordinates are represented as in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: The projection of the scaled samples onto the first 2 coordinates when max (a, b, c) > 1,
a < max (b, c) and b < c. The scaled samples of both classes tend to lie in the 2nd
coordinate and are distributed as N (0, 1). The purple line represents one sample MDP
normal vector vs.
In Figure 5.5, the scaled samples from both classes tend to lie in the 2nd coordinate and
are distributed as N (0, 1). Thus any unit-length vector which is perpendicular to the 2nd
coordinate e2 is the sample MDP normal vector vs. Assume without loss of generality that
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these sample MDP vectors are distributed as a uniform d   1 dimensional spherical distri-
bution Sd 1 with radius 1. Further assuming that the sample MDP normal vector vs has the
form
vs =
 
v(1)s , 0, v
(3)
s , . . . , v
(d)
s
 T
,
then by Fang et al. (1990) we know that for all k = 1, 3, . . . , d,
E
 
v(k)s
 
= 0, Var
 
v(k)s
 
=
1
d  1 .
Therefore the AIP between the sample MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart
vp satisfies
AIP = |vTs vp| = |v(1)s |.
By Chebyshev’s inequality, for any ⌧ > 0, it follows that
P (AIP > ⌧) 
Var
⇣
v(1)s
⌘
⌧ 2
=
1
(d  1) ⌧ 2
! 0 as d!1.
This implies that
AIP
prob ! 0 as d!1.
• Case 3 (b): max (a, b, c) > 1, a = max (b, c) and b < c
The between-class variation in the 1st coordinate and the within-class variation in the 2nd
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coordinate are of the same magnitude. Thus after scaling by
 
da + db
  1/2, we have
 
da + db
  1/2
x+1,i
d !
⇣
1, z(2)+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
and  
da + db
  1/2
x 1,i
d !
⇣
 1, z(2) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1.
Then the projection of the scaled samples onto the first two coordinates are represented as in
Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: The projection of the scaled samples onto the first 2 coordinates when max (a, b, c) > 1,
a = max (b, c) and b < c. The scaled samples of Class +1 (-1 resp.) tend to lie along
the line which is parallel to the 2nd coordinate and intersects with the 1st coordinate at +1
( 1 resp.). The purple line represents the sample MDP normal vector vs.
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In Figure 5.6, the scaled samples of Class +1 (-1 resp.) tend to lie along the line which is
parallel to the 2nd coordinate and intersects with the 1st coordinate at+1 ( 1 resp.). And they
are distributed as N (0, 1). Then by the definition of MDP, the sample MDP normal vector
tends to lie along the 1st coordinate e1 as d ! 1. Therefore we have the AIP between the
sample MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 1 as d!1.
• Case 4 (a): max (a, b, c) > 1, a < max (b, c) and b > c
The within-class variation in the 1st coordinate dominates the variation in the data. Then after
scaling by
 
da + db
  1/2, we have
 
da + db
  1/2
x+1,i
d !
⇣
z(1)+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
and  
da + db
  1/2
x 1,i
d !
⇣
z(1) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
where z(1)+1,i and z
(1)
 1,i are i.i.d. distributed as ⇠ N (0, 1). Then the projection of the scaled
samples onto the first two coordinates are represented as in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: The projection of the scaled samples onto the first 2 coordinates when max (a, b, c) > 1,
a < max (b, c) and b > c. The scaled samples of both classes tend to lie along the 1st
coordinate and be distributed as N (0, 1). The purple line represents the sample MDP
normal vector vs.
In Figure 5.7, the scaled samples of both classes tend to lie along the 1st coordinate and
be distributed as N (0, 1). Thus any unit-length vector which is perpendicular to the 1st
coordinate e1 is the sample MDP normal vector vs. Therefore we have the AIP between the
sample MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as d!1.
• Case 4 (b): max (a, b, c) > 1, a = max (b, c) and b > c
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The between-class variation in the 1st coordinate and the within-class variation in the 1st
coordinate are of the same magnitude. Then after scaling by
p
2
 
da + db
  1/2, we have
p
2
 
da + db
  1/2
x+1,i
d !
⇣
1 + z(1)+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
and
p
2
 
da + db
  1/2
x 1,i
d !
⇣
 1 + z(1) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1.
Then the projection of the scaled samples onto the first two coordinates are represented as in
Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: The projection of the scaled samples onto the first 2 coordinates when max (a, b, c) > 1,
a < max (b, c) and b > c. The scaled samples of Class +1 (-1 resp.) tend to lie along the
1st coordinate and be distributed asN (1, 1) (N ( 1, 1) resp.). The purple line represents
the sample MDP normal vector vs.
In Figure 5.8, the scaled samples of Class +1 (-1 resp.) tend to lie along the 1st coordinate
and be distributed as N (1, 1) (N ( 1, 1) resp.). Thus again, any unit-length vector which
is perpendicular to the 1st coordinate e1 is the sample MDP normal vector vs. Therefore we
have the AIP between the sample MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart vp
satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as d!1.
• Case 5 (a): max (a, b, c) > 1, a < max (b, c) and b = c
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Then the within-class variations in the 1st and 2nd coordinates are of the same magnitude.
Then after scaling by d c/2, we have
d c/2x+1,i
d !
⇣
z(1)+1,i, z
(2)
+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
and
d c/2x 1,i
d !
⇣
z(1) 1,i, z
(2)
 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1.
Thus the projection of the scaled samples onto the first two coordinates are represented as in
Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: The projection of the scaled samples onto the first 2 coordinates when max (a, b, c) > 1,
a < max (b, c) and b = c. The scaled samples of both classes tend to be distributed as
N2 (0, I2), giving a fully non-degenerate distribution.
In Figure 5.9, the scaled samples of both classes tend to be distributed as N2 (0, I2).
Thus any unit-length vector which is perpendicular to the subspace spanned by the 1st and
2nd coordinates, i.e., span (e1, e2), is a sample MDP normal vector vs. Therefore we have the
AIP between the sample MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as d!1.
• Case 5 (b): max (a, b, c) > 1, a = max (b, c) and b = c
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The between-class variation in the 1st coordinate and the within-class variations in the 1st and
2nd coordinates are all of the same magnitude. Then after scaling by
p
2
 
da + db
  1/2 we
have
p
2
 
da + db
  1/2
x+1,i
d !
⇣
1 + z(1)+1,i, z
(2)
+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
and
p
2
 
da + db
  1/2
x 1,i
d !
⇣
 1 + z(1) 1,i, z(2) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1.
Then the projection of the scaled samples onto the first two coordinates are represented as in
Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: The projection of the scaled samples onto the first 2 coordinates whenmax (a, b, c) > 1,
a < max (b, c) and b = c. The scaled samples of Class +1 ( 1 resp.) tend to be
distributed asN2
⇣
(1, 0)T , I2
⌘
(N2
⇣
( 1, 0)T , I2
⌘
resp.). Compared with the previous
Figure 5.9, the red triangles are shifted to the left and the blue circles are shifted to the
right along the 1st coordinate.
In Figure 5.10, the scaled samples of Class +1 (-1 resp.) tend to be distributed as
N2
⇣
(1, 0)T , I2
⌘
(N2
⇣
( 1, 0)T , I2
⌘
resp.). Thus again, any unit-length vector which is
perpendicular to span (e1, e2) is a sample MDP normal vector vs. Therefore we have the
AIP between the sample MDP normal vector vs and its population counterpart vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as d!1.
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Therefore, we have proved Theorem 10.
5.2.5 General HDLSS asymptotics of Maximal Data Piling
In this subsection, we generalize Theorem 10 to a broader range of settings. In order to
be consistent with other notations in this subsection, we use ⌃w instead of ⌃✏ to denote the
population within-class covariance matrix. In particular, we assume that ⌃w is of the form
⌃w = diag{ w,1, . . . , w,d},
and the population between-class covariance matrix ⌃b is of the form
⌃b = diag{ b,1, 0, . . . , 0},
where  w,i for all i = 1, . . . , d and  b,1 are positive real numbers.
Using SVD, ⌃w and ⌃b can be decomposed as
⌃w =
dX
i=1
 w,ieie
T
i ,
⌃b =  b,1e1e
T
1 ,
where ei = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
T is the ith coordinate. Therefore the population total co-
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variance matrix ⌃t is
⌃t = ⌃w +⌃b
= ( w,1 +  b,1) e1e
T
1 +
dX
i=2
 w,ieie
T
i .
Under these settings, it is easy to see that the population MDP normal vector vp is still
the first coordinate e1. Then similar to Proposition 1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 11. For a fixed n, let X+1 and X 1 be two d ⇥ n data matrices from d-variate
Gaussian distributions (5.3) and (5.4) with mean  1/2b,1 e1 (  1/2b,1 e1 resp.) and covariance ma-
trix ⌃w. We use ⌃t to denote the population total covariance matrix and let ⌃t = U t⇤tUTt
be its SVD. Let ↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p > 0 for some p < n. We denote X as (X+1,X 1).
Assume the following
1. The components of Z = ⇤ 1/2t U
T
t X have uniformly bounded fourth moments.
2.  b,1/d↵b,1 ! cb,1 for some cb,1 > 0 and  w,i/d↵w,i ! cw,i for some cw,i > 0, for all
i = 1, . . . , p.
3. The ✏p+1-condition from Section 5.1 holds for ⌃w and
Pd
i=p+1  w,i = O (d).
Then we have
1. When max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) < 1, the sample MDP normal vector vs and vp are
strongly inconsistent;
2. Whenmax (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1 and ↵b,1 > max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p), vs is consistent
for vp;
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3. (a) When max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1 < max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and ↵w,1 <
max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p), vs and vp are strongly inconsistent;
(b) When max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1 = max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and ↵w,1 <
max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p), vs is consistent for vp;
4. When max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1  max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and
↵w,1 > max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p), vs and vp are strongly inconsistent;
5. When max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1  max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and
↵w,1 = max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p), vs and vp are strongly inconsistent.
Proof. This proof is very similar to that in the above Subsection 5.2.4. Therefore we will just
give a simplified proof here.
• Case 1: max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) < 1
Using a generalized form of Lemma 2 we know that vs and vp are strongly inconsistent as
d!1.
• Case 2: max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1 and ↵b,1 > max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p)
After scaling by d ↵b,1/2, we have
d ↵b,1/2x+1,i
prob !
⇣
c1/2b,1 , 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
.
and
d ↵b,1/2x 1,i
prob !
⇣
 c1/2b,1 , 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
.
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Then from Case 2 of Theorem 10, we know that vs is consistent for vp as d!1.
• Case 3 (a): max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1 < max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and ↵w,1 <
max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p)
Assuming without loss of generality that there exists a subset (r elements) J ✓ {2, . . . , p}
such that for all k = 1, . . . , r, ↵w,J(k) = max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p). Thus after scaling by the
largest ↵/2, i.e., d ↵w,J(1)/2, we have as d!1,
d ↵w,J(1)/2x+1,i
prob ! c+1,J ,
and
d ↵w,J(1)/2x 1,i
prob ! c 1,J ,
where c+1,J (c 1,J resp.) is a d-dimensional vector whose J (k)th element (for k = 1, . . . , r)
equals c1/2w,1z
J(k)
+1,i (c
1/2
w,1z
J(k)
 1,i resp.) and the rest of the elements equal 0. Thus any unit-length
vector which is perpendicular to the subspace spanned by the vectors eJ(1), . . . , eJ(r) is a
sample MDP normal vector vs. Similar to Case 3(a) of Theorem 10 and by Fang et al. (1990)
we know that the AIP between vs and vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as d!1.
• Case 3 (b): max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1 = max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and ↵w,1 <
max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p)
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After appropriate scaling we have that the scaled samples x?+1,i and x? 1,i satisfy
x?+1,i
prob !
⇣
c1/2b,1 ,0
⌘T
+ c+1,J ,
and
x? 1,i
prob !
⇣
 c1/2b,1 ,0
⌘T
+ c 1,J .
Similar to Case 3(b) of Theorem 10 we know that the AIP between vs and vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 1 as d!1.
• Case 4 (a): max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1 < max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and ↵w,1 >
max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p)
After scaling by d ↵w,1/2, we have
d ↵w,1/2x+1,i
prob !
⇣
c1/2w,1z
(1)
+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
.
and
d ↵w,1/2x 1,i
prob !
⇣
 c1/2w,1z(1) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
.
Thus any unit-length vector which is perpendicular to the 1st coordinate e1 is a sample MDP
normal vector. Therefore we have that the AIP between vs and vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as d!1.
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• Case 4 (b): max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1 = max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and ↵w,1 >
max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p)
After appropriate scaling we have that the scaled samples x?+1,i and x? 1,i satisfy
x?+1,i
prob !
⇣
c1/2b,1 + c
1/2
w,1z
(1)
+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
and
x? 1,i
prob !
⇣
 c1/2b,1 + c1/2w,1z(1) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
.
Thus again, any unit-length vector which is perpendicular to the 1st coordinate e1 is a sample
MDP normal vector. Therefore we have that the AIP between vs and vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as d!1.
• Case 5 (a): max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1 < max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and ↵w,1 =
max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p)
Then after scaling by d ↵w,1/2, we have as d!1,
d ↵w,J(1)/2x+1,i
prob !
⇣
c1/2w,1z
(1)
+1,i,0
⌘T
+ c+1,J ,
and
d ↵w,J(1)/2x 1,i
prob !
⇣
c1/2w,1z
(1)
 1,i,0
⌘T
+ c 1,J .
Thus any unit-length vector which is perpendicular to the subspace spanned by the vectors
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e1, eJ(1), . . . , eJ(r) is a sample MDP normal vector vs. Similar to Case 5(a) of Theorem 10
we have that the AIP between vs and vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as !1.
• Case 5 (b): max (↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) > 1, ↵b,1 = max (↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p) and ↵w,1 =
max (↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p)
After appropriate scaling we have that the scaled samples x?+1,i and x? 1,i satisfy
x?+1,i
prob !
⇣
c1/2b,1 + c
1/2
w,1z
(1)
+1,i,0
⌘T
+ c+1,J ,
and
x? 1,i
prob !
⇣
 c1/2b,1 + c1/2w,1z(1) 1,i,0
⌘T
+ c 1,J .
Thus again, any unit-length vector which is perpendicular to the subspace spanned by the
vectors e1, eJ(1), . . . , eJ(r) is a sample MDP normal vector vs. Similar to Case 5(b) of The-
orem 10 we have that the AIP between vs and vp satisfies
AIP
prob ! 0 as !1.
Therefore we have proved Theorem 11.
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5.3 HDLSS asymptotic properties of Class Sensitive Principal
Components Analysis
In this section we study the HDLSS asymptotic properties of CSPC directions using the
underlying model (5.3) and (5.4) again. Recall from Section 4.1, the first r orthonormal sam-
ple CSPC directions vs,1, . . . ,vs,r are the orthogonal solutions of the following optimization
problem
max
w
CSJ ( ,w) = max
w
wT [(1   )TSS +  BSS]w
wT
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤
w
, (5.10)
subject to wTw = 1. Since we have already defined the population MDP normal vector in
Section 5.2, in the same fashion, we can also define the population CSPC directions.
5.3.1 Population Class Sensitive Principal Components directions
If we replace the global sample covariance and the within-class sample covariance ma-
trices by their population counterparts ⌃t and ⌃w respectively, the first r orthonormal popu-
lation CSPC directions vp,1, . . . ,vp,r are defined as the orthogonal solutions (see Section 4.2
for detailed calculation) of the following optimization problem
max
w
CSJ ( ,w) = max
w
wT [(1   )⌃t +   (⌃t  ⌃w)]w
wT
⇥
(1   )3  ⌃t,1Id +  ⌃t
⇤
w
, (5.11)
subject to wTw = 1.
Recall that⌃t = diag{da+db, dc, 1, . . . , 1}. Ifmax (a, b) < c, then  ⌃t,1 = dc. Therefore
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we have
⇥
(1   )3  ⌃t,1Id +  ⌃t
⇤ 1
[(1   )⌃t +   (⌃t  ⌃w)]
= diag{ d
a + (1   ) db
(1   )3 dc +   (da + db) ,
(1   ) dc
(1   )3 dc +  dc ,
1   
(1   )3 dc +   ,
. . . ,
1   
(1   )3 dc +   }.
As the dimension d!1, the above matrix tends to
diag{0, 1   
(1   )3 +   , 0, . . . , 0}. (5.12)
Thus for all   2 (0, 1), the population CSPC direction is vp,1 = e2.
If max (a, b) > c, then  ⌃t,1 = da + db. Therefore we have
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⇥
(1   )3  ⌃t,1Id +  ⌃t
⇤ 1
[(1   )⌃t +   (⌃t  ⌃w)]
= diag{ d
a + (1   ) db⇥
(1   )3 +  ⇤ (da + db) ,
(1   ) dc
(1   )3 (da + db) +  dc ,
1   
(1   )3 (da + db) +   ,
. . . ,
1   
(1   )3 (da + db) +   }.
As the dimension d!1, for all   2 (0, 1), the above matrix tends to
diag{G, 0, . . . , 0}, (5.13)
where
G =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
1   
(1   )3 +   if a < b
2   
2
⇥
(1   )3 +  ⇤ if a = b
1
(1   )3 +   if a > b
(5.14)
Since G is positive for   2 (0, 1), we have that the population CSPC direction is vp,1 = e1.
Otherwise if max (a, b) = c, then again,  ⌃t,1 = da + db. We also have
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⇥
(1   )3  ⌃t,1Id +  ⌃t
⇤ 1
[(1   )⌃t +   (⌃t  ⌃w)]
= diag{ d
a + (1   ) db⇥
(1   )3 +  ⇤ (da + db) ,
(1   ) dc
(1   )3 (da + db) +  dc ,
1   
(1   )3 (da + db) +   ,
. . . ,
1   
(1   )3 (da + db) +   }.
As the dimension d!1, for all   2 (0, 1), the above matrix tends to
diag{G1, G2, 0, . . . , 0}, (5.15)
where
G1 = G
G2 =
8>>>><>>>>:
1   
(1   )3 +   if a 6= b
1   
2 (1   )3 +   if a = b
In summary if max (a, b) = c,
• when a < b, we have G1 = G2. Thus it follows that vp,1 and vp,2 lie in the subspace
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spanned by the vectors e1 and e2.
• when a = b, we have G1 > G2. Thus it follows that vp,1 = e1 and vp,2 = e2.
• when a > b, we also have G1 > G2. Thus again, it follows that vp,1 = e1 and
vp,2 = e2.
The relationship between the HDLSS asymptotic properties of the CSPC direction(s) for
different choices of max (a, b) and c are illustrated in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: This figure illustrates the asymptotic properties of the CSPC direction(s) for different
choices of max (a, b) and c. As in Figure 5.1, the red dotted area represents the cases
where the CSPC direction(s) and their population counterpart(s) are strongly inconsistent
and the blue shaded area represents the cases where they are consistent. The purple lines
again represent the boundary case where max (a, b, c) = 1. Note that the green line
where max (a, b) = c represents the cases where the CSPC direction(s) are subspace
consistent for their population counterparts.
Figure 5.11 shows the asymptotic properties of the CSPC direction(s) for different choices
of max (a, b) and c. The sample CSPC direction(s) and the corresponding population coun-
terpart(s) are either consistent (in the blue shaded area) or subspace consistent (in the green
line). However, they are strongly inconsistent in the red dotted area. As in Figure 5.1,
the purple lines show the boundary cases where max (a, b, c) = 1. Again, we conjecture the
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boundary asymptotics can be studied similarly as in Jung et al. (2012). Moreover, the HDLSS
asymptotic properties of the CSPC direction(s) are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 12. Suppose the dataset follows the underlying model (5.3) and (5.4). The sample
size n is fixed for each matrix X+1 and X 1. For all   2 (0, 1), we have the following
conclusions for the sample CSPC directions vs,i and their population counterparts vp,i
1. When max (a, b, c) < 1, vs,1 and vp,1 are strongly inconsistent as d!1;
2. When max (a, b, c) > 1 and max (a, b) 6= c, vs,1 is consistent for vp,1 as d!1;
3. When max (a, b, c) > 1 and max (a, b) = c, vs,1, vs,2 are subspace consistent for the
subspace spanned by vp,1 and vp,2 as d!1.
Under this population model (5.3) and (5.4), from the results of Jung and Marron (2009)
we have reviewed in Subsection 5.2.1, the HDLSS asymptotic behavior of the first 1 or 2
PC directions for different choices of max(a, b) and c is the same as that of the CSPCA as
described in Theorem 12.
5.3.2 Simulation study
As in Subsection 5.2.3, in order to illustrate the conclusions in Theorem 12, we simulated
samples of size 10 from each of the two classes (5.3) and (5.4). The average of AIP between
the sample CSPC directions and population counterparts over 50 runs are presented in Figure
5.12.
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Figure 5.12: The top left plot illustrates a case where vs and vp are strongly inconsistent. The other
plots illustrate the cases where they are consistent or subspace consistent. In the later
case, these are AIP to the subspace. Results are as theoretically predicted.
Plot [1,1] of Figure 5.12 illustrates the 1st conclusion of Theorem 12 where vs,1 and vp,1
are strongly inconsistent. Plots [1,2], [1,3], [1,4] and [2,1] illustrate the 2nd conclusion where
vs,1 and vp,1 are consistent. Plots [2,2], [2,3] and [2,4] illustrate the 3rd conclusion where
vs,1 and vs,2 are subspace consistent for the subspace spanned by the vectors vp,1 and vp,2.
5.3.3 Proof of Class Sensitive Principal Components Analysis
HDLSS Asymptotics Theorem
Proof. We prove this theorem in a similar way as the previous proofs in Subsection 5.2.4.
• Case 1: max(a, b, c) < 1
The proof of this case is very similar to that of Lemma 2 in Subsection 5.2.4.
• Case 2 (a): max(a, b, c) > 1 and max (a, b) < c
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It has already been shown in the proof in Subsection 5.2.4 that after scaling by d c/2, we have
d c/2x+1,i
d !
⇣
0, z(2)+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1,
and
d c/2x 1,i
d !
⇣
0, z(2) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
as d!1.
Thus the scaled TSS satisfies
d cTSS d ! diag{0, B(2), 0, . . . , 0} as d!1,
where B(k) =
Pn
i=1
⇣
z(k)+1,i
⌘2
+
Pn
i=1
⇣
z(k) 1,i
⌘2
for all k = 1, . . . , d. It naturally follows that
d c TSS,1
d ! B(2) as d!1.
The scaled WSS converges to
d cWSS d ! diag{0, B˜(2), 0, . . . , 0} as d!1,
where B˜(k) =
Pn
i=1
⇣
z(k)+1,i   z(k)+1
⌘2
+
Pn
i=1
⇣
z(k) 1,i   z(k) 1
⌘2
for all k = 1, . . . , d, z(k)+1 =
1/n
Pn
i=1 z
(k)
+1,i and z
(k)
 1 = 1/n
Pn
i=1 z
(k)
 1,i. Thus the scaled BSS=TSS-WSS has the property
d cBSS d ! diag{0, Bˆ(2), 0, . . . , 0} as d!1,
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where Bˆ(k) = B(k)   B˜(k) = n
⇣
z(k)+1
⌘2
+ n
⇣
z(k) 1
⌘2
. It follows that for all   2 (0, 1),
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1 +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]
prob ! diag{0, 1    +  Bˆ
(2)/B(2)
(1   )3 +   , 0, . . . , 0} as d!1.
Therefore the 1st sample CSPC direction satisfies
vs,1
prob ! e2 as d!1.
Because the 1st population CSPC direction vp,1 is also e2, the AIP between the sample CSPC
direction and its population counterpart is
AIP = |vTs,1vp,1| prob ! |eT2 e2| = 1 as d!1.
• Case 2 (b): max(a, b, c) > 1 and max (a, b) > c
It has already been shown in the proof in Subsection 5.2.4 that, we have as d!1
 
da + db
  1
TSS
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
prob ! diag{2n,01⇥(d 1)} if a > b
d ! diag{2n+B(1) + 2n z(1),01⇥(d 1)} if a = b
d ! diag{B(1),01⇥(d 1)} if a < b
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where  z(k) = z(k)+1   z(k) 1 , for all k = 1, . . . , d,
 
da + db
  1
 TSS,1
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
prob ! 2n if a > b
d ! 2n+B(1) + 2n z(1) if a = b
d ! B(1) if a < b
and
 
da + db
  1
WSS
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
prob ! 01⇥d if a > b
d ! diag{B˜(1),01⇥(d 1)} if a = b
d ! diag{B˜(1),01⇥(d 1)} if a < b
Thus the scaled BSS has the property
 
da + db
  1
BSS
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
prob ! diag{2n,01⇥(d 1)} if a > b
d ! diag{2n+ Bˆ(1) + 2n z(1),01⇥(d 1)} if a = b
d ! diag{Bˆ(1),01⇥(d 1)} if a < b
It follows that for all   2 (0, 1), as d!1
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1 +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
prob ! diag{ 1
(1   )3 +   ,01⇥(d 1)} if a > b
d ! diag{
1    +   2n+Bˆ(1)+2n z(1)
2n+B(1)+2n z(1)
(1   )3 +   ,01⇥(d 1)} if a = b
d ! diag{1    +  Bˆ
(1)/B(1)
(1   )3 +   ,01⇥(d 1)} if a < b
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Therefore the 1st sample CSPC direction
vs,1
prob ! e1 as d!1.
Because the 1st population CSPC direction vp,1 is also e1, the AIP between the sample CSPC
direction and its population counterpart is
AIP = |vTs,1vp,1| prob ! |eT1 e1| = 1 as d!1.
• Case 3: max (a, b) = c
After scaling by d c, we have
d cTSS
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
d !
0BBBBBB@
2n n z(2) 0
n z(2) B(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a > b
d !
0BBBBBB@
2n+B(1) + 2n z(1) B(1,2) + n z(2) 0
B(1,2) + n z(2) B(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a = b
d !
0BBBBBB@
B(1) B(1,2) 0
B(1,2) B(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a < b
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with d c TSS,1
d ! B?, where B? is a random variable independent of the dimension d and
d cWSS
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
d ! diag{0, B˜(2), 0, . . . , 0} if a > b
d !
0BBBBBB@
B˜(1) B˜(1,2) 0
B˜(1,2) B˜(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a = b
d !
0BBBBBB@
B˜(1) B˜(1,2) 0
B˜(1,2) B˜(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a < b
where
B˜(j,k) =
nX
i=1
⇣
z(j)+1,i   z(j)+1
⌘⇣
z(k)+1,i   z(k)+1
⌘
+
nX
i=1
⇣
z(j) 1,i   z(j) 1
⌘⇣
z(k) 1,i   z(k) 1
⌘
.
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It follows that
d cBSS
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
d !
0BBBBBB@
2n n z(2) 0
n z(2) Bˆ(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a > b
d !
0BBBBBB@
2n+ Bˆ(1) + 2n z(1) Bˆ(1,2) + n z(2) 0
Bˆ(1,2) + n z(2) Bˆ(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a = b
d !
0BBBBBB@
Bˆ(1) Bˆ(1,2) 0
Bˆ(1,2) Bˆ(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a < b
where Bˆ(j,k) = B(j,k)   B˜(j,k). Therefore we have
d c [(1   )TSS +  BSS] d !
0BBBBBB@
m˜1,1 m˜1,2 0
m˜2,1 m˜2,2 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA
where
m˜1,1 =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
2n if a > b
2n+ 2n z(1) + (1   )B(1) +  Bˆ(1) if a = b
(1   )B(1) +  Bˆ(1) if a < b
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m˜1,2 = m˜2,1 =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
n z(2) if a > b
(1   )B(1,2) +  Bˆ(1,2) + n z(2) if a = b
(1   )B(1,2) +  Bˆ(1,2) if a < b
and
m˜2,2 = (1   )B(2) +  Bˆ(2).
We also have
d c
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ d !8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0BBBBBB@
(1   )3B? +  2n n z(2) 0
 n z(2) (1   )3B? +  B(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a > b
0BBBBBB@
(1   )3B? +  
⇣
2n+B(1) + 2n z(1)
⌘
 
⇣
B(1,2) + n z(2)
⌘
0
 
⇣
B(1,2) + n z(2)
⌘
(1   )3B? +  B(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a = b
0BBBBBB@
(1   )3B? +  B(1)  B(1,2) 0
 B(1,2) (1   )3B? +  B(2) 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA if a < b
Thus it is easy to see that as d!1,
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]
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converges to a matrixM of the form
M =
0BBBBBB@
m1,1 m1,2 0
m2,1 m2,2 0
0 0 0
1CCCCCCA
where m1,2 = m2,1 and all mi,j (for i, j 2 {1, 2}) are independent of the dimension d. Thus
the eigenvectors vs,1 and vs,2 corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues of M lie in the
subspace spanned by the vectors e1 (i.e., vp,1) and e2 (i.e., vp,2). Thus for i = 1, 2
Angle (vs,i, span (vp,1,vp,2))
prob ! 0 as d!1.
Therefore we have proved Theorem 12.
5.3.4 General HDLSS asymptotics of Class Sensitive Principal
Components Analysis
In the same fashion of the general HDLSS asymptotic properties of MDP in Subsection
5.2.5, we also general the Theorem 12 to the same broader range of settings as in Subsection
5.2.5.
Theorem 13. For a fixed n and   2 (0, 1), applying the same settings and assumptions as in
Theorem 11, we have
1. If 0 < max{↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p} < 1, then the first p sample CSPC directions are
strongly inconsistent with the directions e1, . . . , ep;
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2. If max{↵b,1,↵w,1} > max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p}, then the 1st sample CSPC direction vs,1 is
consistent with the direction vector e1;
3. (a) If max{↵b,1,↵w,1} < max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p} and there exists only one integer j 2
[2, p] such that ↵w,j > max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p}, then the 1st sample CSPC direction
vs,1 is consistent with the direction vector ej;
(b) If max{↵b,1,↵w,1} < max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p} and J denotes the set of maximizers,
with #(J) = r   2, then the first r sample CSPC directions vs,1, . . . ,vs,r are
subspace consistent with the subspace spanned by the direction vectors {ej : j 2
J};
4. If max{↵b,1,↵w,1} = max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p} and J denotes the set of maximizers, with
#(J) = r   2, then the first r + 1 sample CSPC directions vs,1, . . . ,vs,r+1 are
subspace consistent with the subspace spanned by the direction vectors e1 and {ej :
j 2 J}.
Proof. Now we prove the above Theorem 13 as follows
• Case 1: max{↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p} < 1
We know that the eigenvalues of⌃t are  w,1+ b,1, w,2, . . . , w,d. To simplify the notations,
we use  ˜1 to denote  w,1 +  b,1 and use  ˜i to denote  w,i for i = 2, . . . , d. Thus we have the
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✏-condition for ⌃t as
Pd
i=1  ˜
2
i⇣Pd
i=1  ˜i
⌘2 = Ppi=1  ˜2i +Pdi=p+1  ˜2i⇣Pp
i=1  ˜i
⌘2
+ 2
Pp
i=1  ˜i
Pd
i=p+1  ˜i +
⇣Pd
i=p+1  ˜i
⌘2
=
Pp
i=1  ˜
2
i +
Pd
i=p+1  
2
w,i⇣Pp
i=1  ˜i
⌘2
+ 2
Pp
i=1  ˜i
Pd
i=p+1  w,i +
⇣Pd
i=p+1  w,i
⌘2 .
Dividing both the numerator and denominator by
⇣Pd
i=p+1  w,i
⌘2
, which is of the order
O (d2) (by assumption) we have
Pd
i=1  ˜
2
i⇣Pd
i=1  ˜i
⌘2 =
Pp
i=1  ˜
2
i
(
Pd
i=p+1  w,i)
2 +
Pd
i=p+1  
2
w,i
(
Pd
i=p+1  w,i)
2
(
Pp
i=1  ˜i)
2
(
Pd
i=p+1  w,i)
2 + 2
Pp
i=1  ˜i
Pd
i=p+1  w,i
(
Pd
i=p+1  w,i)
2 + 1
.
Since max{↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p} < 1, there exist ↵˜1, ↵˜2 2 (0, 1) such that
Pp
i=1  ˜
2
i =
O
 
d2↵˜1
 
and
Pp
i=1  ˜i = O
 
d↵˜2
 
. Thus we have
Pp
i=1  ˜
2
i⇣Pd
i=p+1  w,i
⌘2 = O  d2↵˜1 O (d2) ! 0 as d!1,⇣Pp
i=1  ˜i
⌘2
⇣Pd
i=p+1  w,i
⌘2 = O  d2↵˜2 O (d2) ! 0 as d!1,Pp
i=1  ˜i
Pd
i=p+1  w,i⇣Pd
i=p+1  w,i
⌘2 = O  d↵˜2 O (d) ! 0 as d!1.
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By assumption, we know that the ✏p+1-condition holds for ⌃w. Thus it follows that
Pd
i=p+1  
2
w,i⇣Pd
i=p+1  w,i
⌘2 ! 0 as d!1.
Therefore we have Pd
i=1  ˜
2
i⇣Pd
i=1  ˜i
⌘2 ! 0 as d!1. (5.16)
The above Equation (5.16) indicates that the ✏-condition holds for ⌃t. Thus from Theorem
4 we know that c 1d X
TX
prob ! I2n as d ! 1, where cd = 2n
Pd
i=1  ˜i. Since X
TX and
TSS have the same non-zero eigenvalues, we have c 1d  TSS,1
prob ! 1 as d ! 1. Because
by assumption max{↵b,1,↵w,1, . . . ,↵w,p} < 1 and
Pd
i=p+1  w,i = O (d), it follows that for
a fixed n, cd = O (d). After scaling by c 1d , we have that both TSS and BSS converge to 0.
Thus the scaled (1   )TSS +  BSS satisfies
c 1d [(1   )TSS +  BSS] prob ! 0 as d!1,
and the scaled (1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS has the property
c 1d
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ prob ! (1   )3 Id as d!1.
It follows that
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS] prob ! 0d⇥d as d!1.
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Therefore |vTs,iej|! 0 as d!1 for all i, j 2 {1, . . . , p}.
• Case 2: max{↵b,1,↵w,1} > max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p}
If ↵b,1 > ↵w,1, then after scaling by d ↵b,1/2, we have
d ↵b,1/2x+1,i
prob !
⇣
c1/2b,1 , 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
d ↵b,1/2x 1,i
prob !
⇣
 c1/2b,1 , 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
and  TSS,1/d↵b,1 ! 2ncb,1 as d!1. Hence the scaled (1   )TSS +  BSS satisfies
d ↵b,1 [(1   )TSS +  BSS] prob ! diag{2ncb,1, 0, . . . , 0},
and the scaled (1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS has the property
d ↵b,1
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ prob ! diag{ ⇥(1   )3 +  ⇤ 2ncb,1,
(1   )3 2ncb,1,
. . . ,
(1   )3 2ncb,1}.
It follows that
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]
prob !diag{ 1
(1   )3 +   , 0, . . . , 0}.
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Therefore |vTs,1e1| prob ! 1 as d!1.
If ↵b,1 = ↵w,1, then after scaling by d ↵b,1/2, we have
d ↵b,1/2x+1,i
d !
⇣
c1/2b,1 + c
1/2
w,1z
(1)
+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
d ↵b,1/2x 1,i
d !
⇣
 c1/2b,1 + c1/2w,1z(1) 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
and  TSS,1/d↵b,1 ! C(1)b,w as d ! 1, where C(1)b,w = 2ncb,1 + cw,1B(1) + 2nc1/2b,1 c1/2w,k z(1).
Hence the scaled (1   )TSS +  BSS satisfies
d ↵b,1 [(1   )TSS +  BSS] d ! diag{(1   )C(1)b,w +  Cˆ(1)b,w,0},
where Cˆ(1)b,w = 2ncb,1 + cw,1Bˆ
(1) + 2nc1/2b,1 c
1/2
w,k z
(1). The scaled (1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
has the property
d ↵b,1
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ d ! diag{ ⇥(1   )3 +  ⇤C(1)b,w,
(1   )3C(1)b,w,
. . . ,
(1   )3C(1)b,w}.
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It follows that
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]
d !diag{(1   )C
(1)
b,w +  Cˆ
(1)
b,w⇥
(1   )3 +  ⇤C(1)b,w ,0} as d!1.
Because C(1)b,w is positive and Cˆ
(1)
b,w is positive with probability 1, we have (1   )C(1)b,w +
 Cˆ(1)b,w > 0 for all   2 (0, 1). Therefore |vTs,1e1| prob ! 1 as d!1.
If ↵b,1 < ↵w,1, after scaling by d ↵w,1/2, we have
d ↵w,1/2x+1,i
d !
⇣
c1/2w,1z
(1)
+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
d ↵w,1/2x 1,i
d !
⇣
c1/2w,1z
(1)
 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
and  TSS,1/d↵w,1 ! cw,1B(1) as d ! 1. Thus the scaled (1   )TSS +  BSS converges
to
d ↵w,1 [(1   )TSS +  BSS] d ! diag{(1   ) cw,1B(1) +  cw,1Bˆ(1),0},
and the scaled (1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS has the property
d ↵w,1
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ d ! diag{ ⇥(1   )3 +  ⇤ cw,1B(1),
(1   )3 cw,1B(1),
. . . ,
(1   )3 cw,1B(1)}.
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It follows that
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]
d !diag{(1   )B
(1) +  Bˆ(1)⇥
(1   )3 +  ⇤B(1) ,0}.
Therefore |vTs,1e1| prob ! 1 as d!1.
• Case 3 (a): max{↵b,1,↵w,1} < max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p} and there exists only one integer
j 2 [2, p] such that ↵w,j > max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p}
This uses a proof structure very similar to Case 2. After scaling by d ↵w,j/2, we have
d ↵w,j/2x+1,i
d !
⇣
0, . . . , 0, c1/2w,jz
(j)
+1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
d ↵w,j/2x 1,i
d !
⇣
0, . . . , 0, c1/2w,jz
(j)
 1,i, 0, . . . , 0
⌘T
,
and  TSS,1/d↵w,j ! cw,jB(j) as d!1. Hence the scaled (1   )TSS +  BSS satisfies
d ↵w,j [(1   )TSS +  BSS] d ! cw,jdiag{01⇥(j 1), (1   )B(j) +  Bˆ(j),01⇥(d j)},
and the scaled (1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS has the property
d ↵w,j
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤
d !cw,jdiag{11⇥(j 1) (1   )3B(j), (1   )3B(j) +  Bˆ(j),11⇥(d j) (1   )3B(j)}.
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It follows that
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]
prob !diag{01⇥(j 1), (1   )B
(j) +  Bˆ(j)⇥
(1   )3 +  ⇤B(j) ,01⇥(d j)}.
Therefore |vTs,1ej| prob ! 1 as d!1.
• Case 3 (b): max{↵b,1,↵w,1} < max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p} and J denotes the set of maxi-
mizers, with ] (J) = r   2
After scaling by d ↵w,J(1)/2, we have
d ↵w,J(1)/2x+1,i
d ! ⌘+1,i,
d ↵w,J(1)/2x 1,i
d ! ⌘ 1,i,
where the J (k)th element (for k = 1, . . . , r) of ⌘+1,i (⌘ 1,i resp.) is c
1/2
w,J(k)z
(J(k))
+1,i
(c1/2w,J(k)z
(J(k))
 1,i resp.) and the rest of the elements are 0. We can also have  TSS,1/d
↵w,J(1)
! B? which is independent of d as d ! 1. Hence the scaled (1   )TSS +  BSS
satisfies
d ↵w,J(1) [(1   )TSS +  BSS] d !  d⇥d,
where the entry in the J (k)th row and J (l)th column (for k, l = 1, . . . , r) of   is
(1   ) c1/2w,J(k)c1/2w,J(l)B(J(k),J(l)) +  c1/2w,J(k)c1/2w,J(l)Bˆ(J(k),J(l)).
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The scaled (1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS has the property
d ↵w,J(1)
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ d ! (1   )3B?Id +   .
Since the rank of   equals r, it can be decomposed by SVD as
  = U ⇤ U
T
 ,
where U UT  = U
T
 U  = Id and ⇤  = diag{  ,1, . . . ,  ,r, 0, . . . , 0}. It follows that the
asymptotic scaled (1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS as d!1 can be written as
(1   )3B?Id +    = U ⇤? UT ,
where ⇤?  = (1   )3B?Id +  ⇤ . Thus it follows that
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS] d ! U ⇤? 1  ⇤ UT .
Since
⇤? 1  ⇤  = diag{
  ,1
(1   )3B? +    ,1
, . . . ,
  ,r
(1   )3B? +    ,r
,0},
the eigenvectors vs,1, . . . ,vs,r of the matrix
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤ 1
[(1   )TSS +  BSS]
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tend to the first r columns ofU , i.e., u ,1, . . . ,u ,r. We use span (ej : j 2 J) to denote the
subspace spanned by the vectors {ej : j 2 J}. Sinceu ,1, . . . ,u ,r are the eigenvectors cor-
responding to non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix   lying in the subspace span (ej : j 2 J),
we have that the subspace spanned by the vectors u ,1, . . . ,u ,r is also span (ej : j 2 J).
Therefore for k = 1, . . . , r
Angle (vs,k, span (ej : j 2 J)) prob ! 0 as d!1.
• Case 4 max{↵b,1,↵w,1} = max{↵w,2, . . . ,↵w,p} and J denotes the set of maximizers,
with #(J) = r   2
The proof of this case is almost the same as that of the previous Case 3(b) except that the
vector ⌘+,i is replaced by ⌘˜+,i, where the 1st element of ⌘˜+,i is c
1/2
b,1 (if ↵b,1 > ↵w,1), c
1/2
b,1 +
c1/2w,1z
(1)
+1,i (if ↵b,1 = ↵w,1), or c
1/2
w,1z
(1)
+1,i (if ↵b,1 < ↵w,1).
Therefore we have proved Theorem 13.
5.4 Open Problems
In this section, we list some interesting open problems. We hope that these problems can
be addressed properly in the future.
• An interesting open problem is to investigate the asymptotic properties of the MDP
normal vector and CSPC directions in a more generalized framework in the manner of
Jung and Marron (2009).
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• Another interesting open problem is to study the asymptotic properties of the MDP
normal vector and CSPC directions under the random matrices setting (see Johnstone
(2006)). In that setting, d(n)n ! c as n ! 1. Much different calculations will be
needed there because there does not have a fixed geometric representation.
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CHAPTER 6: MULTI-CLASS CLASS-SENSITIVE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
ANALYSIS
In this chapter, we generalize the CSPCA scheme to the multi-class problem. A multi-
class dataset has K-class (K > 2) d-dimensional samples X = (X1, . . . ,XK), X i =
(xi,1, . . . ,xi,ni) for i = 1, . . . , K where d   n   K + 1 =
PK
i=1 ni   K + 1. In a sim-
ilar fashion of the generalization ofMulti-class FLD (MFLD) in Rao (1948), theMulti-Class
CSPCA (MCSP) is developed to find a (K   1)-dimensional subspace S which appears to
contain all of the class variability for better visualization. Before going into the details of
MCSP, we first review the Multi-class MDP (MMDP) proposed by Ahn and Marron (2010)
in Section 6.1.
6.1 Multi-class Maximal Data Piling
In general when there are K > 2 classes, complete data piling results in projections of
the whole dataset which are piled ontoK distinct points in a (K   1)-dimensional subspace.
Ahn and Marron (2010) denote the Multi-class Maximal Data Piling (MMDP) subspace by
SM , which has projection values with the largest in-between distances.
With the data settings at the beginning of this chapter, the subspace SM can be con-
structed from MDP normal vectors defined as follows: Let w(k)M be the MDP normal vector
for the binary discrimination of Class k versus the rest. Then it can be shown that SM is
spanned by any K   1 vectors out of w(1)M , . . . ,w(K)M and also w(k)M =
PK
j 6=k ajw
(j)
M , where
aj = nj (n  nj) [nk (n  nk)] 1. For classification, a new data point is assigned to the lth
class if fl = max1kKfk where fk (x) = vTkx+ bk, for all k = 1, . . . , K.
Assume that the data matrixX = (X1, . . . ,XK) is centered to have row means 0. Let
X˜ =
⇣
X˜1, . . . , X˜K
⌘
be the horizontal concatenation of the class mean centered (row means
of each X˜ i is 0 for all i = 1, . . . , K) data vectors. Define the “Multi-Between-K-class Sum
of Squares” (MBSS) as
MBSS =
KX
i=1
nix¯ix¯
T
i , (6.1)
where x¯i = 1/ni
Pni
j=1 xi,j . By sequentially solving the following generalized eigen-analysis
wMMDP = argmax
w
wTMBSSw
wTTSSw
, (6.2)
the firstK   1 eigenvectors generate the same subspace as the MMDP subspace SM in Ahn
and Marron (2010).
6.2 A null space approach to Multi-class Maximal Data Piling
The geometry of the MDP normal vector was characterized within the data space in Ahn
(2006). Suppose there are only two classes (K = 2). Notations here are similar to those in
Section 4.1. But classes +1, 1 are now labeled as 1, 2. In particular, letX1 be the d ⇥ n1
matrix of training data from Class 1 andX2 be the d⇥ n2 matrix of training data from Class
2. Let n = n1 + n2 be the total sample size. Then the horizontal concatenation of the two
matrices isX = (X1,X2). The column vectors ofX generate an n-dimensional subspace
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in Rd called the column space which is expressed as
SX = {Xu : u 2 Rn} . (6.3)
In other words, SX is the set of all linear combinations of the column vectors. Assuming
d   n and rank (X) = n, i.e., dimension is not less than sample size andX is of full rank,
the dimension of the subspace generated by the column vectors ofX is n. If we let eHX be
the hyperplane generated byX , we can write
eHX =  Xu : uT1n = 1, u 2 Rn .
Note that eHX is a set of linear combinations of data vectors where the sum of the coefficients
is one. The parallel subspace can be found by shifting the hyperplane so that it goes through
the origin. After the hyperplane eHX has been shifted, it contains the origin. Call the new
shifted hyperplaneHX
HX =
 
Xu⇤ : u⇤T1n = 0, u⇤ 2 Rn
 
.
Here we introduce the idea of null space. Suppose that a matrix A 2 Rd⇥n has rank r.
The null space is the (d  r)-dimensional orthogonal complement of A in Rd. We useNA
to denote the null space ofA in Rd such that
NA =
 
w 2 Rd : wTA = 01⇥n
 
. (6.4)
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And it naturally follows that SA  NA = Rd and SA ?NA.
Using the idea of null space, we can decompose SX into an orthogonal sum ofHX and
H?X , where H?X is the intersection of HX’s orthogonal complement and SX . Note that
HX is a subspace of Rd with dimension n  1 and the dimension of SX is n, the dimension
of H?X is therefore 1. And a 1-dimensional space can be expressed as a space generated
by a single vector {wX} . It naturally follows that this decomposition can be written as
SX =HX   {wX}.
In the same fashion we can define subspaces parallel to the hyperplanes ofX1 andX2,
call themHX1 andHX2 , respectively. Then they have the following expressions
HX1 =
 
X1u
⇤
1 : u
⇤T
1 1n1 = 0, u
⇤
1 2 Rn1
 
,
HX2 =
 
X2u
⇤
2 : u
⇤T
2 1n2 = 0, u
⇤
2 2 Rn2
 
.
And Ahn (2006) gives the following theorem
Theorem 14. The MDP normal vector wMDP is a member of HX and orthogonal to the
subspacesHX1 andHX2 . i.e.,
HX = {HX1 +HX2}  {wMDP} .
Figure 6.1 was used in Ahn (2006) to illustrate the geometric relationships amongHX1 ,
HX2 , and wMDP when each class has two data points, i.e., n1 = n2 = 2. Note that the
subspacesHX1 andHX2 are essentially 1-dimensional straight lines and they are not nec-
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essarily orthogonal to each other. The hyperplanes eHX1 and eHX2 are shifted to HX1 and
HX2 so they meet each other at the origin O. Theorem 14 states that wMDP is orthogonal
to the subspace spanned byHX1 andHX2 , shown as the purple plane in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: The illustration ofHX1 , HX2 , and wMDP when n1 = 2 and n2 = 2. See Ahn (2006)
for detailed explanation.
Similarly, if there are K > 2 classes, using the same notations from Section 6.1, ni
denotes the sample size of each class for i = 1, . . . , K, n =
PK
i=1 ni denotes the total sample
size andX denotes the horizontal concatenation of all data vectors. Again, assuming d   n
and the matrix X is of full rank n, the column vectors of X generate an n-dimensional
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subspace in Rd and this subspace is expressed as
SX = {Xu : u 2 Rn} .
In the same fashion, the hyperplane parallel to SX containing the origin is defined as
HX =
 
Xu⇤ : u⇤T1n = 0, u⇤ 2 Rn
 
.
and HXi , the subspaces parallel to the hyperplanes of each X i containing the origin are
defined as
HXi =
 
X iu
⇤
i : u
⇤T
i 1ni = 0, u
⇤
i 2 Rni
 
, i = 1, . . . , K.
Again, note that eachHXi is a subspace of Rd with dimension ni   1.
We use SM˜ to denote the subspace of directions where each data vector is projected onto
its class mean. We use X˜ i = (x˜1, . . . , x˜ni) to denote the the row centered version of X i.
SinceHXi contains the origin, the projection of X˜ i onto SM˜ is the origin. In other words,
assumingBM = (b1, . . . , bK 1) is a set of orthonormal bases of SM˜ , then we have
bTk x˜i = 0, for j = 1, . . . , ni and k = 1, . . . , K.
This implies that SM˜ is contained in the null space of HXi . Therefore we know that the
subspace SM˜ inHX is contained in the intersection of all null spaces of eachHXi . Since
the dimension of HX is n   1 and the dimension of HXi is ni   1, it follows that the
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dimension of the null space ofHXi is n  ni. Then SM˜ has the following expression
SM˜ =
n
w 2HX : X˜Ti w = 0,w 2 Rd, 8 i = 1, . . . , K
o
=HX
\ K\
i=1
N X˜i
!
,
where the notationN is defined in Equation (6.4) as the null space. There arePKi=1 (ni   1) =
n K independent constraints and the dimension ofHX is n 1, thus the dimension of SM˜
is
n  1  (n K) = K   1,
which uniquely determines the K-class maximal data piling subspace in HX . If there are
only two classes, i.e.,K = 2, then the dimension of SM˜ is 1, which gives us the MDP normal
vector wMDP .
In this way, the K-class maximal data piling subspace SM˜ is the same as the K-class
maximal data piling subspace SM defined in Section 6.1. Next we give a simulated example
where SM˜ and SM are identical.
In this simulated example, there are 3 classes of which all samples are represent by circles.
“Class 1” is shown in red, “Class 2” is shown in green and “Class 3” is shown in blue. Each
class has 10 samples and all samples are generated from a spherical, unit variance Gaussian
distribution with dimension 500, and mean 0, except that the first coordinate has mean +10
for Class 1 and  10 for Class 2 and the second coordinate has mean  10p3 for Class 3.
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Figure 6.2: Simulated data illustrates the projection of the 3-class data onto the MMDP subspace SM
proposed by Ahn and Marron (2010).
Figure 6.2 shows the projection of the simulated data onto the 2-dimensional MMDP sub-
space SM proposed by Ahn and Marron (2010). The samples of the 3 classes are completely
piled at their class means.
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Figure 6.3: Simulated data illustrate the projection of the 3-class data onto the MMDP subspace SM˜
using the new null space approach.
Figure 6.3 shows the projection of the simulated data onto the 2-dimensional MMDP
subspace SM˜ using the null space approach described in the above paragraphs. Again, we
can see that the samples of the 3 classes are completely piled at their class means. It is
not clear for Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 whether or not the subspace SM˜ is identical to the
subspace SM . In order to see the fact that SM˜ and SM are the same, we rotate the coordinate
axes so that the horizontal direction is the same as the that of SM . We call this space SR(M˜)
and project the data onto it in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Simulated data illustrate the projection of the 3-class data onto the MMDP subspace using
the new null space approach after rotation. This looks the same as Figure 6.2, suggesting
that SM˜ = SM .
Figure 6.4 shows the projection of the simulated data onto the rotated subspace SR(M˜).
We can see that the projection onto SR(M˜) is the same as the projection onto SM which
suggests that SM˜ = SM . After further calculation we know that the canonical angle between
SM˜ and SM is 0. Thus it implies SM˜ = SM .
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6.3 Multi-class Class-Sensitive Principal Components Analysis
Following the notations in the beginning of this chapter, when K > 2, instead of SM ,
we use SC to denote the (K   1)-dimensional Multi-class CSPCA (MCSP) subspace. In the
same fashion as the MFLD (see Rao (1948)) and the MMDP (6.2) as discussed in Section
6.1, the subspace SC is spanned by the firstK 1 orthonormal solutionsw1, . . . ,wK 1 (see
Section 4.2 for detailed calculation) of the following optimization problem
max
w
MCSJ ( ,w) = max
w
wT [(1   )TSS +  MBSS]w
wT
⇥
(1   )3  TSS,1Id +  TSS
⇤
w
, (6.5)
where MBSS is of the form (6.1). The optimal tuning parameter   is chosen such that
MCSJ( ,w) is maximized. Then we use this optimal   to solve the restK 2 orthonormal
basis vectors of the subspace SC from the generalized eigen-analysis as described in Sec-
tion 4.2. Next we use three examples, one simulated and two real datasets to illustrate the
advantages of the MCSP method.
6.3.1 Simulated example for Multi-class Class-Sensitive Principal
Components Analysis
The first example is a variation of the second example that has been analyzed in Subsec-
tion 4.3.2. We simulate three classes from the 350-dimensional Gaussian distribution which
differ only in their population means. The sample size of each class is 50. Same as the second
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example in Subsection 4.3.2, the common population within-class covariance matrix is still
⌃✏ =
0BBBBBBBBBB@
11.5I3 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · 1
1CCCCCCCCCCA
.
We set the three class population means to lie at the vertices of an equilateral triangle
with edges of length 6 in the sense that the mean vectors for Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 are
(01⇥3,+3, 0,01⇥(d 5))T ,
(01⇥3, 3, 0,01⇥(d 5))T , and
(01⇥4, 3
p
3,01⇥(d 5))T
respectively. If we project these three population mean vectors onto the 2-dimensional sub-
space spanned by the vectors e4 and e5, the three projected points are at three different
vertices of an equilateral triangle with edges of length 6. The projection is shown in Figure
6.5.
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Figure 6.5: The population means are at the vertices of this equilateral triangle with edges of length 6
in the subspace spanned by the vectors e4 and e5. The direction v, which is parallel to the
line connecting the vertices A and B, is a maximizer of the projected variation.
In Figure 6.5 we study a direction of maximal population variation in the subspace
spanned by the coordinate vectors e4 and e5. The three population means are represented
by the three vertices A, B and C. The population variation consists of three class variations.
Each of the three Gaussian mixture components has a vertex as its mean. Each component is
represented as a red circle, which is a contour of the probability density. We take a direction
vector for example, v, which is parallel to the line connecting vertices A and B. The pro-
jected 1-dimensional variance is represented by the three fat red lines, which show how the
variation projected. It can be shown that this direction vector v maximizes the variance of
the projected distribution, which is 7 (=9/3+9/3+1). It is easy to see that the 1-dimensional
population variance projection onto any direction in the subspace spanned by the first three
coordinates has a variance 11.5. Because this variance is larger than 7, i.e., the 1-dimensional
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variation in the subspace spanned e4 and e5, the first 3 sample PC directions will be domi-
nated by the variances in the first 3 coordinates. The scatter plots of the first 3 PC projections
are shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: The first 3 PC projections of the simulated data. No clear class differences can be visual-
ized.
In Figure 6.6, the three classes are overlapped in the first three sample PC projections.
This is expected because the variance in the first three coordinates dominate the other vari-
ances and there is no class difference in these directions. Similar to the analysis of the second
example in Subsection 4.3.2, we draw the scatter plots of the next three PC (4th, 5th and 6th)
projections in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: The 4th, 5th and 6th PC projections of the simulated data. Apparent class differences can
be visualized in the 4th and 5th PC 2-dimensional projection.
As shown in plots [1,2] and [2,1] of Figure 6.7, the three classes can be distinguished
in the projection onto the 2-dimensional subspace spanned by the 4th and 5th sample PC
directions. Therefore, similar to the projection result shown in Figure 4.18, by just analyzing
the first three sample PC projections, we missed the important class difference even though
the class labels are known.
It is also of interest to project this simulated data onto the MMDP subspace, which has
been discussed in Section 6.1. In order to be consistent with the projections onto the PC
directions, in addition to the two orthogonal basis vectors of the MMDP subspace, we also
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computed the first PC direction, which is orthogonal to the MMDP subspace. The projections
are shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: The projection of the simulated data onto the MMDP subspace and the 1st orthogonal PC
direction. The classes are completely piled in the MMDP subspace. No class difference
is shown in the 1st orthogonal PC direction.
The projections of all three classes are completely piled in the MMDP subspace (plots
[1,2] and [2,1]) as shown in Figure 6.8. From plot [3,3] we can see that the sub-density
curves of all three classes are strongly overlapped and the variation of the projection is much
larger than that of the projection onto the MMDP subspace. Although the classes are per-
fectly distinguished in the MMDP subspace, this complete piling is not desirable because
the within-class structures are invisible and the generalizability of this MMDP subspace is
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expected to be poor.
Next we use the maximal Multi-class CSJ criterion (6.5) to choose the tuning parameter
  and then project the data onto the MCSP subspace. The curve of MCSJ as a function of  
is shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Curve of MCSJ as a function of the tuning parameter  . MCSJ obtains its maximum when
  =0.6489.
From Figure 6.9 we can see that MCSJ obtains its maximum of 1.2646 when   = 0.6489.
So the first 2 orthogonal solutions of the MCSP optimization criterion (6.5) using this   is
one pair of orthonormal basis vectors of the 2-dimensional MCSP subspace SC . The higher
order (3rd, 4th, etc.) orthogonal solutions of (6.5) explain other variations in the dataset. In
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order to be consistent, we use the 3rd MCSP direction, 4th MCSP direction, etc. to denote
these higher order direction vectors. Here we calculate the first 4 MCSP direction vectors
and plot the resulting projections in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: The first 4 MCSP projections of the simulated data when   =0.6489. Very strong class
differences now appear in theMCSP subspace spanned by the 1st and 2nd MCSP direction
vectors. The clusters appear in the first 2 dimensions in contrast with the PCA in Figure
6.6.
In Figure 6.10, plot [1,2] shows the projection onto the MCSP subspace SC , plot [2,1]
shows the transpose plot. Clear strong class differences appear in this 2-dimensional MCSP
subspace. Because the spaces between each pair of classes are larger than seen in Figure
6.7, the separation among classes is more significant than the projection onto the subspace
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spanned by the 4th and 5th PC directions. To highlight the fact that the variability between
classes is smaller than in the alternate directions, we use the same axis limits in this plot. This
make a clear comparison that the variation is smaller and the separation is larger. We also note
that the 3rd and 4th MCSP projections are very similar to the 1st and 2nd PC projections shown
in Figure 6.6. For a clearer comparison between the PC directions and MCSP directions,
similar to Figure 4.22, we plot the absolute value of the loadings in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Absolute values of the loadings of the first 6 PC directions (left) and the first 6 MCSP
directions (right) when   =0.6489. Only the values of the first 10 loadings are shown.
The sum of squares of the remaining loadings of each vector is shown in the top right
corner of each panel. This shows in contrast to PCA that CSPCA finds the interesting
class difference directions first then the maximal variation directions.
In Figure 6.11, the absolute values of the loadings of the first 6 PC directions are shown in
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the left column and those of the first 6MCSP directions are shown in the right column. Since
the signal (class-differences and major variance around the class means) exists in the first 5
coordinates only, using 6 loading vectors is enough to show the important features. As in
Figure 4.22, we again use 10 loadings for each vector and represent the sum of squares of the
remaining loadings in the top right corner of each panel. The interpretations are similar. We
can see that the first 3 PC directions are very similar to the 3rd to 5th MCSP directions because
they have almost identical loadings and sums of squares of the rest of the loadings, which
is sensible because the first 3 coordinate directions have the maximal population variation.
In the right column, the first 2 MCSP directions only have large values in the 4th and 5th
coordinate directions and small sums of squares for the remaining loadings (0.056 and 0.057).
Therefore the MCSP subspace spanned by these two directions has small canonical angles
(13.57  and 14.09 ) with the subspace spanned by the coordinate vectors e4 and e5. Because
class differences exist only in e4 and e5, the MCSP subspace contains almost all of the class
variability. In the left column, because the population class information is in the 4th and
5th loadings, the subspace spanned by the 4th and 5th PC directions also has small canonical
angles (21.74  and 25.72 ) with the subspace spanned by coordinate vectors e4 and e5. The
relatively larger angles compared with those of the MCSP subspace are associated with the
fact that the sums of the squares of the rest of the loadings of these PC direction vectors are
larger than those of the first two MCSP direction vectors. In addition, the 6th PC and MCSP
directions have no large loadings in the directions of interest and thus the remaining sums of
squares are close to 1 since they both are driven by spurious noise artifacts in the data. From
this comparison we can see that the MCSP method can represent the same features in the data
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as the PCA method. However, the class variability that exists in the 4th and 5th coordinate
vectors is captured by the MCSP subspace spanned by the first 2 MCSP directions more
precisely than by the first 2 PC directions. For a dataset with known class labels, the multi-
class differences can be captured by the MCSP subspace even though they are dominated
by large variations in other components. Therefore by emphasizing the class differences,
the MCSP method gives better Class-Sensitive visualization performance than does the PCA
method.
6.3.2 Real data example for Multi-class Class-Sensitive Principal
Components Analysis
Next we apply the MCSP method to the Thyroid cancer data which has been analyzed in
Subsection 4.3.3. In that subsection, we considered the union of Class 2 and Class 3 as Group
+1 and Class 4 as Group  1 so that the dataset could be analyzed by the two-class method
CSPCA (4.4). However, now with the multi-class method MCSP (6.5), we can analyze all
classes together. Recall that each class has been randomly split into training (samples size
⇡ 60% of the entire class) and testing (sample size ⇡ 40% of the entire class) datasets.
We use the same samples for each partition as in Subsection 4.3.3 and the sizes are again
summarized in Table 6.1.
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Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Total
Total 134 52 97 199 482
Training 80 30 60 120 290
Testing 54 22 37 79 192
Table 6.1: The Thyroid cancer data has been randomly split into training and testing datasets. For
each class, the size of the training samples is about 60% of the whole class.
First, the samples with Thyroid cancer are analyzed. This training dataset has 3 classes
(Class 2, Class 3 and Class 4) with sample sizes of 30, 60 and 120 respectively and the
corresponding test dataset has 138 total samples. First, similar to the previous simulated
example in Figure 6.6, we make the projection scatter plots of the training dataset onto its
first 3 sample PC directions in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: The first 3 sample PC projections of the Thyroid cancer training dataset (colored in 3
classes). Class 2 and Class 3 appear to be somewhat different in the 1st PC projection.
Class 4 appears to be different from Class 2 and Class 3 in the 2nd PC projection.
In plot [1,1] of Figure 6.12, a mild class difference between Class 2 and Class 3 appears in
the 1st PC projection. In addition, in plot [2,2], a weak class difference between Class 4 and
the union of Class 2 and Class 3 is apparent in the 2nd PC projection. In the 2-dimensional
subspace spanned by the first 2 PC directions as shown in plots [1,2] and [2,1], these mild
differences show up in this joint view. Therefore, by analyzing the class projections onto
this subspace (spanned by the first 2 PC directions) using the PCA method, some differences
among the three classes can be seen.
Similar to the analysis of the simulated data in Subsection 6.3.1, we are interested in
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visualizing the projections onto the MMDP subspace. Again, the 1st orthogonal PC direction
is calculated in order to be consistent with the PC projections as shown in Figure 6.12. The
projections onto the MMDP subspace and the 1st orthogonal PC direction are shown in Figure
6.13.
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Figure 6.13: The projections onto the MMDP subspace and the 1st orthogonal PC direction. Com-
pletely piled classes with very small variation are shown in the MMDP subspace. The
projection onto the 1st orthogonal PC direction is similar to the projection onto the 1st
PC direction in Figure 6.12.
From plots [1,2] and [2,1] of Figure 6.13 we can see that the three classes are completely
piled in the MMDP subspace. However, the variation of the projections onto this MMDP
subspace is very small, especially compared with scale of the projections onto the PC direc-
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tions as shown in Figure 6.12. Although the MMDP subspace has perfect clustering, it has
very poor Class-Sensitive visualization since the within-class structure is invisible and the
variation explained by the projections is very small.
With the goal of visually accentuating the clusters of the data better, we apply our MCSP
method to the same dataset. First of all, we use the MCSJ criterion to choose the tuning
parameter  . The curve of the MCSJ as a function of   is shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Curve of MCSJ as a function of the tuning parameter  . MCSJ obtains its maximum
when   =0.4813.
From Figure 6.14 we can see that MCSJ obtains its maximum of 1.2273 when   =
0.4813. Therefore we will use this   in the MCSP optimization criterion (6.5) to calculate
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the MCSP subspace. Similar to the previous simulated example in Figure 6.6, there are also
3 different classes. Thus the MCSP subspace is a 2-dimensional subspace. Then the first
2 orthogonal solutions of the MCSP optimization criterion (6.5) is one pair of orthonormal
basis vectors of the 2-dimensional MCSP subspace SC . In order to compare with the PC
projections in Figure 6.12, we also plot the projection onto the 3rd orthogonal solution of the
MCSP optimization criterion (6.5) in addition to the projections onto the MCSP subspace
SC . The projections of the training dataset onto the MCSP subspace (spanned by the 1st and
2nd MCSP directions) and the 3rd MCSP direction are shown in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: The first 3 MCSP projections of the Thyroid cancer training dataset when   =0.4813.
Apparent class differences appear in the MCSP subspace spanned by the 1st and 2nd
MCSP direction vectors. Class differences are stronger as indicated by the sub-densities
in the diagonal plots.
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In Figure 6.15, plots [1,2] and [2,1] show the projection onto the MCSP subspace SC .
We can see that apparent class differences show in this 2-dimensional MCSP subspace. In
comparison with the PC projections in Figure 6.12, the class projections onto the MCSP
subspace have somewhat smaller within-class variation and slightly less overlap. This can
also be seen by comparing the 1-dimensional projection plots and the colored sub-densities
representing the probability mass for each class on the diagonal of Figure 6.12 and Figure
6.15. We list these plots in two rows in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: The first row shows the 11-dimensional projections (the diagonal plots of Figure 6.12)
onto the 1st, 2nd and 3rd PC directions and the second row shows the 1-dimensional
projections (the diagonal plots of Figure 6.15) onto the 2nd, 1st and 3rd MCSP directions
when   =0.4813. This comparison shows better visual clustering by MCSP.
The first row of Figure 6.16 shows the 1-dimensional projections onto the first 3 PC
directions and the second row shows the 1-dimensional projections onto the first 3 MCSP
directions when   = 0.4813. By comparing the two plots in the left column, we can see that
the 2nd MCSP direction separates Class 2 and Class 3 better than does the 1st PC direction
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since the corresponding density curves in the 2nd MCSP direction have less overlap. For the
same reason, in the middle column, the 1st MCSP direction has better performance than does
the 2nd PC direction in terms of separating Class 2 and Class 3 as well as Class 3 and Class 4.
In the right column, Class 2 and Class 3 appear to be slightly different in the 3rd PC direction
since density curves are slightly to the left and right respectively. In contrast, all three density
curves have very strong overlap in the 3rd MCSP direction, which indicates that almost no
class difference can been seen. In order to show this difference more clearly, we compare the
2-dimensional projections onto the first 2 PC and MCSP directions using plot [1,2] of Figure
6.12 and plot [2,1] of Figure 6.15 in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17: The left panel shows the 2-dimensional projection (from Figure 6.12) onto the first 2 PC
directions (the 2nd PC direction as the x-axis and the 1st PC direction as the y-axis.). The
right panel shows the 2-dimensional projection (from Figure 6.15) onto the first 2 MCSP
directions when   =0.4813 (the 1st MCSP direction as the x-axis and the 2nd MCSP
direction as the y-axis.). MCSP shows slightly larger separation.
Figure 6.17 shows the 2-dimensional projections of the training dataset onto the first 2 PC
directions (in the left panel) and onto the first 2 MCSP directions (in the right panel). Note
that Class 2 (red circles) and Class 3 (green pluses) are somewhat more separated in the right
panel in the sense that the gap near the origin is larger. Moreover, in general, we can see that
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the within-class variation is smaller in the right panel than in the left panel. For example,
among the samples of Class 3 (blue squares) in the left panel, there are a few points whose
values on the y-axis are greater than 150 or less than  100 and a few points whose values on
the x-axis are greater than 100. In contrast, the data points of Class 3 in the right panel have
less variation such that the values on the y-axis are within the range of [ 100, 150] and the
values on the x-axis are less than 100. These observations suggest that the MCSP subspace
(resulting from the supervised MCSP method) shows more distinct clusters than does the
PCA.
In order to mathematically quantify the clustering performances of the MCSP and PCA
methods based on the predefined class labels, we use Multi-class SWISS Cabanski et al.
(2010). The two-class SWISS was reviewed in Subsection 3.5.1, where it is also applied to
this Thyroid cancer training dataset. The Multi-class SWISS score is defined as taking the
average of all pairwise SWISS scores. Similar to the original SWISS, the method with the
smaller Multi-class SWISS score is better at clustering the data into predefined labels. In
order to be consistent with the previous chapters, we use “SWISS” to denote “Multi-class
SWISS” in the following context. Since the first 2 PC projections and the first 2 MCSP pro-
jections contain the major class variabilities, we use the projections onto the 2-dimensional
spaces spanned by the first 2 PC and MCSP directions respectively as the reduced (in dimen-
sion) dataset. The SWISS score for PCA is 0.607 and the SWISS score for MCSP is 0.495.
Recall that we consider Method A to be more strongly clustered than Method B if each of the
classes of Method A have tighter clusters relative to the distances between the classes than
Method B. When this occurs, SWISS will report a lower score for Method A. Because the
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SWISS score of MCSP is lower than that of PCA, we can conclude that MCSP shows more
distinct clusters than PCA for this dataset. However, since this difference between these two
SWISS scores may not be viewed as large. A skeptic may ask if it is statistically significant.
Cabanski et al. (2010) developed a permutation test based on SWISS to answer this question.
The results of the SWISS permutation test along with two p-values and SWISS scores are
graphically shown in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.18: The results of the SWISS permutation test for a significant difference in SWISS scores
between the methods PCA and MCSP of the training dataset. This plot shows the distri-
bution of the permuted SWISS scores (dots), summarized by a smooth histogram (black
curve), along with the SWISS scores of PCA (red vertical line) and MCSP (blue vertical
line). The SWISS scores (top left) and corresponding empirical p-values (top right) are
also reported. Because the p-value of MCSP is less than 0.05, we conclude that MCSP
method is significantly better than PCA method in terms clustering.
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Figure 6.18 shows the results of the SWISS permutation test comparing the methods PCA
and MCSP for the training dataset. The SWISS scores of both methods are shown at the top
left of the plot. The x-axis shows the range of SWISS scores, and the red and blue vertical
lines show the SWISS scores for PCA and MCSP, respectively. The black dots show the dis-
tribution of the permuted population of SWISS scores (with random heights), and the black
line shows a smooth histogram of these black dots. The p-values are calculated by taking the
proportion of permuted SWISS scores to the left of MCSP’s SWISS (or the smaller SWISS
score of the two methods being compared), and the proportion to the right of PCA’s SWISS
(the larger SWISS score of the two methods). Since the p-value of MCSP is 0, we conclude
that MCSP is significantly better than PCA in terms of clustering. As a result, the MCSP
subspace gives more distinct classes than does the subspace spanned by the first 2 PC direc-
tions for this three-class example. In addition, we can easily obtain that the percentages of
variation explained are 15.45% by the MCSP subspace and 17.24% by the subspace spanned
by the first 2 PC directions. The difference is just 1.79%. This small difference suggests that
the MCSP has competitive data representation performance against the PCA. We have de-
fined that for the multi-class dataset, the method with more balanced data representation and
clustering has the better Class-Sensitive visualization performance. Since MCSP has signif-
icantly better clustering than and competitive data representation against PCA, we conclude
that the MCSP subspace has better Class-Sensitive visualization performance then does the
subspace spanned by the first 2 PC directions.
The above analysis compares the Class-Sensitive visualization performances of the PCA
and MCSP methods by considering only the first 2 components. However, from Section 2.2
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and Subsection 4.2 we know that both the PCA and MCSP methods can give us as many
components as the rank of the centered data matrixX . Recall from Figure 6.18, the SWISS
permutation test reports the SWISS scores and empirical p-values for both methods. In order
to compare the performances for different numbers of components, we run this test for num-
bers (2, 3, . . . , 20) and summarize the results in Figure 6.19. In addition, the percentage of
variation explained as a function of the number of components are plotted.
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Figure 6.19: The left two plots show the SWISS permutation test results and percentage of variation
explained as the number of components increases. The red and blue curves represent
the results for PCA and MCSP methods respectively. The right panel shows the sum of
the two empirical p-values. These three plots suggest that the MCSP method provides
consistently better Class-Sensitive visualization than does the PCAmethod as the number
of components increases.
Figure 6.19 summarizes the comparison of the PCA andMCSP methods for an increasing
number of components. In all three plots, the x-axis represents the number of components.
The left plot shows the SWISS scores of the PCA (red curve and pluses) and MCSP (blue
curve and triangles) methods and the right plot shows the sum of the two empirical p-values
(black dashed line). Since the SWISS score of the MCSP method is consistently smaller
than that of the PCA method and MCSP’s p-values are less than 0.05 (because sum is less
than 0.05) as the number of components increases, the MCSP method is consistently better
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than the PCA method in terms of clustering. Moreover, the middle plot shows the percentage
of variation explained by these two methods. Since the two curves are very close to each
other, the ability of data representation by MCSP is almost as good as that by the optimal
method available, i.e., the PCA method. Therefore this comparison shows that, for this three-
class example, the MCSP method is consistently better than the PCA method in terms of
Class-Sensitive visualization as the number of components increases.
In order to compare the generalizabilities of PCA and MCSP, we also plot the projections
of the testing dataset onto the first 3 sample training PC directions in Figure 6.20 and the first
3 sample training MCSP directions in Figure 6.21 respectively.
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Figure 6.20: Projection of the Thyroid cancer testing dataset onto the first 3 training PC directions.
Class differences appear in the subspace spanned by the first 2 PC directions.
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In Figure 6.20 we can see that similar to Figure 6.12, the class difference between Class 2
and Class 3 appears in plot [1,1] and the difference between Class 4 and the union of Class 2
and Class 3 appears in plot [2,2]. In the 2-dimensional subspaces [1,2] and [2,1] (spanned by
the first 2 training sample PC directions), these 3 classes have some overlap near the center.
All these observations are very similar to those in Figure 6.12, which shows the projections
of the training dataset onto these directions. The similarity with Figure 6.12 suggests that the
PCA method is very generalizable.
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Figure 6.21: Projection of the Thyroid cancer testing dataset onto the first 3 training MCSP directions.
Relatively to Figure 6.15, the projections suggests the MCSP method is very generaliz-
able. Class differences are stronger in the MCSP subspace than in Figure 6.20.
In Figure 6.21 we can see that, the projections are very similar to those in Figure 6.15.
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This suggests that the MCSP method is also very generalizable. Moreover, in contrast with
Figure 6.20, the class differences among all three classes are stronger in the MCSP subspace.
By comparing plot [2,1] of Figure 6.21 with plot [1,2] of Figure 6.20, we have that the classes
in the MCSP projections have somewhat less within-class variation and slightly less overlap
than do the PC projections. Therefore, these observations suggest the similar conclusion that
the MCSP subspace shows more distinct classes than does the subspace spanned by the first
2 PC directions for the testing dataset. Again, we compute the SWISS scores for both PCA
and MCSP methods and use the permutation test to check if MCSP is significantly better than
PCA in terms of clustering.
The SWISS permutation test reports that the SWISS scores are 0.556 and 0.473 for PCA
and MCSP respectively. Moreover, since the p-value of MCSP is less than 0.05, we again
conclude that the clustering performance of MCSP is significantly better than that of PCA. In
addition, it can be easily computed that the percentages of variation explained by the MCSP
and PCA methods are 13.86% and 15.59% respectively. These similar percentages (with dif-
ference of 1.73%) suggest that these two methods have competitive data representation per-
formances. Therefore for the testing dataset, the Class-Sensitive visualization performance
of the MCSP method is better than that of the PCA method. By taking the class label in-
formation into consideration, we conclude that the MCSP method has better generalizability
than does the unsupervised PCA method for this three-class example.
The second study is to analyze all samples including the control samples with no Thyroid
cancer cells (Class 1). As in Subsection 6.3.2, in this analysis, the training dataset has 290
samples and the testing dataset has 192 samples. The specific numbers of samples of the
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training and testing datasets for each class are in Table 6.1. Similar to the first study in this
subsection, we plot the projections of the training dataset onto its sample PC direction vectors
in Figure 6.22. Because there are 4 classes, it is necessary to use the subspace spanned by at
least the first 3 PC directions to discover the class differences. Moreover, in order to see the
variation in other components, we plot the projections onto the 4th PC direction as well.
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Figure 6.22: The first 4 sample PC projections of the Thyroid cancer training dataset (colored in 4
classes). The colors and symbols are the same as the plots in the previous analysis in this
subsection for classes 2, 3 and 4. Samples of Class 1 are represented as black triangles.
Class differences are apparent in the subspace spanned by the first 3 PC directions.
In Figure 6.22, the difference between Class 1 and the other three classes appears in the
1st PC projection (plot [1,1]). Moreover, in plot [2,2], Class 2 appears to be different from
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Class 3 in the 2nd PC projection. In addition, Class 3 and Class 4 can be distinguished in the
3rd PC direction (plot [3,3]). In plot [4,4], where all data points are projected onto the 4th
PC direction, the density curves of all four classes are very overlapped. These observations
suggest that some difference can be visualized by analyzing the class projections onto the
subspace spanned by the first 3 PC directions.
Similar to the first analysis in Subsection 6.3.2, we also draw the projections onto the
MMDP subspace and its 1st orthogonal PC direction in Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.23: Projections of the Thyroid cancer training dataset onto the MMDP subspace and the
1st orthogonal PC direction. Complete piles with very small variation are shown in the
MMDP subspace.
As shown in 2-dimensional projections of the MMDP subspace, i.e. the off-diagonal
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plots of the first 3 rows and 3 columns, all four classes are completely piled with very small
variation. This observation suggests that the MMDP subspace has very poor Class-Sensitive
visualization performance.
Again, with the aim of visually accentuating the classes better, we apply the MCSP
method to this dataset. The curve of the MCSJ as a function of   is shown in Figure 6.24.
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Figure 6.24: Curve of MCSJ as a function of the tuning parameter  . MCSJ obtains its maximum
when   = 0.4009.
From Figure 6.24 we can see that for the training dataset containing all four classes, the
MCSJ obtains it maximum of 1.5114 when   = 0.4009. Thus we use this   in the MCSP
optimization criterion (6.5) to compute the MCSP subspace. Since there are 4 classes, the
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MCSP subspace SC is a 3-dimensional subspace. This subspace is spanned by the first 3
orthogonal solutions of the MCSP optimization criterion (6.5). In order to compare with the
projections onto the PC directions, the 4th MCSP direction is also computed. The projections
of the training dataset onto the MCSP subspace and the 4th MCSP direction are shown in
Figure 6.25.
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Figure 6.25: The first 4 sample MCSP projections of the Thyroid cancer training dataset (colored in
4 classes). The clustering is similar to Figure 6.22. However, the classes are somewhat
more distinct in the MCSP subspace than in the subspace spanned by the first 3 PC
directions in Figure 6.22.
In Figure 6.25, similar to the observations in Figure 6.22, the four classes can also be
distinguished in projections onto the MCSP subspace SC , i.e., the subspace spanned by the
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first 3 MCSP directions. And we can also see that all four density curves are overlapped in
the 4th MCSP projection in plot [4,4]. However, the classes are somewhat more distinct in the
MCSP subspace than in the subspace spanned by the first 3 PC directions as in Figure 6.22.
To show this difference more clearly, we draw plots [2,1], [3,1] and [2,3] of Figure 6.22 and
Figure 6.25 in Figure 6.26.
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Figure 6.26: These plots show the 2-dimensional projections onto the PC directions (top panels) and
the MCSP directions (bottom panels). The MCSP projections have somewhat stronger
distinct classes than do the PC projections.
By pairwise comparing the top (PC projections) and bottom (MCSP projections) panels
in Figure 6.26, we can see the differences between the PCA andMCSPmethods more clearly.
For example, in the middle panels, we can see that Class 1 (black triangles) and Class 4 (blue
squares) have less overlaps in the MCSP projection (bottom panel) than in the PC projection
(top panel). And in general, the variations of each class are smaller in the MCSP projections
than in the PC projections. These observations indicate that the MCSP method distinguishes
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classes slightly better than does the PCA method for this four-class example.
Again, similar to the analysis of the first three-class example, we use the SWISS permu-
tation test to mathematically compare the clustering performance of these two methods. The
SWISS scores are 0.375 and 0.352 for PCA and MCSP methods respectively. The SWISS
permutation test shows that the MCSP is significantly better than PCA in terms of classifica-
tion since its empirical p-value is 0. Therefore we conclude that the clustering performance
of the MCSP method is significantly better than that of the PCA method. Similarly, the per-
centages of variation explained by the MCSP subspace and the subspace spanned by the first
3 PC directions are calculated as 25.98% and 26.24% respectively. We can see that the data
representation performances of MCSP and PCA are very similar since their percentages of
variation explained have very small difference (0.26%). As a result, the projections onto the
MCSP subspace give better Class-Sensitive visualization performance than do the projec-
tions onto the first 3 PC directions. In order to see if the MCSP method is consistently better
than the PCA method for more than 3 dimensions, the SWISS scores and the percentages of
variation explained are calculated for increasing numbers (3, 4, . . . , 20) of components. The
results are graphically summarized in Figure 6.27.
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Figure 6.27: The left two plots show the SWISS permutation test results and percentage of variation
explained as the number of components increases. The right panel shows the sum of
the two empirical p-values. These three plots suggest that the MCSP method provides
consistently better Class-Sensitive visualization than does the PCAmethod as the number
of components increases.
Figure 6.27 summarizes the comparisons between the PCA and MCSP methods for an
increasing number of components. The left panel shows that these two methods have very
similar SWISS scores and the SWISS scores of MCSP (blue line and triangles) are consis-
tently smaller than those of PCA (red line and pluses). Moreover, all the MCSP empirical
p-values of the SWISS permutation test are 0 as the number of components increases. There-
fore, these two results indicate that the MCSP method is consistently significantly better than
the PCA method in terms of clustering. In addition, from the middle panel we can see that
these two methods have almost identical percentages of variation explained, which suggests
that their data representation performances are almost the same. As a result, these com-
parisons again suggest that, for this four-class example, the MCSP method has consistently
better Class-Sensitive visualization performance than does the PCA method as the number
of components increases.
As in the first analysis in Subsection 6.3.2, the generalizabilities of the PCA and MCSP
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methods are compared using the testing dataset. By projecting the dataset onto the first
4 PC directions and MCSP directions obtained from the training dataset, we have the 1-
dimensional (diagonal plots) and 2-dimensional (off-diagonal plots) projections in Figure
6.28 and Figure 6.29 respectively.
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Figure 6.28: Projections of the Thyroid cancer testing dataset (4 classes) onto the first 4 training PC
directions. The observations are similar to those of Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.29: Projections of the Thyroid cancer testing dataset (4 classes) onto the first 4 training
MCSP directions. The observations are similar to those of Figure 6.25.
By comparing the training and testing dataset projections, we can see that Figure 6.28 is
similar to Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.29 is similar to Figure 6.25. These observations suggest
that both the PCA and the MCSP methods are very generalizable. Moreover, by comparing
Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29, for all four classes, the clustering of MCSP is somewhat better
than that of the PCA. This comparison is quantified by the SWISS permutation test. The
SWISS score is 0.381 for PCA and 0.363 for MCSP. Since the empirical p-values of MCSP
are 0 again, we conclude that the MCSP is significantly better than PCA in terms of cluster-
ing. In addition, the percentages of variation explained by PCA and MCSP are 24.32% and
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23.91% respectively. The small difference (0.41%) between these numbers suggests that they
have very similar data representation performances. Therefore the projections of the testing
dataset onto the MCSP subspace (3-dimensional) give better Class-Sensitive visualization
performance than do the projections onto the first 3 PC directions. This further indicates that
the MCSP method has better generalizability than does the PCA method for this four-class
example.
From the comparisons between MCSP and PCA of the simulated example in Subsection
6.3.1 and real world data examples (two studies of the Thyroid cancer data) in Subsection
6.3.2, we can see that the MCSP method has better Class-Sensitive visualization and gen-
eralizability than does the PCA method for these examples. We conjecture that the MCSP
method can give better Class-Sensitive visualizations for a broader range of simulations and
other real datasets.
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